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Not all Four Seasons fun
is done in the sun, as budding 
I bookworms John Denney and 
sister Lynne prove as they 
perused adventure-laden shel­
ves of the Kelowna Regional 
Library today. Even during 
I the tourist season, the lib- 
I rary does a surprising volume
COOL READING
of business from visitors who 
can participate in a three- 
week lending period program 
with a $2 deposit. Cost of the 
service is twenty-five cents a 
month, with the balance of 
the fee refunded if the initial 
investment is not used up.
Serving The Four Seasons Playground
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Opposition Pounces Upon Age 
As Telling Factor On Aug. TO
BELFAST (CP) British
first two weeks of July this weather during the beginning 
year has been "more than of this month. During the
usual” says Kelowna branch 
librarian, Mrs. Nigel Pooley, 
with about' 10,000 volumes 
loaned, during that period com­
pared with the normal rate of 
some 8,000 books. She attri-
summer months of July and 
AugUst, between 50 and 60 
tourists normally take advan­
tage of library facilities.
Library traffic during the buted the rise to incleemnt (Courier Photo)
Several Convicts Still Hunted 
After Assorted Jail Breaks
MONTREAL (CP) — Five of 
seven prisoners from three 
Montreal institutes were still at 
arge today after escaping cus­
tody during the weekend. Two 
were recaptured early IfcRo'—.' 
Three men escaped iron- th.'
Philippe Pinel Institute 
Sunday night. One prisoner, 28- 
year-old Paul Martin, gave him­
self up to police Monday but the 
two others, Andre Gratton, 24, 
and Jacques Lavasseur, 26, 
were still at large today.
I Richard Joy, 25, and Marcel 
Chartrand, 36, both serving 10- 
bear sentences for armed rob­
bery. who escaped Saturday 
from the medium-security Le­
clerc Institute in* nearby Laval, 
were still free today.- A third, 
Gilles Roy, was caught shortly 
after the break.
BEEK SHOOTING VICTIM
[ Still being sought by police is 
■4-year-old Keith Curtis Baker 
bf Vancouver, alias John Wish- 
low, who escaped from the Jew­
ish General Hospital late Friday 
bight. He was recovering from 
|wo bullet wounds.
I Baker had been under police 
guard at the hospital since July
8 when he and Vicky Janes, 22, 
also of Vancouver, were 
wounded in a shooting incident.
Miss Janes, who also has dis­
appeared, was released after 
treatment.
Baker faces a charge in Van­
couver of conspiracy to traffic 
heroin..
Another Vancouver couple, 
James Richard Allen, 30, and 
Arlene Harding, 25, have been 
charged with attempted murder 
in the incident. Their trial date 
is to be set Sept. 5.
TROOPS QUIT
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) — Ca­
nadian Forces troops, who at 
one time numbered about 400 in 
the search for four convicts still 
missing in a July 10 breakout 
from Millhaven penitentiary, 
have pulled out of this area al­
though the hunt for the fugitives 
continues, a provincial police 
spokesman said today.
Meanwhile, about 80 provin­
cial police, assisted by five 
tracking dogs, continued the 
hunt with routine patrols in a 
15-square-mUc area about the 
prison, 17 miles west of here.
Nixon Stung Into Rebuttal 
On Dike-Bombing Accusation
I UNITED NATIONS (CP) - 
rhe Nixon administration, ob- 
liously stung by UN Sccrctary- 
leneral Kurt Waldheim’s refcr- 
nce to reports of deliberate 
1.8. bombing of dikes tn North 
hetnam, has mounted a swift 
Abuttal campaign.
I In an unusually high-level 
Sly to the United Nations’ 
ef executive, State Secretary 
filllam Rogers immediately 
pndemned the reports ns false, 
furthermore, U.S. Ambassador 
leorge Bush protested person- 
|ly to the secretary-general at 
Ke United Nations.
I Waldheim, while saying he 
Luld not verify the reports, re­
lied that he thought "it was my 
lity to speak out on the devas-
Concrete Seals
Fate Of Miners
troops combed Roman Catholic 
strongholds of Belfast today, 
seizing 16 suspects, confiscating 
weapons and fighting seven gun 
battles.
There were at least 20 other 
shootouts during the night, ap­
parently between Roman Catho­
lic and Protestant guerrillas, 
and a young Protestant was 
found dead after one of the 
fights. This raised the con­
firmed death toll in three years 
of communal violence to 472 in 
Northern Ireland.
The most spectacular incident 
was a shooting near the city 
centre. Three men fell wounded 
when they were sprayed by ma­
chine-gun bullets fired from a 
passing car.
Troops in armored cars 
moved into the New Lodge, 
Markets, Ardoyne and Turf 
Lodge areas. They ran into sni­
per fire and a barrage of nail 
bombs and on one street fired 
tear gas bombs , to disperse a 
crowd of 200 youths throwing 
stones.
The troops ripped up barri­
cades in the New Lodge, Ar­
doyne and Davis flats section, 
longtime trouble spots and 
strongholds of the Irish Republi­
can-Army. One Steel and' coh-
who ran the districts as IRA 
towns.
Although the army has not 
met with the resistance it ex­
pected in Free Derry, it is not 
likely to try to clear the IRA out 




PENTICTON, B.C. (CP) — 
Greenpeace Foundation chair­
man Ben Metcalfe says three 
New Zealand boats are sailing 
in the wake of the Greenpeace 
III to carry on the protest 
against French nuclear testing 
in the South Pacific.
Mr. Metcalfe said in an inter­
view Tuesday that the vessels, 
crewed by New Zealanders, are 
the sloops Magic Isle and Ta­
mura and the ketch Boy Roel.
The Greenpeace III, a Cana­
dian ketch owned by the Van-
VICTORIA (CP) — Gambling ; 
on his Social Credit party’s past I 
performance and a policy-laden 
package for the future called 
the Kelowna Charter, Premier 
W. A. C. B e n n e 11 announced 
Monday there will be a general 
election in British Columbia 
Aug; 30.
Earlier in the day he had said 
there would be a fall election 
but gave no date.
It will be the seventh election 
since the party came to power 
in 1952 and the eighth campaign 
for the 71-year-old party leader, 
who has been in power longer 
than any other head of govern­
ment now in office in North 
America.
Leaders of all three opposition 
parties were quick to pounce on 
the premier’s age—he will be 72 
on Sept. 6—and his long stay in 
office by stating that one issue 
during the campaign will be the 
need for change.
Dave Barrett, leader of the 
New Democratic Party, said the 
Social Credit administration has 
' rested on its oars over the last 
year despite a commanding ma-
als 5. During the last year, two 
Social Credit members have left 
to join the Progressive Conserv­
atives. There have been no 
byelections in the last three 
years.
David A n d e r s o n, newly-e­
lected head of the B.C. Liberal 
party, said "we feel that the 
public view is that it is time for 
a change.” The same statement 
was uttered by Progressive Con­
servative Leader Derril War­
ren, who added he felt his party 
would make sizeable gains in 
the election.
Despite his statement follow­
ing the last general election that 
it would likely be five years be­
fore the people of B.C. would 
again vote, Mr. Bennett called 
the election with a full two 
years left in his five-year man­
date.
The premier has never lost an 
election since bringing his party 
to power in 1952 when it crushed 
i the Liberal-Conservative coali- 
; tion g 0 v e r n m e n t of Byron 
> (Boss) Johnson to form a mi- 
; nority administration.
BLACKSVILLE, W.Va. (AP) 
— Massive slabs of steel-rein­
forced concrete have sealed the 
fire-ravaged, explosion-torn 
Blacksville No. 1 mine and the 
fate of nine miners who were 
trapped inside Saturday night.
Workers raced through the 
night to complete the seals 
against the possibility of further 
explosions deep inside the burn­
ing, gas-filled mine on the West 
Virginia-Pennsylvania border.
Rescue operations for the 
trapped men ended abruptly 
Monday after three small explo­
sions sent about 50 rescue work­
ers scurrying for the mine’s 
lone entrance shaft.
Officials of Consolidation Coal 
Co., owner of the mine, said a 
hole drilled into the mine 650 
feet below the surface was com­
pleted and they expected to take
measufements - of poisonous 
methane gas inside,.
Consolidation spokesmen said 
three slabs of steel and concrete 
were used to seal the main 
shaft, an air and a production 
shaft of the mine.
Officials had noted increasing 
levels of methane gas 'nside the 
mine Monday afternoon and 
said they were in the process of 
deciding whether to remove res­
cue teams when the explosions 
occurred.
"Nobody had to tell us to get 
out,” said Harry Myers, rescue 
shift foreman at the time of the 
explosions.
When the fire began Saturday 
night, 40 men were doing rou­
tine maintenance work about 
one mile back Inside the mine, 
officials said. Thirty-one of the 
miners escaped unharmed.
crete barrier that had been boo­
by-trapped blew; "up when- the 
soldiers dismantled it, but no­
body was hurt.
For the third straight night 
soldiers also patrolled the Bog­
side and Creggan areas of Lon­
donderry, the IRA strongholds 
known as Free Derry, blit there 
was no resistance.
Until last weekend, the army 
had stayed out of the two barri­
caded “no go” sections of 
Northern Ireland’s second larg­
est city so as not to provoke a 
confrontation with the guerrillas
couver - based foundation, 
recently spent 32 days in the 
French nuclear test zone. The 
crew reported seeing what ap­
peared to be a nuclear explo­
sion.
"The'Greenpeace III later was 
damaged in a collision with a 
French naval vessel. The crew 
called the collision a deliberate 
ramming.
The ketch was towed out of 
test zone by a French vessel 
and nov s awaiting repair.
Mr. Metcalfe said the three 
New Zealand boats are carrying 
oiit the same mission as the 
Greenpeace III, to protest 
France’s nuclear testing .and to 
show that France or any nation 
cannot arbitrarily block off 
thousands of s q u a r e miles of 
ocean to international shipping.
jority in the B.C. legislature. 
TWO LEFT PARTP
Following the last B.C. elec­
tion on Aug. 27, 1969, standings 
in the 55-member house were 
Social Credit 38, NDP 12, Liber-
In his news conference Mon* 
day announcing the long- 
awaited election date, Mr. Ben­
nett said his party has a plat­
form for the future in the Ke­
lowna Charter which he had an­
nounced in June.
Nominations To Close Aug. 16
NEWS IN A MINUTE
British Striking Unions Near 
To Winning A Major Victory
t a t ing consequences which 
might result” from either inten­
tional or unintentional bombing 
of the flood control system 
along the Red River in North 
Vietnam.
A storm between the United 
States and Waldheim blew up 
Monday after the secretary-gen­
eral told a news conference he 
had "private unofficial” reports 
via Hanoi of the bombing of the 
dikes. Ho appealed to the 
United States to stop.
After his meeting with Wal­
dheim, Bush told reporters he 
was convinced the secretary- 
general did not want to give 
credibility to what Bush called 
a massive North Vietnamese 
propaganda campaign.
anada Tells Soviet, And U.S.
ef On With Nuclear Test Ban
LONDON (CP) — Britain’s 
striking unions appear to be 
edging towards a major victory 
today .with, Indications that Judi­
cial moves were ynder way de­
signed to obtain the release of 
five militant dock leaders from 
Pentonvllle prison in the next 
day or two.
These men were Jailed for 
contempt last Friday. Official 
Solicitor Norman Turner, a Judi­
cial figure, announced a deci­
sion to apply to the Industrial 
Relations Court probably 
Wednesday to get the men out 
of jail a? demanded by the dock 
unions, supported thousands of 
other workers.
It will be up to Sir John Don­
aldson, court president, to de­
cide whether the men should be 
released. Informants indicated 
earlier that Sir John may consi­
der that the men had spent suf­
ficient time In jail to "purge” 
their contempt in refusing to 
obey a court order to stop inter­
fering with container traffic in 
Britain’s docks.
The official solicitor is inde-' 
pendent of the government and 
is charged with safeguarding 
the rights of defendants before 
the courts. ,
Amid indications of fresh ac-
tlvity to get the men out of Jail, 
about 20,000 striking union 
members marched through Lon­
don streets shouting their sup­
port of the militant leaders. 
They halted in front of Penton- 
ville prison and later dispersed 
after some of the demonstrators 
pushed and shoved into a police 
line, knocking down some of the 
officers. No one was hurt.
Tupamaros Shoot Army Colonel Dead
MONTEVIDEO (Reuter) — Uruguay’s left-wing Tupa­
maros urban guerrillas machine-gunned to death an army 
colonel in his car'here today, police sources said. The sour­
ces identified the victim as Col. Artigas Alvarez.
Would-Be Hijacker Taken Off Plane
MEXICO CITY (Reuter) - A Mexican who threatened 
to blow up an airliner was taken off the plane by police in 
the northern city of Torreon, the pilot said today.
North Vancouver Man Charged In Killing
VANCOUVER (CP) - Ted Nicholas Ryhorchuk, 38, of 
North Vancouver, was charged with non-capital murder in 
Saturday’s fatal stabbing of Russell Albert Beaver, 30. Mr. 
Beaver, a drug addict, died almost three years to the day 
after his brother, Eddie Beaver, then 30, disappeared from a 
gambling establishment in New Westminster. It was rumored 
he had been shot.
WHITHER ACTION CANADA?
GENEVA (AP) - Canada 
ged the United States and the 
Lviet Union today to "stop 
toting about the bush on the 
[rlfication issue” and agree to 
It all nuclear testing.
Addressing the Geneva dis- 
rmament conference, Cana- 
kn delegate George Ignatieff 
tferred to the stalemate in un- 
[rground test ban talks follow- 
k the U.S. insistence on on-site 
kpectlons as a g u a r antco 
plnst cheating and the Soviet 
fusal to accept such controls. 
Ignatieff said after the SALT 
Iroementa formalized ”t h e 
icctive strategic . parity be- 
lecn the two major testing 
Iscrs,” the time hod come for 
Im to take what ha called
“political decisions.”
Unlimited continuation of un­
derground teats, he warned, 
"may pose greater dangers of 
destabilization than the conse­
quences qf a few undetected low 
yield evasions of a comprehen­
sive test ban.”
"It will be difficult for the 
world to sustain its confidence 
In the promise of current agree­
ments and to retain hope for fu­
ture agreements if the testing of 
nuclear weapons continues una­
bated” after the Moscow SALT 
accords, he said. "Cah It be 
expected that China and France 
will move toward ending their 
testing . . . unless and until the 




MANILA (Reuter) -* Starva­
tion threatens thousands of flood 
victims in the central Luzon 
area north of Manila despite 
frantic efforts by government 
and private agencies to distrib­
ute food and medicine to about 
2,000,000 homeless people.
Press reports from Pampanga 
and Bulacan, two of 15 Philip­
pines provinces affected by last 
week's floods, said relief heli­
copters and trucks had not been 
able to get through to thousands 
of starving people.
’•)
The chart proposals include 
increases to provincial supple­
mentary allowance for old age 
pensioners: boosts in social as­
sistance to the aged and handi­
capped; an increase in the B.C. 
minimum wage; o n -t h e -J 9 b 
training for young people and 
formation of a B.C. develop­
ment corporation to aid farmers 
and secondary manufacturing 
industries.
Nominations close Wednes­
day, Aug. 16. All four parties 
now represented in the legisla­
ture plan to run full slates of 
candidates. To date Social 
Credit has nominated 29, the 
NDP 50, Liberals, 36, Conserva­
tives 31, Communists two.
The Communists also plan to 
nominate four or five candi­
dates in the Vancouver area,
and three independent candL 
dates have expressed their in- 
tention to seek election in var* 
ious ridings.
All three opposition parties 
have new leaders. Mr. Barrett 
was chosen NDP leader shortly 
after the defeat in the 1969 elec­
tion of then party chief . Tom 
Berger. Mr. Warren was chosen 
at a party convention In March, 
ousting John de Wolf, and Mr. 
Anderson, 34-year-old MP for 
Esquimalt-Saanich, replaced 
Dr. Pat McGeer as Liberal 
leader at a party convention in 
May.
Twice during his brief election 
announcement, Mr. Bennett 
mentioned “pressure groups” 
which he said “have never 
found a friend in this govern­
ment.”
Nine Out Of Ten B.C. Teachers 
'To Vote Against Social Credit'
VANCOUVER (CP) -Nine 
out of 10 British Columbia teach­
ers will vote against the Social 
Credit government in the Aug, 
30 election, Jim MacFnrlan, 
vice-president of the B.C. Teach­
ers’ Federation, predicted Mon­
day.
Mr. McFarlan said he would
Hellyer Now Becomes Tory
OTTAWA (CP) — Paul Hell­
yer, the former Liberal cabinet 
minister who formed Action 
Canada, today Joined the Pro­
gressive Conservatives and 
urged other Action Canada 
members to follow him.
Although Action Canada con­
tinues to exist, Mr. Hellyer's de­
cision appeared to spell its end 
as a political party. If it contin­
ues, he told a news conference, 
it’s role will bo “information 
and education.”
The 48-ycar-old former Lib­
eral transport and defence min­
ister, said that in conversation 
with “hundreds of Canadians” 
he found a feeling that most 
would prefer Action Canada to 
be aligned with an existing 
party,
"The national advisory coun­
cil of Action Canada now has 
decided that the most effective 
way to pursue implementation 
of policies of opportunity is 
through the Progressive Con­
servative Partyt"
STANFIELD ATTENDED
Conservative leader Robert 
Stanfield turned up at the' news 
conference—along with a group 
of party of He i als—to welcome 
Mr. Hellyer Into his ranks.
“I i certainly welcome Mr. 
Hellyer and any othermembers
PAUL HELLYER 
. . less action now
of Action Canada who want to 
Siln the Progressive Conserva- 
ve Party.”.
He expected the tall, ener­
getic MP to pursue his policies 
vigorously in caucus, but wan 
confident that Mr. Hellyer
would be loyal to established 
party policy.
Both Mr. Stanfield and Mr, 
Hellyer discounted suggestions 
that Action Canada supporters 
within the parly would repre­
sent a “waffle wing" or "gjngcr 
group.”
Mr. Hellyer said he will seek 
the Conservative nomination In 
his Toronto Trinity riding, 
where he was elected ns a Lib­
eral in 1968 and now represents 
it as an Independent, 
DISAGREED WITH POLICIES
Mr. Hellyer resigned as trans­
port minister in ,1969, citing a 
disagreement with the govern­
ment over housing policies. He 
later was to disagree sharply 
with tho government's economic 
policies.
In making his announcement 
ho again criticized the Liberals 
for allegedly placing more em­
phasis on welfare and handouts 
rather than on opportunity; He 
said “this powerful disincentive 
to work merely underlines the 
trend/toward higher taxes and 
prices,”
’’If this situation continues It 
will have a devastating effect 
on Canadian unity. Each region 
blames/the central government 
for its problems. A continuation 
of present policies will lead, 1 
fear, to catastrophe,”
He hoped Hint “several” Ac- 
tlon Canada candidates would 
get Conservative 1 npmlnatlons, 
but there arc at least two nomi­
nated In ridings that already 
have nominated Conservatives,
WILL FIND SOLUTION
One of these ridings is Cal­
gary Centre where Barry Coch­
rane has been nominated by- 
Actlon Canada. \,
•'We'll have to find some solu­
tion to that," said Mr. Hellyer.
Tho other riding is Ottawa 
Centro where Don Armour, Ac­
tion Canada’s executive director 
han been nominated. Mr. Ar­
mour said he didn’t know what 
course ho would follow. “It's 
something wo will have to work 
ent.".
Action Canada membership h 
somewhere between 7,000 and 
8.000, said Mr. Hellyer. His de­
cision did not mean that Action 
Canada had failed. "It’s already 
had quite an influence on public 
opinion,”
Ho had no promises of A cabi­
net job in any future Conserva­
tive government.
“I have sufficient confidence 
In Mr. Stanfield and perhaps in 
jny own ability to make some 
contribution to go totally on 
faith.” . ' ’
be surprised if Social Credit 
polls more than 10 per cent of 
the teacher vote.
He was commenting on a 
statement by Premier Bennett * 
earlier in the day that 00 per 
cent of the province’s teachers 
would support his government.
Mr. Bennett said the bulk of 
the federation’s 23,000 members 
“know wa have been fair” and 
aren’t influenced by their lead­
ers, who is described as extrem­
ists.
Mr. MacFarlan said this Ig­
nores the fact that BCTF offic­
ers were elected by clear major­
ities at this year’s general meet­
ing)
“The extremist label is nn 
old smear tactic,” he said, “It’s 
the death rattle of an old politi­
cian.” '
Gary Onstnd, second vice- 
president of tho federation and 
a co-chairman of a pew teach­
ers’ political action committee, 
said his group hopes to sponsor 
an advertising campaign “to 
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NAMES IN NEWS
U.S. Warns Soviet On Arms Pact
» Defence Secretary Melvin 
• Laird said Monday in Washing- 
i ton he would favor United
x States withdrawal from the de­
fensive arms limitations treaty ft
* with the Soviet Union if new 
.talks do not produce an agree-
vment on curbing offensive wea- 
• pons. !
Sir Robert Menzies, former |
* Australian prime minister, has 
-been discharged from hospital 
• in Melbourne after nearly eight 
-months recovering from a 
j. stroke, a hospital spokesman 
. said Monday. Sir Robert, 77, 
: was partly paralysed by a 
stroke on Dec. 2. He now is 
able to walk with the help ol a
f. frame.
The'17-ycar-old crown prince, 
’ Jigme Singhi Wangchuk, was 
• enthroned as the new. king of 
’ Bhutan in Thimphu, the Press 
Trust of India reported. He 
succeeds his father, Jigme 
Dorjl Wangchuk, who died in 
Kenya last Friday.
Michael Barry McKinnon, 26, 
of Fort St. John, was killed 
when the car he was driving 
overturned on the Old Fort 
Road near Fort St. John.
Jean-Louis Leger, lawyer for 
Montreal Police Chief Jean- 
Jacques Saulnier, said Mon­
day in Montreal he plans to 
contest in court a Quebec Po- 
‘‘ lice Commission report saying
SIR ROBERT 
. . . out of hospital
J.
*
'Begging, Bombing'By Nixon 
Targets For McGovern Attack
the country since he took of­
fice 20 months ago. In a radio 
speech Monday night, he ac­
cused Washington of "deliber­
ately restricting” Chile's credits 
from $220 million in'mid-1970 to 
$32 million last month. He ter­
med this “part of a virtual 
economic blockade."
Vancouver parks board com­
missioner George Walnborn, 59, 
was picked Monday as the sec­
ond Social Credit candidate for 
the two-member Vancouver- 
Burrard riding for the Aug. 30 
provincial election. Incumbent 
Socred MLAs Bert Price and 
Harold MerUees were nominat­
ed April 10 to contest the rid­
ing but Merilecs announced 
July 16 he would step down be­
cause of ill health. Mr. Wain- 
born defeated wholesaler Har­
old Kidd, 59, for the nomination.
Mr. Saulnier does not have the 
competence to hold the city’s 
top police post. j
President Salvador Allende 
has announced an economic 
pLn that couples development 
with austerity aimed at push­
ing Chile faster along the road 
to socialism. The Marxist Pre­
sident placed major blame on 
the United States for the econ­
omic crisis that has stricken
In San Antonio, Tex., former 
president Lyndon B. Johnson, 
who suffered the second heart 
attack of his life in April, was 
taken to hospital Monday night 
I after suffering chest pains and 
| nausea, a hospital spokesman 
said. The U.S. Army’s Brooke 
General Hospital reported that 
the former chief executive was 
"comfortable, in excellent spir­
its. and his general condition is 
quite satisfactory. There have 
, been no irregularities in heart 
rhythm or blood pressure," 
। said a spokesman.
Urban Affairs Minister . Ron । 
Basford announced that Central 
Mortgage and Housing Corp, 
has approved a $335,000 loan 
for Prince George’s $2 million 
secondary sewage treatment 
plant.
In Dar Es Salaam, the new 
United States ambassador to 
Tanzania, Beverly Carter, pre­
sented his credentials to Pres­
ident Julius Nyerere at state 
house Monday. Carter, 51, is 
the first black American to hold 
the post and the fourth to be 
appointed ambassador to an Af­
rican state.
Judith Silver Shapiro, whose 
Russian husband faces trial for 
alleged draft dodging, said 
Monday in London she was 
bundled on to an outgoing 
flight by Soviet secret police 
half an hour after she arrived 
in Moscow. Mrs. Shapiro was 
barred by Soviet authorities 
because she did not have an 
entry visa. She said Soviet offi­
cials refused her a permit in 
New York when she asked to 
go to Moscow to attend her hus­
band's trial, which begins Wed­
nesday. She married Gabriel 
Shapiro in Moscow last month 
in a Jewish ceremony. She was 
forced to leave the Soviet Un- 
ion four days later before they 
could wed in a civil ceremony 
recognized by the state.
CUSTER, S.D. (AP) — Sena­
tor George McGovern said Mon­
day that the Nixon administra­
tion is secretive, elitist, and is 
pursuing a fruitless policy ol 
begging and bombing in North 
Vietnam.
The Democratic presidential 
candidate, here for a vacation 
and a series of campaign plan­
ning meetings, also attacked the 
president on these points: for 
refusing to reveal the names of 
all his campaign contributors, 
for the administration’s rela­
tionship with big business and 
for partisan politics by State 
Secretary William Rogers and 
Defence Secretary Melvin
sonal knowledge that officials of 
International ’ Telegraph a n d 
Telephone or Lockheed had con-
LOANS APPROVED
VANCOUVER (CP) — Ap- 
proval of three Central Mort­
gage and Housing Corp* loans 
for construction of senior citi­
zens* housing at Victoria, Van­
couver and Chilliwack was 
announced M 0 n d a y. The Vic­
toria Senior Citizens'. Housing
Society gets $402,997 towards ■ 
77-unit building in Esquimau! 
the Fraser Valley Ukranian Se! 
nior Citizens' Housing Society 
gets $177,441 to aid in construct] 
infe a 23*apartment building, and 
a $157,719 loan goes to the south] 
Amherst Housing Society it 
Vancouver for work on a 21-unil 
apartment building.
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd. 
1654 EUis St.
TORONTO (CP) — All major 
sectors of the Toronto stock 
market moved higher for the 
fourth consecutive session in 
’ moderate mid-morning trading 
„ today.
> The industrial index was up 
.. .86 to 204.04, golds .75 to 213.34. 
„ base metals .23 to 92.40 and 
“ western oils 1.63 to 238.33.
s Volume by 11 a.m. was 583,000 
, shares, up from 465,000 at the 
; same time Monday.
’ Advances outnumbered de- 
, clines by about two-to-one, 151 










Nor. Ctl. Gas 
Oshawa Wholesale
' changed.
:: Sectors of the market which 
registered broad advances in- 
“ eluded beverage, oil refining, 
paper and forest, steel and mer­
chandising issues while pipeline, 
utility, real estate and construc­
tion and materials stocks edged 
fractionally lower.
Chrysler was up 1% to $32%, 
Falconbridge 1ft to $56, Rank ft 
to $26, Gulf OQ % to $35%, 
MacMillan Bloedel % to $27ft
? and Dofasco % to $2614.
“ Imperial Oil rose % to $39, 
* Alcan % to $31, Numac % to 
■ $16% and Kerr Addison 10 cents 
to $9.40.
Royal Trust lost % to $38%, 
Occidental Pete ft to $14%, 
McIntyre Vt to $50, Pan Ocean 
% to $11%, Home Oil B ft to 


























Thomas Nat. Tsp. 2.70
Thomson News. 38
Tor. Dom. Bank 34
Trans Canada Pipe 45ft


















i VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
were higher in light trading 
today as the Vancouver Stock 
Exchange reported a first-hour 
i volume of 201,875 shares, 
r In the industrials, Athabasca 
Columbia rose .05 to $3.15 on a 
turnover of 10,000 shares.
, Vargas paced the oils, drop- 
> ping half a cent to .23 on a 
. volume of 4,500 shares.
f Celtic Mines topped the min- 




i (Today’s Opening Prices)































Alberta Gas Trunk 56%
; Alcan
t Bank of Montreal 
. Bank of N.S.











Cdn. Imperial Bank 27





















Home Oil “A" 






















































































































































































































































































































' Jockey Lane Suire, 23, of 
Erath, La., asked a circuit 
court Monday to overturn a rul­
ing by the Illinois Racing 
Board in Chicago revoking his 
licence for five years. The 
board’s action came on an in­
vestigative report that accused 
Suire of using an electric whip 
to prod his mount in a race at 
Hawthorne May 9. Suire’s law­
yers asked the court to overturn 
the ruling “because it allegedly 
was contrary to the manifest 
weight of evidence and is un­
substantiated by any admissible 
evidence as required by law.”
Princess Ubolratana of Thai­
land, the oldest of King Bhumi­
bol’s three daughters, has giv­
en up her title amid rumors htat 
she has secretly married a fel­
low student at Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. The 21- 
year-old princess, known at 
school in the United States as 
Julie Maliidol, was not in line 
for the throne. Her brother, 20- 
year-old Prince Vajiralongkorn,
Laird.
Of former treasury secretary 
John Connally, he said: "I’m 
not) sure what he is . . . Repub­
lican or Democrat, fish 01 
fowl.”
Speaking at a news confer­
ence on the terrace of the Syl­
van Lake lodge near here, the 
South Dakota senator said of 
the list of unnamed contributors 
to Nixon’s re-election effort:
"I suspect that that's the eli­
tist operation. I think you'll find 
a handful of major contributors 
there, perhaps the board 0! 
directors of ITT, some 0! the 
companies that have been help­
ful to the president, perhaps a 
grateful board of directors of 
the Lockheed Corp. These are 
the kind of elitists that we think 
ought to be brought into the 
open.”
McGovern said he had no per­
tributed to the Nixon campaign. 
But “I think it’s a reasonable 
surmise” that they have con­
tributed, he said.
The law docs not require ei­
ther presidential campaign to 
disclose individual contributions 
received prior to April 7. How­
ever, McGovern has done so 
and has challenged Nixon to do 
likewise.
“But for some reason or 
other, President Nixon is unwill­
ing to tell us who put up that 
first $10 million,” McGovern 
said.
McGovern also was pressed 
on what he would do as presi­
dent to ensure that American 
prisoners of war would be re­
leased by the North Vietnamese 
if he were to end the bombing, 
halt aid to Saigon and withdraw 
U.S. forces from Vietnam within 
90 days as he has pledged to do 
if elected.
McGovern repeated his optim­
ism that Hanoi then would re­
lease American prisoners volun­
tarily and said he would not in­
crease military pressure to 
achieve their release. '
McGovern, who has drawn 






and THE CANADIAN PACIFIC 
Nightly Smorgasbord — Mon. • Sat. 
Ukrainian — Chinese — Canadian Cuisine 
KOKO CLUB













(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
Athabaska Col. 3.00 3.20
Balco Forest Prod. 11% 12
Bank of B.C. 21ft 22 ft
Block Bros. 3.40 3.60
Canterra .95 1.05
Computrcx 50 58
Crestwood Kit, 1,15 1,50
Dawson Dev. 7ft • 7ft
Doman Ltd. U’i 15ft
Field Stores 17ft 17%
Four Seasons 8% 8ft
Finning Tractor 23*2 24
Great Pac. Ind. 2.50 2.55





Melton Realty 2.90 2.05
OK Helicopters 12 ft 12%
P.W.A. 22% 23%
P.W.A. Pfd. 41 46'a
Saratoga Proc. 4.75 4.80
George Sparling 3,15 Bld
Steintron 4.50 4.65
Trans, Cda. Glass 9ft 0%
WILLIAMS MOVING & STORAGE
(B.C.) LTD.
Your agent for United Van Lincs.
HAVE MOVED
to larger, more convenient premises at '
400 DOYLE AVENUE
Phone 763-3540
B.C. Branches at: Burnaby, Prince George, Penticton. 
Kamloops,, Kelownq, Terrace, (.Tanbrook, Houston, 
Alberta Branches at: (‘algniy, Edmonton, Grand Centre.
is Bhumibol’s heir.
A platform bearing 










in Columbia, S.C., 
that he would go to 
beg if necessary to 
Vietnam to release 
prisoners, charged
that Nixon has “been begging 
now for 3ft years.”
STARTS WEDNESDAY
Nominated, for Five Academy Awards
A Hal Wallis Production 
! VmouRedgrave ‘cw. Jackson. 
turiaMcGoohan 
ri~AyDalton • x^iDavcnport
Choquette 'Personally Aware' 
Of Organized Crime's Attempts














































port Minister Don Jamieson, 
collapsed during opening cere­
monies for a summer festival 
in Marystown, Nfld., Monday 
night. No one was seriously in­
jured. Festival officials “laugh­
ed off” the incident, but one 
said those involved “got.quite 
a scare.”
The percentage of women 
alcoholics in Canada is increas­
ing rapidly, Henry Landry, ex­
ecutive director of the Poyer in 
Moncton, N.B., a centre for the 
treatment of people with alco­
hol problems, said in Saint 
John, N.B, Mr. Landry spoke 
to a meeting sponsored by the 
Saint John Services Council. 
Mr. Landry said that recent na­
tional statistics show 25 per 
cent of alcoholics are white col­
lar workers, 45 per cent pro­
fessional and managerial staff, 
and 30 per cent laborers.
MONTREAL (CP) — Justice] 
Minister Jerome Choquette says 
he is “personally aware” of at­
tempts by organized crime to 
acquire influence at different 
administrative, police and polit­
ical levels in Quebec.
He said in an interview that 
such attempts and other activi­
ties of organized crime in the 
province will be investigated by 
a special police inquiry commis­
sion next fall.
The crime commission, which 
will include four judges, will not 
itself lay charges but will issue 
reports from which charges can 
be drawn.
It will hear private testimony 
and accept written testimony 
from persons residing outside 
the province who might fear re­
prisals if they returned to 
Quebec.
Mr. Choquette said there have 
been many crime inquiries in 
Quebec but this is the first to
deal with the entire province-the 
others were municipally spon­
sored.
He said the Quebec Research 
Bureau on Organized Crime, 
linking several law enforcement 
bodies such as the RCMP, the 
provincial police and the Mont­
real police force, has compiled 
considerable evidence of the ex­
istence of organized crime in 
the province.
“Organized crime is in big hi­
jackings, like the theft of truck­
loads of liquor and cigarettes,” 
he said. “There is over-all su­
pervision of it and from there it 
spreads into legitimate busi­
nesses through strongarm meth­
ods that are totally unaccepta­
ble.
“And it spreads not only 
through muscle and corruption, 
but through apathy. When crime 
is allowed to spread, it has a 
habit of corrupting at various 
strata all the way up.”
ENDS TONIGHT
Elizabeth Taylor — Michael Caine — Susannah York 
in “XY & ZEE” Mature.
PLUS “THE HOREMEN 






GATES OPEN 8 P.M. — SHOW TIME DUSK
City of Kelowna
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS






















CIA Associated With Heroin
In U.S. Researcher's Book
Tax statements for 1972 have been mailed. Property 
owners who have not received their statements should 
contact the Tax Department at City Hall or call 763-6011, 
Extension 345.
NO PLEA
SURREY (CP) — Ron al Hall 
Nussle, 34, of Burnaby, was 
remanded without plea to July 
31 Monday on charges of im­
paired driving and criminal neg­
ligence laid after- an RCMP 
officer jumped from a motor­
cycle to a moving truck and 
subdued the driver Saturday 
night. The truck had fled from 
police, run through a number 
of roadblocks and caused dam­
age to police and private cars.
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) - 
A researcher who linked the 
United States Central Intelli­
gence Agency with the. Indo- 
ch .>e heroin trade claims the 
CIA is threatening his constitu­
tional rights by examining his 
yet unpublished book on his 
study.
“I consider it tantamount to a 
violation of my First Amend­
ment rights,” Alfred McCoy 
said Monday of the CIA’s de­
mand for a copy of the manu­
script of The Politics of Heroin 
in Southeast Asia.
The book contains allegations 
.that top military leaders in 
Laos, Cambodia and Thailand, 
with the knowledge of some
U.S. officials and the assistance 
of the CIA, have been feeding 
heroin to South Vietnam and the 
United States.
McCoy, a third-year student 
in Southeast Asian history at 
Yale University, also called the 
acquiescence of publisher Har­
per and Row to meet the CIA 
demand “an extremely danger­
ous precedent” for the publish­
ing industry.
The publisher turned over a 
copy of the book to the CIA last 
Thursday, McCoy said, telling 
him the book would not be pub­
lished at all if he did not permit 
the U.S. agency to see the mate­
rial.
Payments may be made to the City Hall Cashier, 1435 
Water Street, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. weekdays. City Hall 
will close as normal at 4:30 p.m. July 31st, 1972.
A penalty of 5% will be added to unpaid balances of 
current taxes at close of business July 31st, 1972. A further 
penalty of 5% will be added to outstanding current taxes 
on September 1st, 1972.
Application for the Provincial Home-Owner Grant (if 
eligible) may be made whether or not taxes are paid.
BOLENS
MOVIE GUIDE |
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AH Passes and (jnldcn Ago 
Cards Suspended ,
Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day nt 
262 Bernard Ave. 762-3111
Evenings —8 p.m.
ENDS TONIGHT - 8 P.M.
FIDDLER ON THE ROOF . 1
(General)
WARNING — fictitious story of a best 
sellm', contains brnltality and offensive 
language.
— R. McDonald, B.C.'Director
rnoouctti nr oiRtcribor KM««ri»v»r
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A 6-apood yard tractor that travola at 7% m.p.h.
or turns turf at Icaa than 1 m.p.h, Lola you awllch 
altnchmonia with utmost eana and always 
plvon ornnt mobility along with a smooth, 
comfortable rldo. Buy It.,. and start something 
In your neighborhood.
CONSOLIDATED EQUIPMENT
& SUPPLY SO. LTD.
3202 — 20th STREET, 
VERNON, B.C.
i
TO VOTE OR NOT TO VOTE 
Young man contemplates registration form
It's Now Full Steam Ahead
For 66th Annual Regatta
The 66th annual International j ors that trade dollars were still 
Regatta is ready to roll. At the | available at all banks and again 
final Regatta association meet-; asked for local merchants to 
ing Monday each of the direct- get behind the trade dollars
ors indicated everything was in 
readiness for opening day Aug. 
2.
Glen Carleton, Regatta man­
ager, said there were a few 
things to iron out but in general 
there was nothing to prevent 
Canada’s Greatest Water Show 
from being the success and en­
joyment it has been known for.
Director General Ev McKee 
asked the directors to make 
any last minute adjustments 
which were needed and make 
any suggestions they felt nec­
essary to get things rolling.
Head of the Regatta swim 
meet, Bruce Clarke, told the 
directors his events are 11 set 
and he was expecting close to 
500 entrants in the meet. The 
young swimming coach asked 
the association-to have at least 
five boats available for patrol 
for the annual across the lake 
swim which is scheduled for 
Thursday of Regatta week. Mr. 
McKee told him this would be 
looked after as well as having 
billeting space for out-of-town 
competitors.
Regatta Director Lawrence 
Gourlay informed association 
I members the program sales 
were coming along fine with 
1,500 already sold. The pro-
and help out in circulating 
them.
Association Director Brent 
Olson said his entertainment 
program was all ready -nd in 
fact he had some left over if 
any was needed elsewhere dur­
ing Regatta week. It was sug­
gested he contact the Down­
town Businessmen’s Association 
to see if they needed entertain­
ment for the planned mall 
which will be happening on 
Bernard during the Regatta 
week. Mr. Olson also reported 
that everything was set for the 
Bavarian Garden, and with the 
help of the Associated Commer­
cial Travellers and a local rad­
io station it should again this 
year prove a great success.
Kelowna Teen Town mayor, 
Margot Thomson, told the as­
sociation directors that ’ .-r 
group has finalized the con-
grams are being sold by mem­
bers of the Demolay Club.
He also informed the direct-'
ELECTION INTEREST APPEARS SMALL
Will Voice Of Youth Be Heard?
For months the media in B.C. 
has been preoccupied with the 
probability of a provincial gen­
eral election. Monday, Premier 
Bennett ended the speculation 
and second-guessing by setting 
August 30 as the date.
Voters can now expect to be 
bombarded with all manner of 
promises, platitudes and , pro­
crastinations as the campaigns 
of the province’s four major 
parties swing into high gear.
The effect of all this propa­
ganda will only be known when 
the votes are counted. Among 
those eligible to vole for the 
first time are thousands of 
young people between the ages 
of 19 and 22.
Do they really care?
A recent Courier survey of 
young people in the premier’s 
home riding turned up some in­
teresting answers.
Most agreed with lowering 
the voting age from 21 to 19 pro­
vincially and 18 for voting fed­
erally. However, many felt 
these new voters will not mark
ballots because they are 'not 
interested in politics or they 
feel their votes will change 
nothing.
Those questioned, ranging in 
age from 16 to 22, were encoun­
tered in City Park, the streets 
of Kelowna, Okanagan College 
and at Kelowna Youth Hostel.
Sue Reeves, 21, felt the 
younger generation is more 
mature, responsible and politic­
ally aware than previous gen­
erations. Although she said 
many will not use the vote, she 
added it “isn’t just the young 
who don’t take advantage of 
the vote."
Miss Reeves had some criti­
cisms of the age difference in 
voting provincially and feder­
ally. She said if a youth at 18 
is old enough to vote in a fed­
eral election, then he should be 
considered mature enough to 
vote in the provincial election, 
which limits voters to 19 years 
of age.
She also felt if kids are not 
aware of the political issues,
but plagued by doubt about her 
then they will be influenced by 
their parents, especially if they 
are voting for the first time.
Sandy Cemey, 21, feels the 
voting age should still be res­
tricted to 21-year-dlds because 
she feels younger people are 
not politically aware.
She feds one of the major 
political platforms will be Can- 
ada-U.S. relations in a federal 
election. She said more kids are 
affected by what others think 
than their own opinions.
Judy Hall, 19, feels after the 
LeDain report came out on 
narcotics, drugs will be a ma­
jor issue. She also said youth 
votes ‘for the man,’ and the 
one with the most liberal views 
will get the vote.
Ken Carter, 16, said he agreed 
with the lowering of the voting 
age, but felt the majority of 
young people will not vote. He 
said a few young voters will be
their ballots. He said he does, 
not follow politics.
Gail Getilson, 18, of Leslie, 
Sask., questions her peers 
about their knowledge of what 
they are voting for. She said 
some are not politically aware, 
and neither are some parents.
Allah Richard Holiday, 22, 
from Quebec, was the most 
pessimistic of those questioned. 
He said older people will dis­
agree with the new voting limit,
and will say youth is not in­
formed.
He felt most of the men run­
ning in politics were “over 45" 
and although they have exper­
ience picked up through the 
years, it is different from the 
issues affecting people now. He 
concluded by saying voting for 
these men wouldn’t change any­
thing.
He felt some youths will use 
the ballot, but others won’t. He, 
himself, doesn’t follow politics.
Pattie Hamcrook, 19, from
influenced by the way their par­
ents vote, however, some will re­
main individuals when using I White Rock, B.C., is optimistic, half politician.
new responsibility. She thought 
the lowering of the voting - ge to 
be “fantastic,’’ and added "the 
generation now are the ones 
going to be the government 
later." She said "more and 
more young people are getting 
into politics.”
She says the majority of 
youth will use the vote because 
“they want things changed. If 
they sit back, nothing will 
change," she added.
However, she does have some 
reservations. She didn't know 
what would be the main plat­
forms for a provincial and fed­
eral election and said, “it 
doesn't make any difference, 
because they never carry out 
their promises.”
Miss Hamcrook said she lis­
tens to what politicians have to 
say. "I think the NDP are for 
: youth,” she said. “Trudeau 
, travels more on vacation than 
. business.” She felt he didn’t 
i act his age and was half youth,
CITY PAGE City Still Waiting
Tuesday, July 25, 1972 Page 3
Smoke Haze Over The City 
Caused By Fire Near Oliver
The smokey haze currently 
hovering over the city is not 
due to slash burning, but caus­
ed by a 1,000 acre fire east of
Oliver, Kelowna forest district 
ranger, Frank Pearce, clarified
♦zwJ 3 Vtoday.
sey, a well known west coast 
blues band, will be at the arena 
with an eight piece group called 
The Weston Davis Revue.
100 ENTRIES
Regatta agricultural fair dir­
ector, Mrs. W. J. Sullivan, said 
her part in the Regatta week 
was just fine. She said she had 
already received over 100 en­
tries for exhibits in the fair 
and the home-made wine con­
test was literally bubbling over 
with anxious fermentors. There 
will, be 10 categories for pro­
duce and handicrafts in the 
fair, she said, aind she expected 
all to receive a maximum of 
entries.
Royalty director, Mrs. N. J. 
Hilbom, pointed out there will 
be 23 girls at the Regatta from 
12 different communities, re­
presenting those communities 
as royalty. The 23 queens and 
princesses will take part in the 
Regatta parade and other func­
tions throughout the week. She 
said she is preparing for the
The blaze is one of 56 new 
fires reported across the prov­
ince last week, most of which 
have been attributed to light­
ning strikes.
“One thing that is surprising 
us is that cool northerly winds 
are drying out Valley bottoms 
and increasing the fire hazard, ’ 
said Mr. Pearce. “We’re in the 
high hazard rating now, but 
we’re not calling it that,” he 
added, explaining the situation 
is balanced out by the fact 
there is still enough green 
growth and moisture to offset 
the drying-out effect of humid 
northerly winds.
With the advent of warmer 
weather, the Kelowna ranger 
district forest fire hazard rat­
ing increased from low to med­
ium to medium increasing.
Ranger district officials re­
mind residents to exercise extra 
caution with camping and trash­
burning as the weather con­
tinues its trend to hotter tem­
peratures.
Out of 11 forest fires reported 
in the Kelowna forest district 
since the fire season began May 
I, nine blazes have been man­
made, including a brush fire at 
Westbank Thursday which burn­
ed a half acre of brush. Resi­
dents are also reminded a per­
mit is required for all open 
fires and may be obtained from 
fire departments, forestry 
branches and RCMP offices. 
Campfire permits are not re­
quired this year.
Residents of Okanagan Mis­
sion and Benvoulin fire improve­
ment districts can now obtain 
burning permits from the Re­
gional District of Central Okan­
agan, 540 Groves Ave. Permit 
booklets were received by the 
local forest service today and 
will be forwarded to the regional 
district for possible distribution 




The city engineering depart­
ment is hoping fluoridation 
equipment ordered through a 
Vancouver agent will arrive by 
an Aug. 9 delivery deadline.
The new unit, to replace 
equipment damaged in a fire 
in the spring of 1971, was order­
ed from John Black Ltd., June 
12 this year following delays 
involving insurance details. 
Cost of the equipment is $5,- 
043.
Queried on the absence of 
fluoridation in the city’s dom­
estic water system, dental con­
sultant, Dr. Alan Gray, admit­
ted teeth in children from the 
baby age group to 12 years
tracts for the groups to play at 
the Regatta dances to be held 
Friday and Saturday night of 
Regatta at Memorial Arena. 
The main act for Friday will be 
Merrilee Rush, whose Angel of 
the Morning sold a million cop­
ies in seven countries. The ver­
satile songstress also was nom­
inated two years running for a 
Grtunmy award. On stage with 
Merrilee Rush will be a second 
group called the Turnabouts.
I On Saturday night, J. C. Kin-
Close To $700,000 Earmarked
For Socred Election Drive
i Social Credit League president 
George Driedlger said today the 
Social Credit Party will spend 
between $600,000 and $700,000 , in 
Its attempt to clinch its eighth 
victory In 20 years of politick­
ing.
He said this amount was in 
Ithe general area of what they 
(spent In the provincial election 
[of 1969. The bulk of the cam­
paign spending, he said, will go 
■towards media advertising.
I A representative of South 
[Okanagan Conservative candi­
date, Jim Doak, said the Con­
servative candidate would not 
|try to "snow people" by con-
Eckankar
Seminar
A program of lectures at the 
Capri Motor Hotel on the topic 
of Soul Travel, or total aware­
ness have been 'conducted re­
cently by Ray and Eva Fretcn-
ducting an expensive media and 
propaganda campaign. He said 
the Socred announcement indi­
cating the large amount of cam­
paign money to be spent only 
further justified Mr. Doak’s 
stand that he feels the govern­
ment and the premier have lost 
contact with the people of the 
province.
Mike Roberts, campaign man­
ager for Liberal candidate, 
Roger Tait, said the Socred 
campaign fund confirmed his 
opinion the Socrcds would not 
run a people campaign in this 
election. He said the Liberals in 
this riding intend to hold a peo­
ple campaign by getting In 
touch with ns many constituents 
personally as Is possible.
The Socred president, Mr. 
Driedlger, said the old style of 
politicking by knocking on doors 
did not work anymore and the 
Social Credit Party would con­
duct a “ncw-style" campaign 
this year similar to those used
coronation show which will see 
retiring Lady of the Lake 
Wendy Nichols and Princess 
Trudy Walker present the 
crown and gowns to new Lady 
of the Lake Lindsay Ritchie 
and Princess Donna Hamilton.
The Regatta parade, always 
an event to look forward to, 
has 65 entries to date and more 
coming in every day, said Jay- 
cee representative Norm Rob­
inson. The parade will again 
feature floats and’ bands from 
all over the province and en­
tries have been received from 
communities in Alberta as well 
as northwestern United States. 
Mr. Robinson said he was look­
ing for more local entries in the 
parade and he and the Jaycees 
were willing to take any appli­
cations from local groups want­
ing to participate in the parade.
All that is left now is the 





The ancient science, called 
Eckankar, was explained by the 
iFretenljurRs as a way of life 
kvhich, it practiced; loads the 
Undivldual to an Inner happl- 
mess.1 The science revolves 
around the more well known 
(ancient beliefs of reincarnation 
land the development of Kanna. 
I Based on the expanslvcncas o 
(consciousness In the Individual 
(the lectures involve people from 
(the world over, A Western,. Can­
adian seminar on Eckankar wi 1 
roe held in Vancouver from Aug. 
H8 to 20.
in the United States.
“It’s not that wo have a big 
fat pork barrel. Campaigning 
through the media Is Just what 
Is required today. We could cut 
our budget in half and go back 
to the old style politicking, but 
we have got to go the new way 
—the way it’s happening in the 
United States,” he said,
Mr. Driedlger said the Spclal 
Credit treasury was "not in bud
Saturday , night during the 
Jehovah Witness convention, a 
couple from, Spokane, Wash., 
Mr, and Mrs. Stan Bocker, were 
staying with Jack Fehr of Ber­
nard Avenue. The Bockers 
packed their car on the street, 
but had forgotten the keys in 
the door. Three youths spotted 
the keys sometime later, and 
woke Mr, Fehr up, and handed 
him the keys. Just goes to show, 
good Samaritans come in all 
age groups.
Sunny
For Former Kelowna Artist
Former Kelowna resident-ar­
tist, Zeljko Kujundzic, nation­
ally and internationally known 
for his creative versatility, will 
be exhibiting his endeavors at 
a one-man show at Placita Gal­
lery, Taos, New Mexico, July 30.
The Yugoslavia born artist, 
who operated a studio and 
taught privately in the city 
some time ago, has studied, 
displayed and taught in Can­
ada, the United Kingdom, Mex­
ico and the United States. He 
has demonstrated his superb 
craftsmanship in metal, clay, 
wood, and canvas, and his 
works in sculpture and metal 
have been commissioned by the 
University of British Columbia, 
by Nelson and Cranbrook city 
councils and by the Canadian 
government at the Expo Pavil­
ion of Fine Arts.
His one-man displays of 
paintings and clay have been 
held at Edinburgh, Scotland, 
Oslo, Norway, Paris and Lon­
don, as well as in many North 
American and Latin American 
cities. He is founder of the pro­
vincial school of art in British 
Columbia, and is currently on 
tiie faculty of the art depart­
ment of Penn State University, 
Fayette campus.
Mr. Kujundzic has also exhib-
ited at West Virginia University 
creative art centre in 1971; the 
Charles Pitcher Gallery, Pitts­
burgh, Penn., in February this 
year; the Kern graduate cen­
tre, Penn State University in 
April this year, the Art Insti­
tute of Pittsburgh Art Gallery, 
an invitational exhibition in 
December last year; and with 
the Canadian Sculptors Society 
Invitational Exhibition for In­
ternational Medalist S h o w, 
Cologne, Germany, in February 
this year.
He received a grant from the 
faculty research fellowship of 
the Institute for Arts and Hu­
manistic Studies1 for the sum­
mer term of 1972, researching 
in the integration of sculpture 
with paintings.
Mr. Kujundzlc’s work has 





A Vancouver man, 37-year- 
old Nels P. Nordstrom, ap­
peared in Kelowna provincial 
court today facing three char­
ges arising from alleged 
fraudulent stock deals which 
allegedly took place in Kel­
owna during May and August 
of 1971.
Lawyer Howard Hamilton 
of Penticton has been appoint­
ed Crown prosecutor in the 
case. The charges arising 
from the alleged incidents 
last summer, include false 
pretenses, theft of shares of 
a value exceeding $50, and 
converting shares, with intent 
to defraud.
The amount of money alleg­
edly involved wa§ $3,000 and 
apparently over 100,000 stock 
shares were involved. The 
accused was released on his 
own recognizance under pro­
visions of the new bail reform 
act.
would be “less resistant to de­
cay acids” during the period 
without fluoridation but protec­
tion would amount to only 
“seven or eight per cent” 
since the fluoridation benefit is 
spread over a 13 to 14 year 
period.
He said it was “too bad" the 
city had experienced delays 
with fluoridation equipment, but 
that officials were “doing their 
best” to expedite delivery.
The lack of dental preserva­
tive in city water had a more 
direct effect on his office since 
evaluation of fluoride studies 
were hampered. To help count­
er the chemical deficiency, the 
Kelowna Dental Health Centre 
has provided fluoride supple­
ments in the form of Pedident 
chewable tablets at prescrip­
tion cost to parents. Currently, 
some 793 children are benefit­
ing from the tablet fluoridation 
scheme with the co-operation
and endorsement of family 
dentists.
Dentists in other centres 
have expressed interest in the 
program, and the tablets are 
also currently available at 
health units in Vernon and 
Armstrong. Kelowna and Kam­
loops are the only cities in the 
Valley with fluoridation addi­
tives in domestic water, Dr. 
Gray said.
Provided crews are available, 
installation of the new fluorida­
tion equipment would take 
about two weeks, city en­
gineering superintendent, Lion­
el Benoit, said today, adding 
“it’s not a complicated job.”
Located at the city’s pump­
house at Poplar Point, . the 
equipment meters out the 
powdered fluoride chemical into 
water containers where the ad­
ditive is dissolved and intro­
duced into the water system 
via a gravity feedline.
More Young People Eligible 
For Manpower Living Funds
IN COURT
Charles Dunne, of Kelowna, 
appeared in provincial court 
charged with possession of stol­
en property and was remanded 
to Wednesday for plea and 
election.
Russel Murphy, of Kelowna, 
pleaded not guilty in prc.Incial
court to theft under $200 and
Service in art centres In Uma, was remanded to Aug. 27 for 
Cuzco, and Arequipa. 'trial.
More young people, are eligi­
ble for living allowances while 
in occupational training under 
Canada Manpower training pro­
grams, said Mrs. A. I. Runnails, 
manager of the Kelowna Man­
power Centre.
This is the main result of 
changes to the federal Adult 
Occupational Training Act 
which took place July 1. Mrs. 
Runnalls said the changes in 
the act “simply reflect the 
changes in the times.”
To meet current conditions, 
the federal government has 
dropped the rule stating Man­
power would pay trainees a liv­
ing allowance only after three 
years in the labor force.
Anyone eligible for Manpower 
support in training programs is 
automatically eligible for living 
allowances. However, this still 
requires a one-year attachment 
to the labor force. This means 
no one is entitled to Manpower 
sponsorship to a course unless 
they are one year past school 
leaving age and out of school 
for at least one year.
The legislative changes have 
also established two levels of 
living allowances. A person on 
their own or supporting others
is paid at a higher rate than 
someone living at home and 
mainly supported by parents or 





The case for public support 
of private schools will be argued 
before the Regional District of 
Central Okanagan board.
Earlier the board rejected a 
request from the Catholic Hub- 
lie School Board for $5,000, say­
ing education is a provincial 
function. The board operates St. 
Joseph’s elementary and Im- 
maculata high schools in Kel­
owna. "
Money from taxes goes to 
public schools, leaving other 
schools to finance on their own.
Dr. G. N. Stewart of Kelowna, 
school board chairman, asked 
Wednesday to discuss school 
financing with regional board 
members. He will be invited to 
a subsequent meeting.
Indian pow-wow competitions 
have taken on a modern touch. 
The competitors’ square In the 
centre of the cement out-door 
arena at Pentlqton during the 
weekend was covered with 
green Indoor-outdoor carpeting!
shape” because the party al­
ways looks after Its finances 
and didn’t go Into, debt on prevb 
ous elections. He snid he Is not 
concerned with losing votes to 
the Liberals or Conservatives. 
Such votes, he sold, go into t|ic 
New Democratic Party,
But there Is “no danger” of 
the Social Credit Party bccom-
Okanagan Lake dropped an­
other three one-hundredths of 
an Inch from 102,94 Monday to 
102,91 today, Agreed maximum 
is 102.5,
Ing over confident, he added. 
The election’s big issue, Mr.
Driedlger said, will be the can- 
The weatherman forecasts I cclln^on of gifts and succession 
aumy Okies and a(tenwop Idutlcs.
*loudy periods for Wednesday, ' *
v 11 h temperatures' ranging
from 85 to 90 de°*ces. High and 
low In the city Monday . ..s 87 
pul 49 degree' tih no pre dpi- 
latlon, compared to 87 and 46
BURNING CHAIR
A burning chair behind 1019 
Harvey Ave., required investi­
gation by the Kelowna Fire
Department which received the
New Weather 
Service Offered
The Penticton weather office 
la offering a new service,
In addition to normal Informa­
tion the station, effective July 
19, Is Issuing a 10-hour weather 
“presentation" running from 7 
a.m. to 5 p.m., for the specific 
needs of meteorologists, pilots, 
fruit ranchers, tourists and news 





To Be Ready Soon
New hunting regulations for 
the province arc out from print­
ers and nre available to the pub­
lic according to B.C. director 
of* Fish and Wildlife, Dr. J. 
Hatter.
The format of the regulations, 
sold Dr. Hutter, has been radi­
cally revised to simplify Its use. 
Regulations and other related 
Information arc grouped accord­
ing to area to minimize .confu­
sion between the nine Fish and 
Wildlife Branch regions. A de­
tailed mop of each region Is In­
cluded with regulations, said 
Dr. Hatter. |
"It was our intention to make 
the summary Ixith easier to 
use and suitable for the more 
detailed management plans ex­








. . . .. _ . ..... jvallable from Vancouver, .will
lowers with no precipitation! minor call alxnit 1();57 p.m. be Interpreted by the Penticton 
mmled (or jhe name day nt t Monday. No-accidentsreqirtf weather staff Ip relation to' xpe- 
~ night lows to-llng ambulance assistance were rial Valley needs. Telephone 
50 degrees, 'reported. , contact is 492-0539.
ie airixnt. Ovci 
iy will bo near M s,
robed Monday during a brief 
scuffle with Onkalla Prison offi­
cials as 10 of the sect members 
wore being put In a prison 
wagon. The 10, being held hctc 
pending a remand at Grand 
Forks on charges of watching 
a dwelling with intent to harass, 
apparently objected . as they 
were being prepared for a flight 
to firnnd Forks. Within five to 
10 minutes they were convinced ■ 
to continue the trip peacefully, 







City crew a proceed .with Raymer Avenues, ns part of phase of the program by the
only major current tend continuing summer works end of the month, with the co-
project m the city, on Pan- program. Blacktopping is ex- operation of the weatherman
dosy Street between Lake and peeled to be completed in this ' 1
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Live Where They Want 
And Own Their Homes
The humanistic approach by Ron 
Basford to housing problems is going 
to make a hit with Canadians.
During a speech at St. Theresa’s 
Church in Rutland, the federal min­
ister of urban affairs made a plea for 
people to be able to live where they 
want, instead of being forced to" live 
in certain places.
For many years the government has 
sponsored rent-geared-to-incomc hous­
ing projects. Snecringly referred to as 
low income housing, they often drew 
the anger of neighbors. Some tenants 
kt their homes get into poor repair, 
with the result that projects became 
ghettoes. On the other hand, others 
are a credit to their owners and Cen­
tral Mortgage and Housing Corp.
Now, Mr. Basford ■ says, why not 
help these people own their own 
homes? Let them live among people 
who might not speak to them if they 
lived in low income housing.
Deterioration sets in over a period 
of years, and neighborhoods that once 
were “the” places in town have be­
come eyesores. In past the practice 
has been to uproot the people, tear 
their houses down and replace them 
with gleaming new structures. Mean­
while the original residents, unable to 
pay rents asked in the new places, 
have to struggle to adjust themselves 
to new districts. Many of these people 
are elderly and have spent many 
years in their former homes.
Now the plan is to make loans to 
people so they can keep their homes 
up to standard, yet certain something 
of their old-fashioned character. It is 
a well-known fact that homes built
years ago, when quality materials 
were used and tradesmen had time to 
do their work properly, are better than 
structures thrown up quickly today.
There is nothing finer than a state­
ly, well-kept old home. It reminds 
people of the days when they had to 
struggle for a dollar.
The number of elderly people grows 
by leaps and bounds. Many find it 
difficult, financially or physically or 
both, to maintain homes. After pay­
ing rent, food and other bills, some 
have precious few dollars left.
These people need accommodation 
they can afford, near where they have 
spent their active lives. More homes 
for senior citizens are needed through­
out the Okanagan. One is on the way 
in Penticton.
Homes on Indian reserves are an­
other problem. Many of these have 
also become eyesores. Perhaps it 
would be cheaper to close reserves 
which arc miles from civilization and 
move the people closer to larger cen­
tres, but would it be good for the 
people?
Some of the more progressive In­
dian leaders are wrestling with the 
problems of their people. It is they 
who must find the solutions, not the 
white man who must thrust his ideas 
upon them.
It is another well-known fact that 
a person is happiest in the place he 
or she wants to live, near friends and 
family, no matter how poor others 
may think the home is.
A man’s home is his castle. Force 
himc to leave it for a strange home 
among strange people, and you force 
something out of his life.
Farm Accident Rate High
The accidental death rate on the 
farm is 20 per cent higher, by esti­
mate, than Hie national average, ac­
cording to the Canada Safety Council.
In its national campaign, Farm 
Safety Week, July 25 to 31, the coun­
cil stresses the need for more safety 
practices and caution in everyday 
farm activities. The campaign is co­
sponsored by the Canadian Farm and 
Industrial Equipment Institute.
The need for. such a campaign is 
underlined by the fact that, while the 
farm accident rate is higher than the 
average for Canada, the percentage 
of Canadians engaged in farming has 
been declining.
The paradoxical ratio of a high farm 
accident rate to a decreasing percent­
age of the population in farming is 
partly explained by the increasing use 
of more powerful and complicated 
machinery. But the basic cause of ac­
cidents—on the farm or off—is hu­
man neglect of safet procedures and 
. thoughtlessness by farm residents 
themselves.
In one year accidents take the lives 
of approximately 1,400 Canadian 
farm and rural residents. They injure 
about 25,000 of them and permanent­
ly disable around 1,500,
Studies show that farm machinery 
fatalities per 100,000 farmers doubled 
in the past decade. Of all fatal machin­
ery accidents, for example, 78 per 
cent involve tractors and of these more 
than half arc overturn accidents.
Farm mechanization has reduced
the time and effort required for many 
farm operation and has helped bring 
about the spectacular increase in Can­
adian agricultural productivity. But 
machinery has brought increased haz­
ards. And though hazards arc inher­
ent in the equipment, it is the human 
lack of care and attention to safe oper­
ating practices that cause the acci­
dents with machinery.
Following the tractor, farm ma­
chines most commonly involved in 
fatal accidents arc combines, balers, 
corn pickers, forage harvesters and 
spreaders.
The principal type of farm ma­
chinery accident involves the victim
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Mop-Up After Train Wreck
Not As Easy As It Seems
Tories Hunting 
Two Candidates
By FARMER TISSINGTON 
Ottawa Bureau 
of the Kelowna Courier
The Progressive Conserv'a-' 
Lives are still hopeful they can 
induce two men to contest the 
coming federal election for the 
party—one in Ontario and one 
in Quebec.
The Quebec possibility still is 
Claude Wagner, whose name 
has been touted for months as a 
potential candidate and a 
Quebec lieutenant to party 
leader Robert Stanfield. Mr.
Wagner is still non-commital, 
but a favorable decision would, 
in the view of some observers 
here, give the Tories a fighting 
.chance in as many as.20 to 25 
Quebec ridings with several 
Union Nationale big-wigs follow­
ing Mr. Wagner’s example. If 
he doesn’t run, Conservative
being caught in machines or being 
crushed. Many farmers fail to keep 
guards and shielding in place or they 
attempt to service equipment while it 
is under power. In some accidents they 
have fallen from moving equipment.
According to national studies, 72 
per cent of accidents involving rural 
residents occur on the farm or in the 
farm home and 28 per cent off the 
farm.
On the farm, 45 per cent of the 
accidents happen in the farm yard, 28 
per cent in the field and 27 per cent 
in and around the home. Off the farm, 
42 per cent are on main highways, 30 ' 
per cent on secondary roads and 28 
per cent elsewhere.
Youngsters arc distressingly signifi­
cant in the farm accidents statistics. 
Ten per cent of farm machinery 
deaths occur in the under-10 age 
group. A further 16 per cent involve 
the 10-19 group, all of whom arc 
killed in overturns or are crushed.
The safety council also points out 
that the practice of allowing children 
or even adults to ride as passengers 
on tractors and farm equipment 
should not be permitted.
Fuels, oils and greases require safe
handling too. Accidents result in lack 
of knowledge and carelessness in the 
handling and storage of petroleum 
products and in refueling equipment. 
Some farmers, their employees and
was elected to tlie legislature 
the same year but lost his pro­
vincial seat in 1956 and resigned 
the party leadership in 1959. He 
returned to the Commons in 
1962 and has been re-elected 
since and has served as minis­
ter of northern affairs and na­
tional resources, Indian affairs 
and northern development, pub­
lic works and, most recently, 
veterans’ affairs.
WILL BE MISSED
Mr. Laing, like another vet­
eran, George Mcllraith, will be 
missed in the Commons.' Their 
solid experience and general 
common sense were a useful, 
off-setting influence in a cabinet 
increasingly dominated by 
younger, less mature ministers 
whose understanding and appre­
ciation of the parliamentary 
process is not always as gobd as
hopes are much dimmer and 
the main opposition to the Lib­
erals in that province will come 
from Real . Caouette’s Social 
Credit party in the rural and 
hinterland areas.
In Ontario, the big gun being 
sought by the Conservatives is 
Allan Lawrence, the provincial 
secretary, for justice who has 
been somewhat in eclipse since 
the Ontario leadership contest 
and the re-shuffling of The On­
tario cabinet by Premier Wil-
MONTREAL (CP) — Fixing 
up the twisted rails and piles 
of battered equipment of a 
train derailment might seem 
a simple procedure.
At least until Ross Walker 
of Canadian National and 
C. R. Pike of CP Rail explain 
how their companies tackle 
the operation.
“You really can’t tell any­
one how to do the job," says 
Mr. Walker, director of acci­
dent prevention and safety at 
CN. “You hope you have 
someone there who has a good 
sense of judgment.”
Spectacular derailments on 
both railways in the Rocky 
Mountains' and on CN’s main­
line between Toronto and 
Montreal during the last two 
years have emphasized the 
problem.
Canadian railways have 
elaborate guidelines to deal 
with the wrecks but they do 
not begin to explain how to 
cope with all sorts of unex­
pected conditions that might 
arise.
"The general rule is to as­
sume the worst," says Mr. ■ 
Pike, assistant chief engineer 
with CP Rail. He has dealt 
with derailments in various 
parts of the country.
CONDUCT RESEARCH
The railways feel derail­
ments are a real problem and 
are involved in extensive re­
search to find ways to curb
with company supervisors and 
auxiliary crews to get them to 
the site. He may also have to 
make arrangements with 
other railways to use their 
track for rerouting trains if 
his company’s back-up lines 
cannot handle the traffic.
PROBLEMS PILE UP
When supervisors arrive at 
the scene, they begin figuring 
out how to tackle the clean-up 
operation. Here’s where the 
headaches begin or, as Mr. 
Walker says, “establishing 
the priorities” starts.
Among the matters the su­
pervisors might have to con­
tend with are: the-seriousness 
, of the accident, injuries to 
crew or passengers; cargoes 
involved, especially dangerous 
ones; whether the locomotives 
were derailed: moving cars 
still on the tracks to sidings; 
the line’s importance; the lo­
cation of the wreck and acces­
sibility of repair equipment
and crews. The list seems 
endless.
A minor derailment can 
probably best be handled by 
replacing track and putting
cars back on the rails.
WRITE OFF LOSSES
But major ones usually in­
volve moving damaged cars 
to the side, laying a new 
roadbed and tracks or possi­
bly “.instructing a piece of 
track ’or a short distance
around the accident site to get 
trains moving. '
Once the line is reopened, 
waiting trains are let through 
and as time permits, the aux­
iliary crews move in with 
cranes, putting cars back on 
the rails or putting badly 
damaged ones on flatcars tc 
be removed for repair or
scrapping, 
CP Rail is self-insured. Mr.
Russell says this means the 
company does not insure its 
equipment on tlie commercial 
market and instead writes off 
any losses.
CN insures its equipment 
and each of the company’s 
five' national regions contrib­
utes to the payments on a 
pro-rated basis according to 
the accident rate in their, area 
during the previous year.
During the last decade, Ca­
nadian railroading has under­
gone major technological 
changes with the development
of powerful new diesel loco­
motives and longer, heavier 
cars.
This new equipment has 
helped the railways stay alive 
in the highly competitive 
transportation Industry but it 
has placed tremendous strain 
on the track which has not 
changed in basic design for 
years although heavier and 
longer rail lengths have been 
introduced.
it should be.
Mr. Laing isn’t sure what the 
future holds. At 67 he is in good 
health and vigorous but he 
doesn’t look with any great 
favor on the Senate or the possi­
bility of an appointment to that 
body. He and a brother own a 
large and successful mixed 
grain farm in the Dawson Creek 
area and he can always go back 
to his first love, farming. He 
holds a BSA degree from the ' 
University of British Columbia.
them.
As he or Mr. Pike outline 
some areas of research, you 
realize that, because of the 
costs involved in any major 
changes in railway technol­
ogy, reducing derailments is 
as complex an effort as untan­
gling them.
Extensive investigations are 
carried out by the companies 
on each derailment to satisfy 
Canadian Transport Commis­
sion requirements and to aid 
company research. The CTC 
can conduct further studies on 
its own into any accident. It is 
also up to the commission to 
decide whether to make the 
causes public.
The CTC’s railway trans­
port committee has conducted 
a year-long inquiry into rail­
way accidents and, when it 
ended last fall, a task force 
was set up to continue the in­
vestigations.
CP Rail has the better acci­
dent-free rate, recording 4.52 
train accidents per million lo-_
CANADA'S STORY
Lucky Blacksmith
Found Sudbury Nickel ESS
By BOB BOWMAN
Recent stories described some 
of the lucky gold strikes made 
in Canada. There was also a 
great deal of luck in the discov­
ery of the world’s largest supply 
of nickel at Sudbury, Ont.
The nickel might not have 
been discovered at all if the 
original route of the CPR had 
not been changed. Sandford 
Fleming’s survey in 1871 by­
passed Sudbury. However, this 
part of the route was altered in
work out a satisfactory process
It seems that blacksmith: 
were lucky when it came tc 
finding rich mineral deposits. In 
1903, Fred Larose was a black­
smith on the TNO line. He 
threw a hammer at what he 
thought was a fox and uncov- 
cred a vein of. silver at Cobalt, 
Ont., that produced $300 million 
—not bad pay for a hammer 
throw!
OTHER JULY 25 EVENTS
1680—DeLhut rescued Fathei
1883 so it went south of Lost Hennepin from Sioux Indians.
Lake (Lake Ramsey) and black­
smith Thomas Flanagan noticed
1755—Acadian leaders refused 
to take oath of allegiance at
Halifax,m 1071 nw' some rock covered with gossan. .Cn? md?-S m- 1m1‘ tFc7 He and his colleagues dug holes 1787—C a p t a i n John Dixon
ham Davis. Mr. La wrence SiLL¥ SEASON
had ^R^rftin^^iOTa H'h ’ and found C0PPer s u 1 p~h.i d e 
a In 197?’ the Which later proved to include 
rate for American railways nickel
WaAnv7kni.ir,ni*„t There was also another dis-
amounting to more than $750 L°Uhgh'
is considered an accident and j!2 « for'Patlon Yhen
reported to the CTC. he was cutting wood for railway
• ties and formed a company with 
BREAKDOWN OF CAUSES ' Thomas Murray of Pembroke,
■ Both Mr. Walker and Mr. Ont., to stake claims. This be-
would have his chief influence 
in the sprawling Toronto Metro 
area where the Tories must 
make a significant break­
through if they hope .to form the 
next government.
Stories that thb federal cabi­
net was meeting night and day 
to decide on the date of the 
election were down-graded to 
me recently by veteran MP and 
cabinet minister, Arthur Laing. 
He admitted the cabinet was 
meeting long hours in the week 
following, the adjournment of 
Parliament, but he suggested 
the final election decision might 
not be made until mid-August 
when the cabinet returns to Ot­
tawa following a month off.
Mr. Laing is not seeking re­
election in his Vancouver South 
seat. He first came to the Com­
mons in 1949 but resigned in 
1953 to take over the leadership 
of the B.C.- Liberal party. He
As this is the silly summer 
season, I should report that the 
rumor about Prime Minister 
Trudeau packing it in before the 
election is going the rounds 
again. Heard not only in Ot­
tawa, but in Toronto, is the 
story the prime minister will re­
sign this summer and the party 
will hold a leadership conven­
tion in the fall. The new leader, 
presumably John Turner, would 
then seek a mandate in the late 
fall or spring.
But don’t be on it. Leadership 
fights open old wounds and split 
parties, as witness the Demo­
crats in the U.S. This is no sort 
of springboard for a party going 
into a general election. If Mr. 
Trudeau does call it quits, lie 
would more likely do it half way 
through his second term as 
prime minister providing the 
Liberals win the coming vote.
There's Gold In Them Thar Hills
And Old Sourdough Chases It Still
Pike point out that since loco- came the Murray Mine, which
motives cost $500,000 . and ' 
most pieces of rolling stock at 
least $35,000, it does not re­
quire much of an accident to 
exceed the $750 limit.
D. P. Russell, supervisor'of 
CP Rail’s bureau of safety, 
loss and damage, says that in 
recent years 31 per cent of the 
company’s reportable acci­
dents were caused by em­
ployee negligence, 27 per cent 
by defective equipment, 11.1 
per cent 5s a result of track 
failure and 31 per cent from 
other causes.
Mr. Walker says 34.4 per 
cent of CN’s accidents in 1971 
were caused by employee 
negligence, 22.4 per cent by 
; equipmcm failure, 20.3 per 
cent from track failure and 
22.9 per cent from other 
causes. ■
When a derailment occurs, 
the train crew look after 
themselves, determine the ex­
tent of the accident and radio 
or telephone the chief train 
dispatcher for their area in­
forming him of tlie situation.
The dispatcher gets in touch
was bought by B. C. Corp., and 
then led to the formation of the 
International Nickel Company 
July 25,1916.
The most severe problem was 
separating the nickel from the
named Queen Charlotte Islands.
1873—British Columbia pro­
tested failure to begin work on 
transcontinental railway.
1889—“Titania," three-masted 
sailing ship, arrived at Vancou­
ver with first general cargo 
from London.
1899—Banque Ville Marie sus­
pended payments owing to de­
faulting teller.
1917—F i n a n c e Minister Sir 
Thomas White introduced In­
come tax as temporary wartime 
measure.
1958—Agreement was reached
_ to develop South Saskatchewan
copper and it took years to River.
TODAY in HISTORY
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
July 25, 1972 .. .
Mary of England married 
Philip of Spain 428 years 
ago 10 d a y —I n 1544—and 
added ties with Europe’s 
strongest Catholic empire to 
her policy of returning Eng­
land to Roman Catholicism. 
Philip became nominal king 
of England but by treaty 
was excluded from the gov­
ernment. The marriage put 
England on the Spanish side 
in the war with France 
which lost Calais, last Eng-, 
lish stronghold on the conti­
nent. Mary died in 1558 to 
be succeeded by, Elizabeth
and it was against her that 
Philip, then king of Spain, 
launched the Spanish Ar­
mada in 1588.
1956—T h e trans-Atlantic 
liners Andrea Doria and 
Stockholm collided off Nan­
tucket with a loss of 50 
lives.
1952—Watchmaker Gencr- 
cux Ruest was hanged at 
Montreal for - the Quebec 
airliner time-bombing 1 n 
1949. ,
1942—The Duke of Kent 
was killed In a plane crash 
in Scotland.
1907—Japan took control 
of Korea.
families still forget to turn off switches 
while refueling is being carried out. 
Another example of fire danger is the 
re-starting of a hot motor when fuel 
has been spilled on it or near it.
In the farm home, common types 
of accidents arc falls, fire, poisoning 
and suffocation. Making a home neat­
er and more orderly makes it safer. 
The handling of agricultural chemi­
cals is another activity that can cause 
poisoning accidents when proper pro­
cedures and storing are not kept in 
mind,
In its plea to all farm and other 
rural residents to help “weed out farm 
hazards”, the Canada Safety Coun­
cil points out that the responsibility .of 
preventing the accidents rests with 
everyone engaged directly or indirect­
ly with the farming industry.
SEATTLE (API—Somewhere 
in tlie upper reaches of the Hart 
Mountains in British Columbia 
lies a fantastically rich goldfield 
where a man can sec "the 
Peace River country and the 
Edmonton country.”
That description, attributed to 
an Interior Department sur­
veyor who died in 1941, has led 
W. E. "Bill” Simmons of Seat-
highway route through British 
Columbia to Alaska abqut the
BYGONE DAYS
tic on a less than merry chase 
spanning 33 years. The 66-ycar- 
old sourdough says he's on his 
last financial legs,
So, In the 75th anniversary 
year of the Klondike Gold Rush, 
Simmons and nine others hope 
to set out once again'in search' 
of a mother lode to end all 
mother lodes,
"I can’t be optimistic," Sim­
mons said in an interview. 
“I’m getting old, and after all 
that's happened . .
$15 A PAN
What happened first were ac­
counts of a fabulous 30 - mile 
strip of placer - a, gravel bed 
laden with nuggcts-told, by the 
wife,,of Theodore R. Hinsdale, a 
civil engineer and surveyor,
turn of the century.
Mrs. Hinsdale talked freely 
about pans that yielded $15 
worth of gold—$30-$35 at today's 
prices, ! t
Most prospectors are happy 
when a pan yields $1.
Hinsdale sent a party to relo­
cate the goldfield In the mld- 
1930s, but the group returned 
empty - handed, Simmons said.
A member of that party 
joined Simmons and a third 
man in 1939. Heavy rains ended 
that attempt.
In 1947 the problem was an old 
Sikorsky helicopter that "would 
just waddle around like a duck" 
trying to get off the ground at 
high elevations, Simmons said
The next year he tried again 
with a pair of Converted Second
(From Courier Files) Simmons anys Hinsdale came across the find while geeking n
World War hospital planes, But 
when they tried to put down on 
a promising mountain meadow, 
one plane hit a game trail "and 
about, stood bn Its nose, The 
dopr flew off, and all bur gear 
went flying," Simmons said.
GOOD FORMATIONS
10 YEARS AGO 
July 1962
Kelowna Laba tin continued their tor­
rid home stretch pace in the Okanagan 
Mainline Baseball League as they shell- , 
ed the Kamloops Okonots 11-2 nt Elks' । 
Stadium.' Right hander Bud Englcaby 
recorded 13 strike mils to go the route 
for the\win, giving up only four hits. 
Gerry Goyer salted tho game away by 
blasting a three-run homer in the sixth,
20 YEARS AGO 
July 1952
• Henry John HewAUon, one of tlie few , 
remaining links w|th life In Kelowna In 
the early days, died nt the age of 74. 
Me camo to Kelowna In 1906 and helped 
to form the real estate and Insurance 
firm known ns Whillls and Gaddes. Ho 
was born at Hampstead, England, camo 
to Cannda in 1899. Ho served In the Bwr 
"War and Work! War One.
30 YEARS AGO 
July 1912' 
Glenmore Notes: Frank Bnoa.nll >( 
, the 28th Armored Regiment, son of Mr.
and Mrs. H. Suowscll of Bankhead, ar­
rived homo on leave from Dcbcrt, N.S. 
Miss Frances Huma has joined the 
CWAC, in Vernon. Frank Snowscll, son 
of Mr. and Mrs. E. Snowsell is one of 
the RCAF pilots working in the far north 
with the American forces,
\ 40 YEARS AGO
\ July 1932
Brnvoiilin Notes: High School cutnuico 
icaiilis—Margaret M. Smith 396; J.
. Mary C. Taylor 370; Vidor 
R. Casorso 301; Mary Casorso 300,
Smith 372:
; 50 YEARS AGO
July 1922
A pathfinder car starting from KJ- 
owna early Sunday ntbming Inst triuin-1 
phuntly demonstrated the feasibility of 
liio proposed motor route to tlie Kettle 
lliver and boundary districts via Mc­
Culloch, traversing it without mishap. 
The circuit wns toinpleled the next day 
via Rock Creek, Osoyoos, Penticton anti 
Wcatbnnk. The car was numned by 
Messrs. F. M. Buckland, George Suthec- 
land and Jhtlc Grant.
THE DAILY COURIER
l( In 1962 Simmons spotted some 
promising rock formations from 
a helicopter, "but we only put
R. P. MacLean 
Publisher and Editor 
Published every afternoon ex­
cept Sundays and holidays nt 
492 Doyle Ave., Kelowna, B.C. 
by Thomson B.C. Newspapers 
Limited.
\Second class mall rcglrtratlon 
number -0822.
Member Audit Bureau of Cir­
culation.
Member of Ilie Canadian
Preps.
Tho Canadian Press It ,ex<
clysively entitled to tlie line tor 
republication of all news dis­
patches credited to it or tha 
Associated Press or Reuters in 
Ulis paper and also the local 
new* published then in AU 
rights of republication of «: e- 
clnl dispatches herein are also 
reserved.
' down for an hour and didn't 
find any placer,
He thinks a glacier moving 
across the mountains during the 
Inst Ice age exposed a rich vein 
of gold somewhere in the remote 
and rugged region hbout 300 
miles west northwest of Prince 
George, IB.C. “We've got maps 
showing all the claims and 
mines in that area," he said, 
“But the particular country 
where we want to go, nobixly 
knows a damn thing about it,V
Simmons wants to do an at1-'
rial survey “■with a float plane






binuculms." He says 
be done for as little
hopes the group can 
funds to follow up the
x in ey with uri exploring party 
m helicopters. He csiimntes 











Visit North America's ororttcnl air­
show - only 40 froowny mllon oust 
of Vancouver. Soo jot llnom, jot 
liflhloro, helicopters, liomobullltil 
Tin ill to fantastic touin and t,olo 
noiobatlcn and daring paraliimpcrri 
At Abbotsford on A'UfliM 11, 12, 13, 
It's aviation on dinplay In t|ic air and 
on the mound with a 44-plano Capii- 
dian Armed' Forces contingent, 
World War I flghtora, World War li 
fiplitqro and bombers, tho pianos of 
"Torn Torn!” nnd thundorfnn per­
formances by tho U.S, Navy's famed 
“filiio Annolfi".
Coma tq Canada's National Alrnlidw 
nnd make It a family affair. Admis­
sion: $0,00 n carload; $2,00 per 
person by nlrcrnft or bus.
I NOUtnirS; n. O. Ttmmt.sr, Son.-Mor.
I' O. Ilox 301. l),C,
Islrphsno; |I.O4) 61,9 9111
This Is lust ono of f/10 many evonts mid attractions 
In sotilliwoutorn British Columbia. Visit tho fjord' 
hho SunUilno Coast, a short tony rldo iigio.1,:; Island' 
dotted water. Closo by Is din lush Fraser Valley ... 
a pastoral oscapo from world* prossulrn. In thn 
contra, cosmopolitan Vancouver with Its world 
famous Stanley Park, •'Bobsonstrnsso", Chinatown, 
•‘Gantowi" and a thousand oilier things to sed and 
do. ■ 1 , >









MR. AND MRS. HUGH MacKINNON and Mrs. 
Bermuda 
the week-
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREEK
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Among the many young peo­
ple here to visit with the ‘folks’ 
are Mr. and Mrs. Glen Sam- 
brooke of Toronto, Ont., who are 
enjoying their summer vacation 
here with her parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. David Morrison, Centen­
nial Crescent.
Mr. and Mrs. Alec Vetzal of 
Regina. Sask., have been visit­
ing with old friends here, Mr. 
and Mrs. J. A. Rigate of Leon 
Avenue and Mr. and Mrs. Ray 
Johnstone of Paradise trailer 
park.
Mrs. Albert Balfour of Row- 
cliffe Avenue recently visited 
with her daughter in Surrey for 
the weekend, and enjoyed the 
opportunity to “spoil” her
west, and they plan to visit 
Victoria for a weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Salloum of 
Lakeshore Road have their son 
Greg, 15, away in Europe on a 
Trail-Okanagan School group 
program. He will visit seven 
countries, England, France, Hol­
land, Switzerland, Belgium, Ger­
many, Austria and Italy. He will 
be staying in youth hostels, and 
is travelling with about 30 other 
students from schools through­
out the Valley. The Salloums’ 
daughter, Brenda, is away in 
Banff, taking musical theatre 
for six weeks.
grandchildren once
Visiting with Mr. 
Wilfred Marr of 
House recently for
ome 140 friends and relatives 
dieted at Capri on July 21, 
celebrate with Mr. and Mrs. 
gh MacKinnon on the occa- 
n of their 50 golden years of 
dded bliss. Here to join in the 
ppy event of this popular 
lowna couple were their three 
inning daughters and their 
bands, Mr. and Mrs. Joe 
mes, Long Beach, Calif., Mr.
Mrs. Marty Roche, Winni- 
:, Man., and Mr. and Mrs. 
Hoffman, Long Beach, Calif.
Iso present were grandchil- 
n Lawrie Brynes, Patrick 
I Timmie Roche, Perri and 
indon Hoffman, and Mr. and 
s. Frank Lechner recently 
tried who were on their 
eymoon. Mrs. Lechner, the 
ler Lynne Roche, is the dau- 
r of Mr. and Mrs. Roche of 
nipeg.
her relatives attending were 
. MacKinnon’s two sisters, 
. Winnifred Ballard, Long 
ch, Calif., and Mrs. Dorothy 
mbers, Vancouver and her 
nddaughter, H a r 1 y , from 
tg Beach, Calif., also Mrs. 
Embers’ daughter Mrs. Bev- 
•y Marsh and her husband 
k from Vancouver. Mr. Mac- 
non’s three brothers, Bill 
wife Cathy from Vancouver, 
i, Vancouver, and Norman
wife Dorothy, Vancouver 
। were present.
ut of town friends were Earl 
Agnes Palmer of Crawford
’, B.C., Miles Brown from 
g Beach, Calif., Frank and 
Bay, Chilliwack, Earl and 
i Boswell, Chilliwack, Mr. 
Mrs. Ron Paley, Winnipeg,
The CNR Pensioners’ choral i 
group led by Mrs. Cyril Parkin- < 
son sang a medley of songs ap- I 
propriate to the occasion. The i 
CNR Pensioners’ orchestra — । 
Robert Atkin, Accordion; Walt- i 
er Chaban, violin; Jim Boisson- ; 
ault on piano and guitar, Bob 
Sigsworth, banjo and Bert Turn­
er, castinettes played for the 
dancing. Mrs. Cyril Parkinson 
also played the piano for danc­
ing.
Mis. Alf Ruehlen sang I Love 
You Truly and Always. Mrs. 
Beverley Marsh sang Vienna 
City of My Dreams, Two Hearts 
in Three Quarter Time, Ha­
waiian Wedding Song, Yours Is 
My Heart Alone, Waltz of My 
Heart and Somewhere My Love. 
Mrs. Henry Morgan gave one of 
here usual humorous readings.
The surprise of the evening’s 
entertainment came when sever­
al of the male members of the 
CN Pensioner’s staged a mock 
wedding with Alf Ruehlen dress­
ed in longjohns and black coat 
acting as the minister, while Bill 
McFarlane was the tall stately 
bride dressed in a white hot 
pant set and veil similated from 
sheer curtains. Robert Atkin 
was the mini-skirted bridesmaid 
in pink. Bert Peck, the small, 
timid and very reluctant bride­
groom was supported by a very 
persuasive Vic Reilly as best 
man. Roy Charleton as the de­
lighted father of the bride and 
Bob Sigsworth as the buxom, 
belligerent mother of the bride 
acted their parts in obvious 
glee. Mrs. Maurice Helston 
played the wedding march on
and Mrs. Merr Hall and , 
ie Nelson of Chilliwack, Pro- . 
or and Mrs. Glen Eyford, 
ion ton. Also present were 
and Mrs, Ed Arkell of Kel- 
a, the life-long friends of 
MacKinnons.
lie head table was centred by 
leautifully decorated threc- 
ed wedding cake which had 
n baked by Mrs. MacKinnon 
self. Bouquets of flowers 
n the gardens of Mr. and 
>. Henry Morgan, Mr. and 
;. Jack Rigate, Mr, and Mrs. 
k Weppler and Mrs. S. C. 
Iggs were tastefully arranged 
Mrs. Dorothy McPherson, 
each table was centred with 
artistically designed wishing 
‘ made by Mrs. McPherson, 
> also looked after all the 
irations.
m Bateman, acting as mas- 
of ceremonies, after intro- 
ing the head table guests, 
tives and out-of-town guests, 
1 several telegrams nnd mes- 
is of congratulations from 
of-town friends. Included 
he congratulatory telegrams 
e ones from Prime Minister, 
•re Elliott Trudeau, the Lt, 
enor of B.C., Premier W. A. 
lennett and the Hon. Bruce 
rard, MP for Okanagan 
ndary.
the piano for the processional. 
This humorous skit written by 
Mrs. Alf Ruehlen and directed 
by Mrs. Bill McFarlane came to 
a tragic climax when the de­
serted sweetheart (Bert Turner) 
arrived on the scene with a 
babe in arms (a dolt in receiv­
ing blanket) and declared to all 
that the offspring was the 
groom's. In the confusion that 
followed this unexpected turn 
of events the minister fainted 
and had to be escorted from the 
scene by the best man and the 
bridesmaid. The . groom beat a 
hasty retreat, whilst the heart­
broken bride wept copious tears, 
and the mother of the bride pro-
ceeded to chastise everyone ' 
with the free wielding of her 
handbag and in all the excite­
ment both hat and wig slipped 
off uncovering a shiny bald 
dome to the merriment of the 
audience.
FAMILY TREE
A family tree, topped with a 
picture of the bride and groom 
of 50 years ago and displaying 
pictures of their three daugh­
ters and all their grandchildren 
was on view on the head table 
for all the guests to see. This 
unique gift had been arranged 
by Mrs. Dorothy McPherson 
with co-operation of friends and 
family in securing the portraits. 
Mrs. McPherson also presented 
Mr. and Mrs. MacKinnon with 
a card containing three $50 bills, 
a gift from their daughters and 
their husbands and the grand­
children.
Mrs. McPherson also read a 
poem to the new bride and 
groom, Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
Lechner, and presented the 
young groom with the framed 
poem. She then presented Mr. 
and Mrs. McKinnon with a wish­
ing well on an attractive stand 
which she had specially made 
for them, which was filled with 
silver dollars — a gift from all 
their friends, then read to them 
a poem which she had com­
posed as a tribute to their 50 
years of married life together. 
COMMUNITY-MINDED
Ed Arkell in proposing the 
। toast, paid tribute to this warm­
hearted. friendly couple who 
i had given of themselves so 
i freely in service to family,
end were Mr. and Mrs. Al Car­
ruthers of Vancouver.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Audet 
of Osprey Avenue have the 
former’s sister, and her hus­
band, Mr. and Mrs. Marcel Le­
beau of Montreal visiting for 
a week. It is their first trip out
Back from a three months 
tour of Eastern Canada is Mrs. 
Vina Swick, who flew to St. 
John, Nfld., to visit her sister 
and brother-in-law, Mr. and 
Mrs. J. Cosgrove. The three­
some took a leisurely route back 
to the Okanagan in their car 
trailer setup; taking two months 
to travel the Lake Superior, 
Lake of the Woods, Winnipeg, 
Regina, Saskatoon route. En­
route they also took in the Cal­
gary stampede. The Cosgroves, 
who are from Saint John, N.B. 




Face Lift Boosts 
Patient's Morale
Mrs, W. R. Akerlund, right, 
commissioner of Kelowna Dis­
trict No. 3 and Karen Eld­
ridge, left, of the First Kel­
owna Rangers rendezvous 
tonight in Nanaimo where 
they are meeting the other 22 
participants in the provincial 
backpacking leadership event 
sponsored by the Girl Guides
of Canada. They will be as­
signed to patrols of eight 
people, completely self suffi­
cient. Each patrol member 
will have a patrol duty such 
as patrol leader^ cook, wood 
and water, site and sanita­
tion, engineer which will be 
rotated daily. Each person 
will be carrying their share
of patrol equipment of ap-
a
Dear Ann Landers: May I say 
word to “Teresa,” the woman
March 24. To deny a woman
rthcoming
friends and the various com­
munities in which they had 
lived through the years while in 
the employ of the Canadian Na­
tional Railway. M-. McKinnon 
replied to the toast in his usual 
fluent Scotch humor. Mrs. Mac­
Kinnon also spoke and thanked 
everyone saying how much it 
meant to them to have all their 
family and friends celebrate 
this happy event with them.
Miles Brown with assistance 
from Joe Byrnes took charge 
of the punch bowl, and delicious 
refreshments were served by 
the staff of . the Capri. Elancing 
til 1:00 a.m. rounded out the 
evening’s entertainment.
who wants a face-lift but can’t 
make up her mind? I was in her 
shoes a year ago at age 45. My 
friends were asking me with in­
creased frequency if I was un­
well or tired. The bags under 
my eyes and my drooping lids 
made me look perpetually ex­
hausted, hung-over or ill.
It got so bad I hated to look at 
myself in the mirror. I never 
was a vain person, but the ap­
pearance of wrinkles and bags 
had a very depressing effect on 
me. I discussed a face-lift with 
my husband and he assured me 
that I looked great the way I 
was. When I reported his com­
ments to the plastic surgeon he 
said, “Most husbands react that 
way. They don’t want to be re­
sponsible for surgery of any 
kind.”
I went ahead with the face­
lift. After a three-week healing 
period, during which I was 
swollen, black-and-blue and a 
real mess, I can say without 
exaggerating that I was thrilled 
with the results.
A woman who is pleased with 
her looks is easier to live with. 
You said in a recent column 
that most face-lifts are done for 
emotional reasons rather than 
cosmetic reasons-—that a 
woman who has a face-lift fre­
quently thinks it’s going to 
make a big difference in her 
life, and of course it doesn’t. 
; Well, Ann, maybe it doesn’t 
; change a person’s life, but it 
' can certainly boost the morale 
1 and that’s a good enough 
change for me.—Happier In Al* 
! buquerque
employment because she is 
pregnant is in direct violation of 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, ac­
cording to the Equal Employ­
ment Opportunity Commission.
Pregnancy and all disabilities 
related to it are treated the 
same as any other temporary 
disability in terms of leave 
time, seniority, reinstatement, 
and insurance payments. Pass 
the word, Ann.—Wm. J. Cam­
eron, MD, Dept. Of Obstetrics 
And Gynecology, University Of 
Kansas, In K.C.
Dear Dr. Cameron: Consider 
it passed and thank you for 
writing. (P.S. Are you aware 
that paternity leave is being ok 
fered by some companies? Yup. 
Poppa gets time off with pay!)
EASY DOES IT
WITH WIN PACKER
Wedding cake stored in any 
type of air-tight package or 
container will stay fresh for a 
long time. Un-iced cake could 
be wrapped in film wrap then 
packaged and sealed in heavy
Dear Ann Landers: A lot of 
people who hate pets twist the 
facts to make it look like pets 
are taking over the country. A 
magazine article had this head­
line: “Pets outnumber people 
three to one.” When I read the 
first paragraph I discovered 
“pets” meant canaries, parak­
eets, hamsters, goldfish, turtles 
and ponies as well as dogs and 
cats. This isn’t fair. Please set 
the record straight.—Animal 
Lover
Dear Lover: The record IS 
straight. What would YOU call 
them?
Dear Happier: If you 
good about your face-lift, 




right decision. Thanks for writ­
ing.
Artificial Kidney Machines
Operated By 'Home' Patients
TORONTO (CP) - Ontario------ ----- --------- costs up to $20,000 a year to 
has 28 persons keeping them- maintain a patient on dialysis in 
selves alive at home by operat- hospital, At home, the cost is 
Ing their own artificial kidneys, cut to $3,000,.
carriage 
nnounced
r. nnd Mrs, Carl Schneider 
iamloops are pleased to an- 
ice the forthcoming mhr- 
e of their daughter, Marilyn 
cen to David Robert Kala- 
i, son of Rev, and Mrs. Ar- 
Kalamen of Kelowna. The 
ding will take place Aug. 19 
Bethel Pentecostal Church, 
iloops.
More than 250 persons un­
dergo dialysis—using a machine 
to clean, their blood after 
chronic failure of the kidneys,
According to statistics from 
the Toronto General Hospital, 
which has trained the 28 home 
operators, 70 per cent are able 
to hold jobs. About 20 per cent 
have been partially rehabili­
tated for work, while the, re­
maining 10 per cent cannot 
work.
Home treatment consists of 
having the surgeon join an ar­
tery and velp under the skin at 
the wrist to allow the insertion 
of two short, thick needles at­
tached by tubes to the arlflclal 
kidney machine. Dials on the 
machine enable the patient to 
check the flow of blood into nnd 
out of himself,
Officials say it Is a psycholog- 
' leal bobst for the patient nnd 
, i also saves everyone money. I|
One of the hospital’s typical 
at-home patients is Ronald 
Church, 25, a Midland cost ac­
countant, who holds down a 
9 a.m.-to-5 p.m. job.
Six months after his marriage 
in 1968, he was stricken with 
glomerulo-nephrltls, an inflam­
mation of the kidneys for which 
there Is no known cure ip adult­
hood, and his kidneys had to be 
removed.
He was the third candidate in 
Ontario for home treatment 
when he started it In Jaiiuary, 
1971,
Now he lives an almost-nor- 
mal life, Last year he bought a 
three-bedroom bungalow. When 
he was stricken, he was told he 
and his wife probably could not 
have a (ainlly, but now there is 
a baby on the way.
PLACE TO STAY
INBERRA (Reuter) - Aus- 
a Is to build apartments as
norary accommodation for 
ly-nrrived immigrants, the 
•rnment announced today. 12%
first will ro up at Adelaide, 
acing immigrant hostels, I
MOR-EEZE
SHOE MART 
•Self Herve, nnd Save”
MONTHLY 
EARNINGS





andnls, runncm, cowboy 
oots, work boots, casu- 
Is nnd dress,shoes. High 
nality men’s nnd ladies* 
iocs at low prices.









brown paper or in a tin con­
tainer.
If you wish to store a decorat­
ed portion of the cake, buy a 
large enough tin for the layer, 
place the cake inside and com­
pletely cover with powdered 
icing sugar. Seal the tin with 
adhesive tape and the cake will 
keep fresh for years, the icing 
won’t yellow, and the fancy de­
coration will be protected from 
breakage—ready to serve at the 
first christening in the family!
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan K. Ryley 
of Nelson, B.C. announce the 
forthcoming wedding of their 
youngest daughter, Patricia 
Jean to Murray Norman Shaw, 
only son of Mrs. Sylvia J. Hal­
vorson of Kelowna and W. Nor­
man Shaw of Penticton. The 
wedding will take place on Aug. 
19 at St. Francis In the Woods 
Church, Queen’s Bay, B.C.
CHARCOAL DEADLY
CHICAGO (AP) - Improper 
use of outdoor grills as heating 
stoves can cause death, a medi­
cal journal warns. Charcoal can 
produce lethal concentrations of 
carbon monoxide in close quart­
ers without good ventilation, an 
article in the July 24 issue of 
the Journal of the American 
Medical Association points out.
ALOHA LADIES
Now open in y
Shops Capri, fZ®









31 Shops Capri 
763-5516
proximately 16 to 12 pounds, 
in addition to their personal 
equipment of 18-20 pounds. In 
the seven days the girls will 
be hiking with packs, (a total 
35 to 40 miles) learning the 
art of backpacking in com­
fort for this fall when they 
will each be expected to as­
sist in the planning and or­
ganization of local backpack­
ing trips for guides, rangers 
and leaders, as part of the 
outdoor program of the girl 
guides. (Courier Photo)
ADD TO PEAS
Tiny pickled pearl onions are 






CUSTOM MADE OB 
BUY THE YARD
Largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.
1461 Sutherland Avenue 
Phone 763*2124
SEE MORE
SEE IT BETTER 
i on your 
CABLE TV SYSTEM
Phone 762-4433
, Dear Ann Landers: I was In­
terested in the letter from the 
secretary who was pregnant 
and wanted to stay on the , job 
“until they have to rush me by 
ambulance to the hospital to de- 
Uver," It seems her boss’s wife 
wanted her out of the office In 
her seventh month because her' 
presence was “embarrassing,”
The problem has been solved 
In Washington, D.C. It is now a 
matter of law. I hope all em­
ployed women everywhere arc 
aware of the legislation which 
was signed by President Nixon
PARTHENON MOTORS
2718 Pandosy Phone: 763*4521
(KELOWNA) LTD. 
735 Raillie Ave. 
763-7832
S1MPSONS-SEARS
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TIII MOIT IN W CLIAMIH6
. $149-.. . . - each (•"x 
SOUTHGATE
ONE HOUR MARTINIZING
Motor develops 1 horsepower with 
no-load speed of 5800 rpm, Ball 
and sleeve bearing,
Heavy duty machine by Craftsman. 
Revolves at 24,000 rpm, Vi" chuck.
Reverses for easy pullout. Motor de* 




By Craftsman with 12 speeds, 1300 
to 3200 rpm, 1" stroke. 360° rotat­
ing shaft. J6 hp. "
TEMPERS FLARE ; ■■ NICE TO SEE YAJ JERRY
Rovers Crush Willows 
To Widen Playoff Lead
Rutland Rovers combined a 
jo’tvy hitting attack with the 
'acklustre play of their oppon­
ents to trounce the Willow Inn 
Willows 13-2 in Kelowna and 
District Senior B Men’s Softball 
League semi-finals Monday 
n'”ht at King’s Stadium.
The win gives the Rovers a 
2-0 lead in their best-of-seven 
series with the Willows, with 
the third game to be played 
W'toesday.
Arnie Rath went the distance 
to [rick up the win giving up
seven hits, no walks and strik­
ing out seven Willow batters.
Willows' starter Dave Jack- 
son took the loss giving up three 
hits and two walks while reliefer 
Larry Yeast was tagged with 
seven hits, three walks and 
struck out three Rover batters.
Don Kroschinsky got things 
rolling for. the Rovers in the 
second inning by reaching first 
on a fielder’s choice and moved 
to second on a walk to Um 
Reiger.
Bob Boyer then slammed a
double off the centre field fence 
to score both Kroschinsky and 
Reiger.
The Rovers again showed 
their strength in the fourth in­
ning rapping five hits includin’; 
homers by Jim Robertson and
Job Security With Eagles 
Doesn't Worry Mr. Liske
READING, Pa. (AP) — 
Pete Uske says he isn’t wor­
ried about rookie John Reaves 
taking his quarterback job 
with Philadelphia Eagles of 
the National Football League.
The 30-year-old Liske, in his 
ninth season as a pro, said he 
wasn’t upset when he learned 
that the Eagles had made 
their No. 1 choice in the 
player draft a quarterback.
“We need some depth in the 
position,” said Liske at the 
Eagles’ training camp. “It 
was a fairly smart move.”
Liske, who went to Philadel­
phia after playing for Calgary 
Stampcders and Toronto Ar­
gonauts of the Canadian Foot­
ball League, pointed out that 
last year’s No. 2 quarterback, 
Rick Arrington, is coming off 
a knee operation, and that the 
Eagles had to think in terms 
of the future.
The Eagles drafted Reaves, 
who at the University of Flor­
ida had set an NCAA passing 
yardage record of 7,549. 
Reaves immediately predicted 
he would beat Liske for the 
quarterback job, although 
later he changed it to “hope 
to be the starter.”
"He throws the ball well," 
Liske observed, “but he still 
hasn’t been under the pres­
sure of someone coming in on 
him.
“He has a lot to learn. I 
can’t blame him for wanting 
to start. Every athlete wants 
to play regardless of posi­
tion.”
Most first-year pro quarter­
backs would do better if eased 
into the lineup gradually, he 
said.
“It’s pretty tough and a lot 
of kids who get pushed in get 
destroyed.”
Liske is looking forward to 
a continuation of the late sea­
son 1971 play that brought the 
Eagles six victories and a tie 
in their final nine games.
“I think we’ve come a long 
way," said Liske, who in his 
first year with the Eagles 
threw 11 touchdown passes 
and completed 53.2 per cent of 
his passes.
“We matured quite a bit in 
that one year span of time. If 
we can pick up our running 
game to where we can gain 
about 50 yards more a game, 
we’ll be ready to go."
Pully Counting On Defence
To Take Kings To Playoffs
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Bob 
Pulford scored 281 goals and 362 
assists in his 16 years of Na­
tional Hockey League competi- 
tion-yet as the new coach of the 
Los Angeles Kings he will con­
centrate on defence.
Meeting with reporters at the 
Forum, Pulford declared his 
system of coaching “will be a 
complete system on defence. We 
hope to be organized to keep 
other teams from scoring.
“Because hockey is so fast, 
offence can have some system 
but mainly it is the reflex of the 
individual players and their nat- 
' ural ability. On defence, you 
can definitely create a system 
wherein everyone knows what 
to do.”
Additionally, the 36-year-old 
Pulford hopes to motivate the 
last-place Kings with a winning 
attitude.
“I think a coach motivates 
and handles people,” he said. 
“If you can get a team mentally 
up, your chances of winning are 
very good." 
PREDICTS PLAYOFF SPOT
And despite the fact the Kings 
have been mired the last few 
years, Pulford says. “I know we
will make the playoffs." 





CALGARY (CP) — Calgary 
Stampeders welcomed back for­
mer coach Jerry Williams Mon-
OGOPOGETTES BOUNCE BACK 
FOR KAMLOOPS TOURNEY WIN
Softball tournament held In Kamloops last weekend. tCaXon Jb
Kelowna started the tournament on a winning note by exhihitinn nlav ' W0Q 006 iD 
defeating Kamloops Dairyland 17-4 with Myrt Lawrence the I v y*
winning pitcher. In their second game the Qgopogettes lost 
a heart-breaking 10-7 decision to Prince George "raft Hotel 
that went extra innings. The Kelowna squad got back on the 
winning track by taking their third game, a 10-0 romp over 
Kamloops Dairyland. Lawrence again took the win by strik­
ing out 10 Kamloops batters.
A run scoring single by Louise Deagle In the final inning 
gave the Ogopogettes a close 6-5 victory over Prince George 
Trans-All. Deagle drove in Karen Lovdahl in the bottom of i viwmiturn the last inning to break the tie and give Kelowna the victory. I _British 
The win gave the squad a berth in the finals of the B sec- 
tion against Vancouver B.C. Tel.
It was again the pitching of Lawrence and the hitting
of Deagle that led the Kelowna team to a 7-4 victory over the ’,**ep ^“8™ when
Vancouverites and the Section B trophy. Lawrence pitched Efflnonton Eski-
flawlessly in holding the Vancouver batters to two hits, while |P?,OS, ®tamum for a
Deagle showed her power at the plate, rapping out three hits, western Football Conference 
including a homer. She was also the team’s leading batter ex!d^ti?AAa™1e'avl,lwtiAn 
in the series with a .368 average. ” J8 “® final exhibition game
Calgary won the A section trophy with a win over for teams, who meet Aug.
Prince George Craft Hotel in the finals. 1 at Edmonton in their league
--------------------------------- ——“(opener. p 
The Lions and Esks both 
missed the WFC playoffs last 
season. But in pre-season games 
this year, the B.C. club has 
beaten Saskatchewan, Winnipeg 
and Calgary. Edmonton also 
I downed Calgary but lost to 
Montreal and Saskatchewan.
Tm^teked The LionS enter ton‘gbt’S 
game with a 46-man roster up V1® ® h®at; Se®°.nd p!ace which must be pared to 32 be- 
Si to WWttoH olJC&Sj DweBE»to
SASf ntX took Mikl
and Cal Arnold of Whalley.
If Gibson Had His Druthers
donated by Grant’s Painting
Service of Hollywood, Califor- 111 II Fg i 1 All Cl 
“The lead changed hands four WOllIClll I MSH AS AlrMSF 
times during the race with a
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Rath.
Aside from Rovers’ success 
at the plate the Willows didn't 
help their cause as they com­
mitted six errors, many of 
them resulting in runs.
Robertson also picked up a 
triple in leading the Rovers at 
the plate, while Boyer and 
Reiger had two- hits apiece.
Jim Elko led the Willows’ ef­
fort with three hits, including a 
double, with John Chadwick 
chipping in with a pair.
In the late innings with the 
score lopsided and the play be­
ing unsteady the game started 
to get chippy. At one point 
tempers flared and the benches 
emptied resulting in four play­
ers being ejected from the 
game.
Playoff action resumes tonight 
with Treadgold’s Club 13 taking 
on the Budget Boys at King’s 
Stadium at 8 p.m. Boys lead the 
best-of-seven series 1-0.
The Stampeder defensive unit 
wrapped the Ticats Into confu­
sion during the fitot half to keep 
the Hamilton squad out of scor­
ing range as Calgary built a 17- 
Q lead.
But a lapse midway through 
the third quarter allowed Ham­
ilton to score their first touch­
down and a Tiger-Cat intercep­
tion completed the team’s scor­
ing a minute later.
SCORES ON PASS
Calgary scored two touch-
Leos Will Try For A Sweep
With Moorhead At Controls
Halley, will not dress. Both
Rutland 
Willows
023 700 1—13 10
000 110 0— 2 7
Jackson (L), Yeast (3) and 
Armeneau; Rath (W) and Boy­
er. HR—Rut. Robertson, Rath.





COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — A 
few tips from Jack Nicklaus has 
Ken Harrelson, baseball's 
American League Most Valua­
ble Player in 1968, convinced he 
will make it in pro golf.
"I’ve played several times 
with Jack,” Harrelson said be­
fore starting in the Columbus 
Invitational Pro-Amateur Cham­
pionship Monday at Scioto Coun­
try Club.
“He told me I didn’t have to 
hit everything hard, that the 
ball will go just as far by swing-
the new: World Hockey Associa­
tion could be good for the game 
if it creates new interest.
He won’t return to playing but 
mplied he’d miss it when he 
said, “Maybe there will be 
langs and wanting to be back 
but I have definitely retired. I 
don’t think a man can be both a 
coach and player.
“To get the necessary respect 
and discipline, you have to just 
coach.”
General manager Larry 
Regan said that in signing Pul­
ford two years ago after acquir­
ing him from Toronto in trade, 
“we were aware that he was a 
potential coach. We just didn’t 
know how long it would take. 
But from the start, he set an in­
spiration for our other players.” 
Pulford was signed to a two- 
year contract as coach in June 
during the NHL annual meet­
ings, but" Monday was his first 
news session in Los Angeles.
NEW YORK (CP) - The 
Raiders of the World Hockey 
Association announced Monday 
the signing of centre Bobby 
Sheehan to a multi-year con­
tract.
Sheehan was the second most, 
prolific point-getter last season 
with California Golden Seals in 
the National Hockey League, 
ninussing 20 goals and 46 points.










a native of Wcy- 
was selected by 
Whalers In the
W1IA player draft in February. 
The Whalers dealt him to New 
York for the Raiders’ No. 1 am­
ateur draft choice for 1073.
Sheehan. 5-foot-8 and 160 
pounds, played for two years 
with Halifax Junior Cnnadlens 
and one , with St. Catharines 
Black Hawks In the OHA Junior 
A aeries before being drafted 
by Cunadlons,
The Raklers said they also 
have Invited Sheehan’s 20-ycar- 
old brother Kevin to their train- 
iii'i camo. Kevin, 6-foot-l, play­
ed for Sussex Royals in the 
Now Brunswick junior league 
last season.
Proves Real Crowd-Pleaser
Saturday evening super mod­
ified race action at Tillicum 
Raceways again proved to be 
popular as just over 3,000 spec­
tators were on hand to see 
track record holder Roy Smith 
of Victoria better his previous 
15.76 with a fantastic run of 
15.54.
Second fastest time of the 
night was posted by Cliff Huc­
cel of Prince George in his 
Tipke built car, and third spot 
went to Larry Avery of Edmon­
ton, Alberta.
In the fast trophy dash it was 
Huccel picking up the checker­
ed flag and a kiss from trophy 
girl, Cathy Brown. The slow 
trophy dash went to Jack Cross 
of Langley.
The fans came through with
have knee injuries.
Don Moorhead is expected to 
start at quarterback tonight for 
B.C., although three other sig­
nal-callers, Don Bunce, Rocky 
Long and Canadian Eric Guth­
rie, should also see action as 
coach Eagle Keys tries to find 
a No. 2 man to back up Moor­
head.
Edmonton coach Ray Jauch 
says he plans to use No. 1 
quarterback Bruce Lemmerman 
for “about half the game.” In 
the other half, fans will proba­
bly see one or possibly two 
quarterbacks who are no stran­
gers to Vancouver football fans. 
■ One is Dave Smye, former 
Simon Fraser University quart­
erback; the other is Tom Wilk­
inson, released recently by the 
Lions.
Wilkinson has been with Ed- 
। monton only live days, however, 
and Jauch wasn’t sure he would 
; be used so soon.
see-saw battle between Smith ATLANTA (AP) — Bob Gib-
and Huccel. On the 
Huccel spun, giving 
back to Smith.
Second place went
38th lap son reluctantly throws the first 
the lead pitch tonight in the 43rd all-star 
baseball game, claiming all the 
to Doug while: “I didn’t want to start." 
third to The St. Louis Cardinal right-
ing easy at it,” said Harrelson, 
known affectionately as “The 




baseball seasons with 
City, Boston, and Cleve-
It was with the Red Sox four 
years ago that Harrelson, now 
29, had his banner baseball sea­
son: A major league leading 109 
runs batted in, 35 home runs 
and the American League MVP 
award.
Then last year the mod dress­
ing blonde quit a $100,000-a-year 
baseball job with Cleveland for 
the uncertainties of pro golf.
Broadway Joe 
Balks At Pact
HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. (AP) - 
Joe Namath, • New York Jets' 
quarterback, said Monday he 
will not play an exhibition game 
until he has signed a contract.
“I will continue to work out, 
but there will be no live combat 
for me until we come to to.ms,” 
the superstar said after his first 
practice session with tu« Na­
tional Football League team. He 
reported to camp Sunday, a 
week late, having asked extra 
time to clean up some business 
affairs.
Namath, whose contract ex­
pired last season, reportedly is 
asking at least $250,000 a year.
"Jimmy Walsh iNamath’a at­
torney) has talked to the Jets* 
management, but we have come 
to no agreement yet,” the 
quarterback said. "We plan 
some meetings In the future and 
I hope we can get together."
FAR APART
Asked how far apart the two 
were on negotiations, Namath, 
at a news conference, spread 
his arms as wide as possible 
and said: "Tills far.”
He said the difference was in 
both, salary and length of con­
tract.
Leo The Lip > 
'Steps Aside
ATLANTA (AP) — Leo Duro­
cher, who took over the down­
trodden Chicago Cubs in 1966 
and made them pennant con- 
tenders a year later, has 
“stepped aside” as manager.
Vice-president John Holland 
used that phrase in making the 
announcement early today, 
leaving it unclear whether The 
Lip had quit or been fired.
In any case, Whitey Lockman, 
director of player development, 
is the man picked by owner Phil 
Wrigley to revive the Cubs. 
They are currently languishing 
in fourth place in the National 




BISLEY, England (CP) — 
Alain Marion of the Dominion of 
Canada Rifle Association won 
two major aggregate trophies 
for his outstanding shooting so 
far in the National Rifle Asso­
ciation meeting;
Marion, a 30-year-old officer 
with the Hull, Que.,v police de­
partment, was awarded the 
Palma aggregate trophy today 
for long range shooting and the 
aggregate challenge trophy for 
the best total so far in the indi­
vidual competitions.
For the Palma, a new trophy 
introduced in 1970, Marion 
scored 50 points at 800 yards 
and 49 at both 900 and 1,000 
yards in previous contests.
His total 148 out of a possible 
150 was equalled by a British 
marksman but on a count of 
shots in the 4%-lnch central 
area of the bulls-eye the Cana­
dian won by 18 to 16.
Larson of Quesnel, 
Larry Sproule’s rear-engined hander, less than overjoyed 
car and fourth to Avery. about his assignment for the 
Next week’s action will fea- National Leagued faces Jim
ture modified super stocks and Palmer of the American League 
ciaimers with an expected visit at Atlanta Stadium.
from Leroy Kinder of Hinton, “if I had my druthers, 1 
Alberta. Time trials at 7 p.m. w o u 1 d n’t start this all-star
and racing at 8. game,” said Gibson, the hottest 
~ pitcher in baseball with 11
straight victories. "I’d much 
rather just pitch one inning and 
leave. An all-star assignment 
might be an honor, but it’s hard 
work, too."
Spain Makes 
Tennis Final , r
Gibson matches serves with
BARCELONA, Spain (AP) — Palmer, the right-handed Balti- 
Juan Gisbert beat Frantisek more Oriole ace, before a full 
Pala 6-3, 6-3, 4-6, 6-0 Monday, house of 52,744 while about 50
clinching a 3-2 victory for Spain! million more are expected to 
over Czechoslovakia in the Eu- watch on national television, 
ropean Zone B Davis Cup tennis The game starts at 8:30 p.m. 
tournament and moving the EDT.
Spaniards into the inter-zone The American League won
final against the United States, last year’s game at Detroit.
Gisbert’s triumph gave Spain Gibson, known as a fierce 
an insurmountable 3-1 lead in competitor created controversy 
the best-of-five competition. In "1S Position. 
the final match, Czechoslova­
kia’s Jiri Hrebec whipped 
Spain's Antonio Munoz 6-4, 6-0, 
6-3.
The matches between Spain 
and the U.S., a 5-0 winner over 
Chile in the American Zone 
final, are expected to be played 
Aug. 5-7 in Barcelona.
The
PPTio
Burgers 3 tor 81.00 
Fish and Chips 70c








or any make of car or 
light truck.
ACES HIGH
GISBORNE, N,Z. (Reuter) - 
Ambidextrous golfer Nick Hob­
ble, 60, of the Poverty Bay Club 
nt this North Island city, holed 
In < r.e with a left-handed club 
(hiring the weekend—30 years 
nflei' a similar feat with a 
right-hand shot.
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
St. Catharines, Ont,, scull­
ers won the Royal Canadian 
Henley regatta eight years 
ago today—In 1964—domi­
nating Canadian rowing for 
the fourth year in a row.
KELOWNA 
MOTORS LTD. 
1630 Water St. Ph. 762-3Q10
TOYOTAno. i
Kelowna Toyota




Time Trials 7:0|> p.m, — Racing B:()0 p.m 
THIS WEEK FEATURING 
Modifiedii —■ Super Stocks — Clalmcra
TILLICUM RACEWAY
VERNON
Admission: Adults $2.00Siudcnts $1.50
Children: 50^ — Under 6 years free
downs, two singles, two fl 
goals and three safeties.
Rudy Linterman got the on 
ing score when he hauled 1] 
20-yard pass from quarterb 
Jim Lindsey. Larry Robin 
made his first of two convi 
and picked up a single on 
following kickoff which tr 
elled deep in the end z 
where Lewis Poeter concede
The long kickoff came aftc 
penalty against Hamilton on 
touchdown play moved the I 
to the Hamilton 50.
The other Stampeder tot 
down capped the game's < 
successful drive when in 
final quarter Hugh McKii 
took a pitch from Lindsey se 
yards around the end.
Robinson's field goals, hot 
the second quarter, came £ 
21 and 25 yards.
The three safeties were < 
ceded by Hamilton punter 
Sunter. Twice the TigeM 
were Inside their 15-yard 1 
and trying for field position 
the final two-pointer came vJ 
the snap from centre sa 
over his head and bounced! 
the end zone.
He scooped the ball up] 
conceded in the face of tl 
charging Stampeder linemes 
BREEZE HELPS BOOT 1
The remaining Calgary si 
was on a punt which rookie 
Moulton booted from the 52-i 
line of Hamilton. It sailed] 
the end zone with a little I 
from the breeze, bounced ofi 
defenders’ hands and ou] 
play.
The Tiger-Cats* first td 
down was set up when Ray 
ngcaster failed to field a 
for Calgary deep in his 
end.
"Yes, I said that I didn’t want 
to start but I didn’t say that I 
didn’t want to pitch—the writers 
said that," Gibson remarked 
Monday at a news conference, 
referring to a recent newspaper 
story.
He preferred to work just one 
inning In relief, which wouldn’t 
interfere with his normal rota­
tion during the regular season. 
It’s usually the practice for an 
all-star starter to complete 
three innings.
‘‘I guess I gotta start—what 
else is there to say?" said Gib­
son. “But, now, I guess I won't 
be pitching Thursday.”
Gibson was scheduled to start 
against M o n t r e a 1'Expos on 
Thursday. Now, he said, he’ll 
probably have to wait “until 
Friday or Saturday" to get back 
into action.
The ball hopped Into 
hands of Ticats Gord Chris 
who carried it to the Cal 
17-yard line. Two plays 
Buchanan was in from 
eight.
Sunter converted but hu 
tempt on the other point*] 
hit the goalpost.
The second touchdown 
scored 61 seconds later ai 
tensive back Gord Stern 
stepped into a pass from 
gary quarterback Jerry 1 
ing, ducked under the arn 
the intended receiver 




: ' Visit Kelowna's 
Exclusive Dealer
REID'S CORNER i 
: Imported Cars Ltd.
Hwy. 97 No.. Kelowna 
;; 765-5184? j
OPEN 6 
DAYS A WEEK 
7:30’1115:30 
MAINLINE RENT-ALL LTD.
RENTALS — SALES — SERVICE 
everything for the ...
Contractor — Industry •— Home Owner 
2000 SpaU Rd. Phone 763-447:
SEND YOUR
DOLLARS TO
KEEP THE GOOD 
YEARS COMING1
Twenty years ago a vigorous 
grass-roots political movement 
began in this province...a move­
ment born of disenchantment w ith
old-line political machines...a 
movement that quickly gained 
support from ordinary, everyday 
people throughout British Columbia.n n iw iiisnuoiuniD 
Today, Social Credit is still a
grass-roots people’s movement... 
representing no special interest 
groups and dedicated to the welfare 
of the individual. With your 
support, we’ve made great strides
in human and economic affairs. 
Now, we’re faced with another 
challenge... another choice between 
the progressive policies of a true 
free enterprise party and the 
stifling policies of state socialism. 
Keep the good years coming by 
helping us wage a strong, 
successful election campaign.
Send your donation today to:
V Free Enterprise
RO. BOX BS7B, Station H, 
Vancouver B.c.
SOCIAL CREDIT WORKS!
I ■ . , -h > I . ■ I’ I . ,
Paid for by the B.C. Froo Kniorprlso Kducntionnl Trust Fund
Quilt Inquest Hears (DISTRICT PAGE Gun-Toting Patriot Demands
Testimony Of Nurse
KAMLOOPS. B.C. (CP)-Fred 
Quilt said the day before he died 
that his wife told him an RCMP 
officer jumped on him. public 
health nurse Leslie Roberts said 
Monday at the second inquest 
into Mr. Quilt's death.
She teatified that she exam­
ined the 55-year-old Chllcotin 
Indian Nov. 29 at the Anahim 
Reserve and he said he had 
been told by his wife that "the 
RCMP jumped up and down on 
me.”
Sister Jeanita Cormier, a Ro­
man Catholic nursing sister at 
the reserve near Alexis Creek 
in the B.C. Interior, said Mr. 
Quilt told her on the night ol 
Nov. 28 that a policeman had 
jumped on his side.
Christine Quilt, wife of the 
dead man, and Agnes Quilt, his 
sister-in-law, testified last week 
that an RCMP officer jumped 
on Mr. Quilt on the 28th after 
Caking him from a truck stalled 
on the Chllcotin Highway.
A coroner's jury at Williams i 
Lake, B.C., in January ruled the 
man's death unnatural and acci­
dental hut a second Inquest was 
ordered because two jury mem­
bers had been associated with 
the RCMP.
QUILT 'POSITIVE’
Miss Roberts told the inquest 
she asked Mr. Quilt if he was 
sure about what he said “be­
cause 1 didn’t think the RCMP 
would do that, but he was 
definitely positive that it hap­
pened.”
She said that she had seen 
Fred Quilt, Agnes Quilt and her 
son' Robin on the night of the 
28th in the truck stalled across 
part of the highway.
The nurse said Robin, behind 
the wheel of the vehicle, told 
her he was having trouble with 
the carburetor and the others 
in the truck were “too drunk 
to do anything."
Sister Jeanita <aid that she 
examined Mr. Quilt that night,
Cry Of Help Saves 
Girl, Rest Drown
M1DLAND, Ont. (CP) — Out 
in the dark of Georgian Bay, 
Bill Hornung, dozing in a 
cruiser, was awakened when it 
came to a halt and he heard a 
voice calling "Help, help, help,” 
from about 50 feet away.
He leaped overboard, swam 
toward the voice and, groping in 
the wave-lashed bay, caught 
hold of a 10-year-old girl, one of 
two survivors after an over­
loaded boat sank Sunday night 
with the loss of 10 lives.
The girl had stayed afloat 
more than two hours without a 
life preserver. Unheard, her 
mother called for help 50 feet 
away.
The mother, only other survi­
vor and a non-swimmer, some­
how managed to float about IVz 
miles to shore after waves tore 
an infant daughter from her 
arms after the sinking between 
9 and 10 p.m.
Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank
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concluded he was possibly suf­
fering from broken ribs, applied । 
an elastic bandage and gave 
him a pain-killer. Both he and 
his wife appeared drunk, she 
said.
Later that night, she said, 
Mrs. Quilt complained that her 
husband couldn’t sleep and 
asked for an ambulance. Sister 
Jeanita told the woman he was 
suffering from broken ribs and 
rushing him to hospital would 
serve no useful purpose. She 
said she gave Mrs. Quilt a 
sleeping pill for her husband.
Miss Roberts said her exami­
nation of Mr. Quilt the next day 
led her to believe he had broken 
ribs and possibly other injuries.
peating after she reached shore 
at a cottage area and woke up 
Diane Dorion, 29, a cottage resi­
dent, by banging on the door 
and yelling for help.
Shivering and shocked, she 
told how she struggled to hold 
on to four-year-old Nanette but 
lost her grip in the three-foot 
waves.
Miss Dorion said the mother 
also told her the boat contained 
no life preservers and “I knew
SEARCH RESUMES
At daybreak today search re­
sumed for the bodies of the two 
adults and seven children, rang­
ing in age from two to nine.
Included were Richard Con­
tois, husband of the surviving 
woman and their children, Mar­
tin, 9, Anthony, 8, Nanette, 4, 
and a ward, Sheila Ryan, 2. ~~~~
The others were Eugene Con­
tois, brother of Richard Contois 
and of Patricia Contois, whose 
body was found Monday, and 
Eugene’s children, Karen, 9, Mi­
chael, 7, and Dennie, 4.
They were all from the Au­
rora area, just north of Metro-
politan Toronto.
The 12 members of the two 
families were crowded aboard a 
small aluminum boat to travel 
miles across choppy Geor­
gian Bay to Snake Island, some 
30 miles north of Orillia.
The two survivors, Claudie 
Contois and her daughter Mon­
ica, each unable to believe the 
other was alive, clung together 
in the same bed in hospital'to 
which they had been taken for 
treatment for shock.
They left by a rear door to 
avoid reporters and camera­
men. They are staying with rel­
atives here, 
REACHES COTTAGE
“My babies are still out 
there,” Mrs. Contois kept re-
we never should have gone.” 
The mother also said: 
”... when we got into rough 
water the boat started to take 
water and capsized. I hope my 
husband made it. He started out 
for help.
“It was crazy. Why did we 
go? Why am I here and my kids 
out there? I can’t figure out 
how I made it. Why me?”
Mr. Hornung, of Kitchener, 
was in a vessel piloted by Ernie 
Meissner of Kitchener.
PULLED TO CRUISE
When he reached the girl and 
took hold of her, she said: 
“Thank you, thank you, thank 
you,” Mr. Hornung said. He 
pulled Monica back to the 
cruiser and the pair was helped 
aboard.
The girl’s cries for help were 
heard after Mr. Meissner had 
cut the engine on his boat to get 
his bearings and untangle a 
rope from his propeller.
“I’m freezing,” she said when 
she had been pulled aboard. 
“My brothers and sister and 
mom and dad drowned. So did 
my uncle and aunt and all my 
cousins.
। “They bailed and bailed but 
the boat was swamped and we
I sank.”
Provincial police said they 
learned Monday from registra­
tion papers that the boat was 14 
feet long and powered by a five- 
or seven-horsepower motor.
Some first reports were that 
the boat was 12 feet long.
A week’s camping equipment 
and food as well as the 12 pas­
sengers were jammed aboard 
the craft, provincial police said.
It was the worst marine disas­
ter in southern Georgian Bay 
since Sept. 22, 1942. That was 
when the 75-foot launch Wa-Wi- 
Net sank with the loss of 25 of 
its 42 passengers. •i
Return Of Capital Punishment
Satellite Launched Sunday 
Probing Great Lakes Data
• TORONTO (CP) - Scientists 1 
at the Canada Centre for Inland < 
Waters are receiving data about 
the Great Lakes from a satellite I 
launched Sunday In California, । 
The Earth Resources Tcchnol- i 
ogy Satellite was launched by 
the U.S. National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration.
“We're still very much in 
doubt as to how useful the 
ERTS data will be to us, but 
we're fairly optimistic,'' said 
Dr. Robert Lame head of the 
centre's lake resources subdivi­
sion.
He said the centre’s chief in­
terest was in discovering how 
useful the satellite will be for 
lake research.
The ERTS satellite orbits the 
earth every 103 minutes at an 
altitude of about 56 miles, It 
carries cameras, sensors and 
transmitting equipment.
Transmission began Sunday 
and is being monitored in Can­
ada nt a receiving station in 
Prlpcc Albert, Sask, It is proc­
essed at the Canada Centre for 
Remote Sensing in Ottawa, 
BUOY WILL TRANSMIT
A buoy v'hlch is to be anc­
hored in I4ike Ontario, near the 
Niagara River, and transmit to 
the satellite is to be tested later 
this week,
. • Dr, luinic said the measure* 
\ ments the buoy takes, such as 
nir and \\'atcr temperatures, nre 
not of importance in them-
tracked by the U.S. space agen­
cy’s Nimbus satellite.
Dr. Lame Said: "The satellite 
s programmed to search for 
our buoy: tills should tell us 
something about the currents. It 
will also give us data on water 
and air temperatures.”
He said the information might 
prove helpful In noting the path 
of polluted effluents and detect­
ing shore erosion or algae 
growth. Satellites might also be 
used to locate major oil spills 
and flooding.
The Nimbus satellite's relay 
of information from -the Cana­
dian huoys will be recorded at 
the U.S, space agency's God­
dard Space Centre In Maryland 
and be sent on, decoded, to the 
inland waters centre in Burling­
ton, Ont. The data will be used 
by scientists Involved in the In­
ternational Field Year for the 
Great Lakes, a $l5-mllllon sci­
entific program which is chart­
ing the deterioration of Lake 
Ontario and will recommend 





Rtathnh* tatiagMbMMC* proruatodiddi 
taaonkold, i«4 repair dtmactd tinaa.
(•elves, but will provide know!- A renowned re»«arrh institute has 
rduc about (lie problems of aula found a unique healing substance 
relay. with the ability lo shrink hetnor-
Last week Ilir centre set an rhoids painlessly. It relievos itching 
unnnchoral Inioy afloat In I-akc • ■”<* discomfort in minutes and 




• Local Cremation 
I'ucililk'N
• Scrvkei from $90 1
1131 Bernard Ave. UI-3010
In cam after case, while gently 
relieving pain," actual reduction 
J (shrinkage) took place.
Moat important of all—results 
1 weroMthoroughthatthh improve­
ment waa maintained over a period 
of many months.
Thia waa accomplished with « 
new healing substance (Bio-Dyne) 
which quickly lielpa heal iniurra 
cells and stimulates growth of naw 
tissue.
Now Bio-Dyne hi offered In oint­
ment and suppository form called 
Preparation II. Ask for it at all drug 
stores Satisfaction ar your mow 
Mraaded.
Oyama Socials
OYAMA (Special) — Oyama 
residents will be pleased to 
hear that Mr. and Mrs. Bruce 
Fulcher of Antigonish, Nova 
Scotia, nee Marietta Brown of 
Oyama, became the proud par­
ents of a baby daughter, Chris­
tine Louise, on Friday, July 14. 
The baby weighed 8 lbs. 1% oz.
Ancient Statue 
Found In River
PRAGUE (AP) — Children 
bathing in the Jihlava River dis­
covered the head of a statue of 
Ares—the Greek god of w.ar— 
which may date to the 4th cen­
tury BC, a Czech newspaper re­
ported Monday.
Mrs. Barbara Abbott of Ed­
monton is spending a few days 
visiting her sister and brother- 
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Ken Gin- 
gell of Oyama.
MONEY NOTE
BLACKPOOL, England (CP) 
— Sign in the window of a Lan­
cashire loan company: “Month- 
to-month resuscitation."
FORT WORTH, Tex. (AP) - 
A young gunman walked up to a 
federal prison here Monday and 
threatened “to shoot three or 
four people" in an effort to 
dramatize his belief that the 
death penalty should be rein­
stated, officials said. He held 
five persons hostage for two 
hours before he surrendered to 
FBI agents.
Associated Warden Allie Mob­
ley, one of the hostages, said 
the man said “he wanted to 
shoot three or four people, and 
this would have enough impact 
across the country that the Su­
preme Court would put capital 
punishment back on the books.”
The high court recently rulec 
that the death penalty as now 
applied Is unconstitutional. The
court was asked Monday by 
three states, including Texas, to 
reconsider its decision.
Authorities Identified the 
youth as Lonnie Wayne Craig, 
18, of Forest Hill, Tex., the Fort 
Worth suburb where the prison 
is located. He was jailed in lieu 
of $35,000 bond and a hearing 
was set for Thursday on 
charges of a firearms violation 
and interfering with federal em-
At one point, Craig telepha 
his mother and told her : 
would kill her It she came to 
prison, officials said.
However, she appeared at 
the same time as the FBI ag 
and was instrumental in c 
vinclng file youth to rellnqi 
the pistol if he Wanted to see 
warden.
MAN IDENTIFIED
UCLUELET (CP) - Joseph 
Kozlowski, 50, was identified by 
RCMP Monday' as the man 
whose body was found in a 
burned-out car on a wharf heav­
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In British Columbia today, there is no greater sign of growth the ISSUE: PyfctojjM of thio Issue by an Individual er company 
than the continued development of our hydroelectric are limited to $25,000, 
resources. The mighty dams of the Peace and Columbia DENOMINATIONS: Bearer bonds are available with coupons attached
river systems assure abundant low-cost power for dur In denominations of $100, $500, $1,000, $5,000 and $10,000.
province. Power to sustain new industries and create new 
jobs... power to enhance the quality of life for people in all 
corners of British Columbia. Now this development yields
registration: Bonds of $1,000, $5,000 and $10,000 can be ftiiiy registered,
INTEREST: Interest at the rate of 6% per annum will be paid on the 
15th day of November, February, May and August during tho 
currency of the bond.
DATE OF ISSUE: August 16,19/z.
an outstanding investment opportunity: B.C. Hydro 6%
Parity Bonds. This latest Parity Bond Issue offers 6% 
annual interest, payable every three months. And the bonds 
are cashable at any time for the full purchase price, DATE of MATURITY: August 15,1977.
B.C. Hydro Parity Bonds are also your safest Investment, 
because they are unconditionally guaranteed by
• REDEMPTION: British Columbia Hydro 6% Parity Development Bonde 
J can be redeemed at par value at any time at any bank In the 
the Province of British Columbia. Province ol British Columbia, or at any branch of British Columbia
! Hydro's bankers throughout Canada,Plan now to build your savings as you invest in the futurb 
growth of British Columbia-place your order for B.C. Hydro 
6% Parity Bonds at any bank, trust company or 
Investment dealer In the province.
ON We NOW AT BANKS,
TRUST COMPANIES AND INVESTMENT
DEALERS THROUGHOUT BRITISH COLUMBIA s
’AGE 1 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. TUES.. JULY 25, 1972
YOU'LL NEVER STRIKE OUT WHEN YOU USE A COURIER WANT AD TO BUY, SELL, RENT OR SWAP
> HAVE A BALL — SELL THOSE DON’T WANTS — PHONE 763-3228
Kelowna and District
16. APTS. FOR RENT 16. APTS. FOR RENT 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
-------------------------------------------- - ------------------------■---------------Il
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL |
Centennial House Apartments
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT Di 
Westbank. $110 per month, refrigerator, 
dove. (bag carpeting throughout, large 
patio. Apply Suite 4. First Avenue South.
located adjacent to 
Centennial Park, Rutland





Delivered Anywhere in 
KELOWNA or VERNON
AREA
Phone orders collect 
Business—545-1311 
Residence 542-9664 or 766-2330
LAV1NGTON PLANER 
MILL LTD.
T. Th, S. tf
THE FIX-ALL SHOP
NOW OPEN
General repairs, household, in­
dustrial, etc. Specializing in 
custom woodwork.


















1 and 2 Bedroom Suites
• Spacious deluxe suites
• Air conditioning
• Carpet throughout
* Colored appliances and 
drapes




Close to all shopping areas.
RESERVE YOUR SUITE NOW 
Telephone Manager 





of all kinds, 
Ditching, Backfilling, Loading, 
etc.




Your Bapco & SWL Dealer 
Paint — Wallpaper — Signs 
Art Supplies
1619 PANDOSY 762-2134
T. Th. S. tf
THE LATEST IN 
APARTMENT LIVING
AUGUST 1. RUTLAND. TWO BED- 
room fourplex. 8150 per month Includ­
ing garbage and water. Can Joe Lto- 
berger at Royal Trust, 762-5200 or 763-
2338. evening*. tf
HALF A MONTH FREE RENT - NEW 
apartments in Rutland. Deluxe Urge 
two bedroom suites. AU shag carpeted, 
air conditioned, cable TV. drapes. Avail­
able now. Telephone 762-2519. tf no 
answer 762-5030. Hoover 'Realty Ltd. tf
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN 
basement in new home. Refrigerator 
and stove. $115 per month, plus half 
utilities. Telephone after . 6:00 p.m.. 
765-7929. Adults, no pets. tf
CAPRI VILLA APARTMENTS. 1231 
Sutherland Avenue, one and two bed­
room suites on main floor. Adults pre­
ferred. No children, no pets. Tele­
phone 763-6114. tf
RUTLAND, UNFURNISHED ONE BED- 
room suite, private entrance, close to 
shopping. No children, no pets. Immedi­
ate occupancy. $90 per month. Tele-
GEORGE TRIMBLE
Suggests you see this 
lOme in Westbank. For 
$23,500.00 you’re able to 
get a 1040 sq. ft. home 
with nearly finished base­
ment, 2 bathrooms, sun­
deck, carport roof extend­
ed over front door. Lovely 
condition, can’t be match­
ed. Call George at 2-0687. 
MLS.
APPRAISALS FOR PROPERTY
EXECUTIVE QUALITY VIEW HOME 
3 Bdrms., 2 Baths, 2 sundecks, formal din­
ing room, full basement with large com­
pleted sundeck. Plus view overlooking Rut­
land, Kelowna and the valley. Asking price 
only $33,500.00. Call Bren Witt 769-4326. 
MLS.
OLD FASHIONED HOME 
At an old fashioned price, 2 Bdrm., large 
kitchen with eating area, living room with 
wall to wall, garage, small greenhouse 
on a nice level lot in hospital area. Fridge 
and stove included. Full price $14,900.00. 
To view, call Art MacKenzie 7694264. MLS.
EVALUATION — R. G. Trimble, F.R.I.
phone 765-6538. tf
THREE BEDROOM FOURPLEX SUITE. 
Available immediately. Children ac­
cepted. View property, water and gar­
bage. 415 Valley View Manor. Rutland.
Telephone 762-7705. tf
VISTA MANOR. ONE BEDROOM 
suite, close in. spacious, bright, cable 
television, air conditioner, colored ap­
pliances. Quiet living people. Telephone
765-6536 or 762-3037. «
THE BROCKTON MANOR
1831 Pandosy Street.
TWO BEDROOM SUITE, GROUND 
floor, wall to wall carpet, colored ap­
pliances. cable television. $150 per 
month, utilities included. Telephone 764-
4966. u
Select your suite now 
for July occupancy.
CLEAN TWO BEDROOM. BASEMENT 
suite with carport in a new home, 
available immediately. Non-smokers, 
non-drinkers, no children or pets please.
Apply 816 Fuller Avenue. 301
APPLE VALLEY REALTY »
1451 Pandosy St. •♦• SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY ••• Office Ph. 3-4144
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
RICHMOND ST. 
DUPLEX
Large 2 bedroom duplex on 
Richmond St. Ideal location, 
never a vacancy. Full sized 
basement with room for ex­
pansion. W/w carpeting in 
living room. Maximum rent­
als. For inspection, contact 
Larry Schlosser at the office 
or at 2-8818 evenings. Exclu­
sive.,
Larry Schlosser —— 762-8818 
Ted Dale ..................  763-7582
Ray Ashton........... .  7694418
I Eric Hughes .......... 768-5953
| No toll on above numbers
; MONTREAL TRUST
262 Bernard 762-5038
THE LEADER IN RESULTS





North American Van Lines Ltd. 





1120 ELLIS ST. 762-2020 
T, Th. S, tf
SALES & SERVICE 






AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1ST, SOUND 
proof, three bedroom duplex, rumpus 
room, near schools. Hartman Road, 
Rutland. Rent $1631 Telephone 763-3975.
I 301
$95 PER MONTH, TWO BEDROOM 
apartment in Rutland. Refrigerator and 
stove included. No pets. Telephone 765-
.7231 tf
1. BIRTHS
A WONDERFUL DAY I YOUR CHILD'S 
biith date la a special day in your 
W* and you will want to ahar* the 
"good newa" with friends. Tell them 
quickly with • Kelowna Dally Courier 
Birth Notice for as low as $2.50. A 
trained ad-writer will assiat you in 
wording a Birth NoUce. Telephone 763- 
32M.______________________
3, MARRIAGES
RYLEY-SHAW — Mr. and Mrs. Bryan 
K. Ryley of Nelson, B.C.. announce 
the forthcoming wedding of their young­
er daughter, Patricia Jean: to Mr. 
Murray Norman Shaw, only son of 
Mrs. Sylvia J. Halvorson of Kelowna 
and Mr. W. Norman Shaw of Penticton. 
The wedding win take place on August 
19, 1972 at St Francis In the Woods 
Church, Queen's Bay, B.C.________299
SCHNEIDER-KALAMEN — Mr. and 
Mra. Carl Schneider of Kamloops, are 
pleased to announce the forthcoming 
marriage of their daughter, Marilyn
ICarleen, to David Robert Kalamen, son 
lot Rev. and Mrs. Arnold Kalamen of 
(Kelowna. The wedding will take place 
(August 19th. 1972, at Bethel Pcnteco. tai
Church, Kelowna.
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
On quiet residential street. 
Plenty of parking, air conditi­
oned, elevator service, under­
cover parking, G.E. stoves and 
refrigerators, laundry room on 
each floor, intercom. Reduction 
of rent to tenants 65 and over.
RUTLAND NEW, FURNISHED OR UN- 
furnished one bedroom apartment. Elec­
tric heat, ground floor, utilities included. 
Telephone 765-8577 after 1:00 p.m. 304
AVAILABLE AUGUST 1st. TWO BED- 
room unfurnished basement suite. Adults 
only, non-smokers or drinkers. Please
CENTRALLY LOCATED - 
No need for a second car 
when you can walk to the 
store in a few minutes, and 
live % block from the bus 
line for trips farther afield. 
Good older home recently re­
decorated with wall to wall 
carpeting even in the kitchen. 
Two bedrooms on the main 
floor and 2 more in the base­
ment. Asking $20,500. Call 
Mary Ashe at 7634652 even­
ings. MLS.
WHY PAY MORE?? New 2 
bedroom, full basement home 
in a quiet country setting 
only 3 minutes from city. 
Wall to wall carpets, lots of 
cupboards and closets, blue 
aluminum siding with white 
shutters, sundeck, and car­
port. Quality built for only 
$21,800. Call Dave Deinstadt 
at 7634894 evenings. EXCL.
FAMILY HOME with 3
apply 1269 Richter Street. 304
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS
Brand new 2 br. duplex situated 
on Vz acre view lot. W/W car-1 





LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS, NEW TWO 
bedroom duplex set in middle of or­
chard. Lake view. Wall to wall car­
pets, spacious rooms, fireplace, balcony, 
large carport. No pets. Telephone 
769-4349. tf
CENTRALLY LOCATED TWO BED- 
room duplex. Carpet in living room, 
full basement. Rent $140 per month. 
Will accept one or two children 14 
years or older only. No pets. 2184
CALL MR. LONGSON 
AT 762-8068
WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED 
deluxe suite available. No children or 
pets. Telephone 763-7234. tf
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT IN 




LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new address: 1790 Hollywood Rd. 
(end) Rutland. Telephone 765-6494. tl
8. COMING EVENTS
O.O.R.P. BINGO COMMENCING JULY 
5 and every Wednesday night through 
July end August at the Elks Hall, 3009 








TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX UNIT IN 
Rutland .available August 1. Telephone 
762-3575 12 noon and 8:00 p.m. tf
DELUXE SUITES FOR RENT. HOCHE 
laga and Chateau Apartments. For in­
formation telephone 763-6492. ’tf
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS. ONE BED- 
room suites, no children or . pets. Tele-
BEST BUY IN LAKEVIEW 
HEIGHTS — 1380 sq. ft. on a 
large, well pine treed lot. In­
cluded are family room, de­
veloped basement, large cov­
ered sundeck. A TERRIFIC 
BUY AT $26,900. Call Frank 
Ashmead at 765-5155 days or 
765-6702 evenings. MLS.
bedrooms and 2 more down, 
2 bathrooms, beautifully fin­
ished. Lot is nicely land­
scaped. Contractor built for 
themselves — lots of extras. 
Call Gordon Marwick at 769- 
4662 evenings. MLS.
phone 764-4246. U
Intercom, shag rugs,. air
conditioned, electric heat. 
Utilities included, covered 




BRAND NEW DUPLEX, TWO BED- - ------------------------ —---------- ------------------------
rooms, wall to wall carpet, full base-1
ment. References required. Jabs Con-1 n... ._______ 
struetIon, 1975 Harvey Avenue. Tele-1 P/IPk\A/l II ill TrPPAl r 
phone 762-0928, evenings 762-3465. tf • ni\l\HVVU I LIMXFU-L
NEW SPANISH STYLE fourplex, Spacious 2 br. units located just
Rutland. 1>A baths, two bedrooms, large lakpchnrp and ritv 
living room, all carpeted. Children wel- 011 laKesnore ana City 
come. Available August 1 and 15. Tele- Inc. range, refrig, air
phone 765-8788. £6 tioner, cable TV, etc.
limits, 
condi-
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE. 
Elderly couple or workers, no children, 
no pets. Telephone 762-7665. 304
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex. fully carpeted. $140 per month. 
Rutland area. Telephone 763-5241. 299
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
SLEEPING ROOM. CLOSE TO DOWN- 
town. private entrance, refrigerator 
supplied. For gentleman.' Telephone
763-2884. tf
18. ROOM AND BOARD
NOW OPEN — SUNNYNOOK RESI- 
dence home for senior citizens. Board, 
room and care in pleasant surround-
ings. Telephone 763-5780. 302
ROOM AND BOARD IN PRIVATE 
home, close to Vocational School. Tele-
phone 762-7419. tf
BUY OF THE MONTH — 
Nice 2 bedroom home with 
electric kitchen, gas furnace 
and hot water. Terrific at 
only $14,900 full price with 
$1,500 to handle. Good Kel­
owna location. For details 
call Bill Campbell at 763-6302 
evenings. MLS.
$2,000 DOWN — will put you 
into this 2 bedroom home 
with fireplace and full base­
ment. Hardwood floors 
throughout. To view call Ken 
Mitchell at 762-0663 evenings. 
MLS.
VIEW HOME — in Lake view 
Heights. Extensively re­
modelled, 1465 sq. ft. older 
home on % acre lot. Three 
large bedrooms, fireplace, 
lovely feature walls, hot 
water heating, full basement 
and double carport. A well 
built, large family home. 
Asking $29,900. Call Bud 
Dalley at 765-6959 evenings.
I EXCL.
VENDOR LOOKING FOR 
ACTION — on this 4 year 
old, 2 bedroom home ideal 
for retirement. Vendor says 
sell—so give us your offer 
To view call Sylvia Roberts 
at 765-6936 evenings. MLS.
IMMACULATE 4 BEDROOM 
HOME — situated in city 
centre, close to shopping, 
schools, etc. Large living 
room with fireplace, full 
basement, double garage and 
nicely landscaped. Well built 
and well kept home. $12,000 
down will handle. Call Andy 
Runzer at 764-4027 evenings. 
MLS.
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL !
INSTANT MACRAME. EIGHT HOUR J 
summer courses, Monday, Wednesday, - 
Friday mornings, 10 • 12:30. $10. Ex­
cellent pastime for men and women. 
To register, telephone Mrs. E. Greig, 
- 1764-4209.___________ _________________ «
ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK. ' 
fireplaces, retaining walls, flower 
planters and stonework. Call Sebastian, 
762-7782. H
REPAIRS TO LAWN MOWERS, 
pumps, chain saws.. outboard engines. 
Kelowna Light Industrial. 848 Crowley 
। Avenue. Kelowna. Telephone 763-7684. 
1 tf
HOME WATCHING SERVICE AVAIL- 
able by reliable person, reasonable 
rates. Care o( your pet dog, etc. Tele- 
phone 762-5110. 301
ONE CALL DOES IT ALL. GENERAL 
repairs, household, carpentry, painting, 
fencing, cement work, lawns and holiday 
maintenance. Telephone 763-6882. 300
MOBILE HAIRDRESSER. BEAUTY 
for shut-ins. Discount on first shampoo 
and set. Telephone Frances 764-7309.
299
FLOYD 8AYLER. PIANO TUNER AND 
z teacher has returned to Kelowna to 
—■ aialn offer expert service at reasonable 
rate*, Telephone 763-5944. T. tf 
12. PERSONALS
LADY, ATTRACTIVE. RESPECTABLE. 
w;th means, desires companionship of 
widower 50 to 63 years. S' 10“ or over, 
financially well off. non drinker and 
I smoker or Christians. Apply, confiden­
tly’. Box A015, The Kelowna Pally 
1 ’ Courier.____________ '__________
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOU3 - WRITE 
P.O Box 007, Kelowna. B.C, Telephone 
, 763'5333. 763'3037 or 763-6923, In Winfield 
766 2107. la there a drinking problem 
in your homer Contact Al-Anon at 763- 
M73 or 783-6760. tf
TWO BEDROOM UNIT WITH FULL 
basement in alxplex in Rutland. Close 
to shops and schools. Available August 
1. $150 per month. Refrigerator and 
stove available. Telephone 765-9038. 304
TWO BEDROOM AIR CONDITIONED! 
home; semi-furnlshed, seven miles from 
Kelowna. Utilities included for $200 




ROOM AND BOARD FOR GENTLE-
LAND AND ACREAGE





20. WANTED TO RENT
BY AUGUST 1st. ONE OR TWO BED- 
room house in Rutland or Kelowna, 
for reliable young couple. Prefer older 
house with extra storage. Telephone
769-4740 after 6 p.m. 299
centrally located, two bed- Large 2 br. suites, 
room duplex, carpeted, finished base- .nr tn „
ment. Adults only, no pets. Available tor> ,stov?« (trapes, ----  -------
October 1st. $180 per month. Telephone and heating incl. Free laundry
763-3642 between 2-7 p.m.302 facilities, storage room. Near
Refrigera- 
hot. water
WANTED TO RENT: GARAGE FOR 
small boat and utility 'trailer. Prefer 
close to lake or downtown area. Tele-
phone 765-8769. tf
older two bedroom home, ex- shopping and schools. Move in 
cellent condition, central 'ocatlon. $160 now anJ ijve rent until
month. Available August 1st. Tenant to|"u" 1 ve. lree unlu 
pay own services and heating. Telephone I Aug. 1. One child accepted.
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE NEEDS 
furnished house for six months or more. 
Reply Box A-817. The Kelowna Dally
Courier. 303
762-4400. 300
MODERN TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, 
choice area in Rutland. $145 per month.
765-8276 or 763-3755
304
ONE OR TWO BEDROOM HOUSE FOR 
three responsible adults for month of 
August. Telephone Vancouver, 224-3015.
Available August 15. (No stove or re- .frlgerator). Telephone 765-8841. M AUGUST 1st, ONE BEDROOM APART- 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 1 merits, ground floor and second floor, 
AVAILABLE AUGUST 1. SPACIOUS beautifully landscaped gardens and 
two bedroom fourplex *n Westbank. I swimming pool. $135 and $140 per 
Children and small pets welcome. Tele- month. Also two bedroom second floor 
phone 768-5262 before 8:00 p.m. tf I apartment with view $157 per month.
Includes all utilities. Retired or pro- THREE BEDROOM SUITE IN ft OUR-1 fesslonal couples preferred. No child- 
plex in Rutiand. Carpeted living joom. ren or pets, Apply Mra. Dunlop No. 1- 
washer/dryer hookup. Available August i28i Lawrence Avenue or telephone 762- 
1st. No pets. Telephone >65-7054. tf 5134. M
MODERN THREE BEDROOM HOUSE rnMnsiirmTAi mjkas nnwni rr™ In Rutland available approximately MANOR, ROWCLIFFE
August 15. Year's lease preferred, $175 LvrtLbL^fn^ immlrnM. 
raf mntiih Tf*!rnhnni* tf I "UllCfl AVOliaDlO tor immodlQlA OCClb........................................   ” pancy Wall to wall carpet, cable TV, 
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX.......undercover parking, laundry facilities,
available August I. Full basement. I elevator, and a reduction for tenants 
double glass, balcony. No pets, $130 60 years and over, Adults only. No
per month. Telephone 765-9007. tf Pd" Must ba seen. Telephone 763-4209.
FOR RENT SEPTEMBER 1ST, TWO —-------- ---------------------------------------------------
bedroom duplex, landscaped, $135 per FURNISHED APARTMENT ON BER- 
month. Telephone 765-9346' a((cr 5:30 nanl Avenue, close to United Church.
p.m. 304 *
collect. 301
RELIABLE COUPLE REQUIRE SMALL 
furnished apartment In central resi­
dential area. Reply to Paul Rltccy.
General Delivery. Kelowna. 299
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
VIEW ACREAGE — Beautifully treed raw land, located close 
in only 4 minutes from Westbank on good government roads. 
Ten acres for only $19,900. Call Terri Meckling at 763-6657 
evenings. MLS.
LAKESHORE AND VIEW - On Poplar Point Drive. Over 
120’ of lakeshore property. One of few available at $11,900. 
Call Ernie Donnelly at 762-2558 evenings. MLS.
SOUND INVESTMENT — 80 acres of raw land in a real good 
location. Spring on property—natural gas and power avail­
able at a low price of $600 per acre. For further details call 
Frank Hauk at 7624562 evenings. MLS.
I. COUNTRY LIVING - New, small acreage with 1200 sq. ft., 
3 bedroom home. Domestic and irrigation water — school bus 
close. Can be purchased with 3’A acres or 7 acres. Call Fred: 
Kyle at 765-5155 days or 765-8804 evenings. MLS.
GARDENER’S DELIGHT - an Immaculate 3 bedroom home 
on over % acre of view property in Winfield. Beautifully 
landscaped and comes complete with greenhouse and work­
shop. See this one now by phoning Blanche Wannop at 762- 
4683 evenings. MLS.
FIRST TIME OFFERED FOR SALE
This lovely 3 yr. old home in the Mission area near 
Dorothea Walker school and 1 block to the beach. 1300 
sq. ft. all on one floor, with 3 bdrms., L.R., D.R. and 
convenient kitchen. Also has large heated workshop and 
greenhouse. For further particulars, phone Jean Acres at 
2-5030 days, or evgs. at 3-2927. MLS.
OPEN HOUSE
Wednesday, July 26,1972,
5 P.M. TO DUSK, AT
975 Fuschia Rd., Rutland, B.C.
Marg. Bridger in attendance.
See this lovely, low-priced ($22,500.00), 3 bdrm, home on a 
partially landscaped lot!
COUNTRY AND HORSE LOVERS
Charming older 3 bedroom home nestled in the Pines in 
Winfield, overlooking 3 Lakes! Covered sundeck, ensuite 
plumbing, pretty kitchen and bathroom, corral and barn 
for horses! Yard beautifully landscaped with rockery, 
fruit trees and a tremendous view!! (MLS) $23,750. Phone 
Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-3895.
EXCELLENT VALUE $23,950!
3 bedrooms, modern family home, situated in Glenmore 
and offering a lovely view. Two fireplaces, sundeck, 1% 
baths, and a basement partially finished (MLS). For 
details, please phone Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs. 
at 2-3895.
12 “GARDEN APARTMENT” UNITS
Low rental units in Glenmore, fully equipped with refri­
gerators, stoves, drapes and coin laundry. All 2 br. units 
of approximately 700 sq. ft., plus storage. Aluminum sid­
ing. Try $25,000.00 down. Call Orlando Ungaro at 2-5030 
days, or 3-4320 evgs.
Hr>r>\/rD REALTYI I I J I J v I” |\ 426 Bernard Avenue 
■ x-/- x-x V L. I \ 762-5030
ORCHARD CITY
IMPORTANT: ANYONE WITNESSING 
a fatal accident at the intersection of 
Highway 97 and Highway 33, Rutland, 
B.C.. on June 27lh, 1872 at 8 p.m., 
pleaae contact lan Clarkson at 762- 
4138 or evening* 769-4107. ____ 301
YOUNd~MANr2t, WOULD LIKeFtO 
meet young lady. 18 to 24. for steady 
companionship. Hccent photo would l>e 
appreciated, Box, A816. The Kelowna 
Daily Courier. : __ 302
LADlFwAN'ra IUDE. WITH RELIABLE 
party, to Calgary or Regina. July 29-31. 
Could help oriva. Telephone 763'7918.
299
1X1LOSTHANiO
MOT - MAN'S”waLLEt“c6nTAIN- 
(ng papera. Reward, , Contact Fred 
Gustavson. 43) West Avenu*. Telephone
TWO BEDROOM HOME WITH FULL 
basement on Arbutus Road. $200 per 
month plus utilities. Telephone Lonnie, 
Chalmers and Company, 762-0437. 302
to hospital, Excellent for retired or 
working couple. Available August 1, 
2327 Ix>ng SI. Telephone 762-7483, 301
NEW FURNISHED HOUSE, SUITABLE 
for couple, Located on lake, McKinley 
Landing, Ten month lense, Available 
August 26, Telephone 7(12-6356, 299
NEiTlilllEETiS 
home. Heady now, $160 per mo: th,
Ground floor, attached tn private home, 
Private entrance, self contained, car­
port, all facilities. $90 per month, Middle 
aged businesswoman preferred, Tele- 
phono 763-2548, tf
AVAILABLE a'uGUST 13th, SPACIOUS 
three bedroom sullo In Falrlane Court. 
Fully modern, close to Shops Capri and1 
People's, Elderly people preferred, Nn 
children or pots. Telephone 763-21114, tf
DELUXE SUITES IN KELOWNA'S EX- 
elusive concrete and steel high rise 
apartment Maximum safety nnd rnilet. 
noss Breathtaking view. Telephone Roth 
Towers, 763-3641, tf
OWNERS VERY ANXIOUS 
TO SELL this south side, 4 
bedroom home, close to 
school, shopping and lake. 
Ilas part basement and new 
gas furnace. Full price $18,- 
000, clear title. Vacant, so 
Immediate possession. Call 
Alan Elliot at the office or 
evenings at 3-7283.,. MLS.
BUILDING LOT - Good lot close to schools and shopping. 
Domestic water and gas. Full price only $3,100. For "more in­
formation call Wilf Rutherford at 763-5343 evenings. MLS.
Clare Angus 7624807, Bob Clements 764-4934,
Harry Maddocks 765-6218, George Phlllipson 762-7974.
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713
Rutland: Shoppers’Village, 765-5155
7*7-7800. 301
MXSTl PAIR OF MAN'S GLASSES, 
greenish brown plastic Iramea-prea- 
erlptlon, Arena area. Reward, Telephone 
nwa.________ . ___ .____ mi
FOUND: MDY’8 WATCH ON~BKACU. 
M Beach Avenue. Telephone T41-47M.
MI
BROWN ■niREKdEG- 
■«l dog In Glenmotw or Hutland area, 
Rawar?. Telephone 763-54O3. 301
O».iw< I '.   ............... .. . I- " W •
FOUND - A WAll-ET. PLEASE 
identify. Telephone 762 0269, 2M 
iVWfOUNCCMENf
Telephone 763-2234 or 76.1'6,166, tf
VKRNON: NEW TWO IIEDHOOM 




16. APTS. FOR RENT
300
RUTLAND: UNFUHNISIIED ONE BED- 
room an Ito. Living room kitchen com- 
b|ned. close to shopping, quid atlultr*. 




I.OVEI.Y ONE BEDROOM > SUITE IN 
Rutland. Refrigerator, stove, heat and 
water Included. Only 8125 per month, 
Available immediately. Telephone 764-
7129 or 765-8467, it
MOTEL: Owner moving to 
U.S.A, and says bring offers 
on this 20 unit motel plus ex­
cellent living quarters. All 
buildings and equipment only 
3 years okk Good terms avail- 
ble. Please call Joe Sles- 
Ingcr nt the office or even­
ings at 2-6874. Exclusive,
R. * always °pen saturdaysi”




1400 CORONATION AVE,. 
KELOWNA
Spacious, deluxe 3 bedroom
KNOX MANOR. BRIGHT SPACIOUS 
tulles, rtraprs, TV cable, refrigerator, 
stove, broadloom. elevator, balcony and 
Intercom, 18.13 Pandosy Street. Tele-
5.85 ACRE ORCHARD: Could 
be developed Into good 
country estate. Orchard Is 
full bearing McIntosh. Num­
erous good building sites 
with excellent view. This 
could be a good holding for 
the person who wants a part 
time orchaixk Vendor Is ask-
JOBBER’S SALES
A nice, independent sales business which Is netting close to 
$10,000 yearly for a one-man operation in the valley. Pre­
sent,owner puts in a 5-day week. Price only $2,500 plus 
about $2,000 stock. Call In , for full particulars or phone 
J. F. Klassen nt 702-3146, evgs, and wknds, 762-3015. MLS.
phone 762-7918. < It




IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR QUALITY 
nnd excellent workmanship, you owe it to yourself to 
look at this lovely, 1318 sq. ft., 3 bdrm, family home with 
ensuite plumbing, 2 fireplaces, large kitchen with eating 
area. Reduced fqr quick sale. For your convenient ap­
pointment call Harry Rist nt 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 
764-7221. MLS.
TWO IIEDHOOM UNFURNISHED SUITE 
available Auguai 1, Abstainers, non- 
smokers, Couple preferred, no pels, 
Telephone 763'217) or 1470 Elm Street.
1 H
IXlLUMBlVMANoil. WhTpANDOSV;
One bedroom suite with stove, refrig­
erator. drapes and w»|l to wall carpet, 
cablet television, Available Immediately






POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL
250 ft. of frontage on Hwy. 97. 1.23 acres — close to Hwy. 
33, This valuable property is priced right, For full details 
call Mel Russell at 762-3146, evgs, and wknds. 769-4409. 
MUS. . •, • ■
"Trading Dollars Unlimited"
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
Large family home, quality built, located near high school 
in Rutland, 3 bdrm., large living room, fireplace, No. 1 
hardwood floors, (Mning room, large kitchen, E.A. Utility 
ground floor. Basement roughed-in rcc.« rm., fireplace, 1 
extra bedroom, expertly finished. IVi bathrooms, large 
balcony C.P. Lot Landscaped. Phone Elaine 763-7900, 
eve. 765-8352.
PINECREST LANE
Situated in a quiet neighbourhood, this three bedroom 
home Is Ideal for the young family, Schools, shopping and 
recreational facilities are close In proximity. Bring your 
offers! Please contact Tom Glcnddnnlng bus. 763-7900, 
res. 763-5114.
880 1IOLLYDELL RD.
Present all offers — Must sell >/i duplex, bright airy 
rooms, 3 bdrms., living room, kitchen, full basement, 
backyard fenced, NIIS, Call Mary Cullen 763-7900 or 
764-4237.
HOME IN THE CITY
Nice clean 3 bdrm,, pal’l basement house on Coronntion. 
Fully fenced, landscaped lot with n garage, Listed at $15,- 
050, Try your offer. Stu McBurnlc bus. 763-7900, res. 763. 
7754. NRS.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
Low priced 2 bdrm, home, suited for N1IA financing. 
Hardwood floor in large living room, Full price $13,450. 
Please call Eric Friesen 763-7900 or 762-8730 for details. 
NRS.' . ’
NEW DELUXE DUPLEX
Brand new 2 bedroom duplex In Rutland*, eomplcte with 
stoves and fridges, and nearly ready for occupancy, eligible 
for Govt. 2nd Mortgage, try your down payment or trade 
Call Harry Lee 763-7000 or 705-0556 MLS and NRS.
Block Bros.
REALTY LTD.
536 Bernard Avc. Phono 763-7900
MEETING





The meeting will be held at the 
CAPRI HOTEL 
on
TUESDAY. JULY 25-7:30 p.m. 
We urge all members io attend 
299








or Auguit 1, Telephone 762-8284, It
• NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX IN 
Rutland, lull basement, carpeted 
thrnughout, Clone in whnols and ahop, 
| pin* centre. Available August lai. Tele- 
■ phone 7M-7217. tf
I oncilARD MANOR APAHTMKNTh"
1181 Bernard Avenue, 1-arge two, and 
three bedroom apartments, 1163 - and 
*1491, master bedroom ensuite, Wall to 
wall thrnughnul. Close to shopping and
Orchard City Realty
573 Bernard Avenue 
762-3414
tf all Telephone 7620712, II
KXCI.USIVK ONE IIEDHOOM 1 UN- 
turnlahcd nulla avallabl* Augqal 1. MUI 
Creek Apartment*. 1797 Water Street, 
Move, refrigerator, wall to wall carpela, 
rable ItkvUion, keM,light*, labfuhry *nd 
narking Imludrd. No children, nn r»t«. 
Retired or profc*»»onal tenant* ptafer- 
red. Telepkona 7S.1J49S. tf
HUTIIEItLANH MANOR, SI'ACIOUH. 
quiet, one bedroom suite, Cable televi­
sion and laundry Included, Aduila only. 
Apply at 3«o Sutherland Avenue. tf
NEW ~Tl(DH^
in< In desirable area In Okanagan Mis­
sion. Three bedrooms, Ils bslhs, up and 
down fireplace, living room and master 
bedroom wall Io wall, glass sliding door 
to covered sundeck over carport, rough­
ed In plumbing In basement. Elementary 
school Iwo blocks away. Telephone 763- 
2761. \ 301
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS 
Kllchtns, chlldrsa and pels welcome.
816.900. SAVE COMMISSION I'F.r. 
owner moving Mon, delightful Interior,
remodelled hem* In WkUk* telling with 
__ ____ ___ ....... ........ Bsttlelt \near and Bing cherry trees, 
very low rates, weekly or monthly. ■ 714 Wardlsw Asenu*. Telephone 7*2-
TelephoM *«w TW^ill. 7 , H|7W». , U
i "76 ACRES!” ,
We have just listed 76 acres on Hwy. 33, 2 miles south 
. of BEAVERDELL. There, Is 2844 ft. of Hwy. FRONTAGE.
Land Is nicely heed, has' a creek and there arc rocky 
bills in back, Full price Is >28,300, Vendor will accept 
$7,000 down, balance $150 mth, nt 8%. Please cull Cliff 
Wilson nt 762-3146, evgs, nnd wknds. 762-2058. MLS,
Dale Brooks — 764-7338
Wilson Realty^
HAVE A LOOK \
at something new! Drive down quiet McClure Road, 
Oklinagan Mission. New three bedroom bungalow — 
no steps. Green siding, white trim, shutters and u 
weather vane,
543 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 762-3146
CALL BUILDER 764-4618
303
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KELOWNA REALTY LTD.
243 BERNARD AVE. — KELOWNA
BLK. MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST.. WESTBANK
LOW, LOW INTEREST of 6»i% and payments are JUST 
$117.00. An air-conditioned home in Shops Capri area, being 
offered at a sacrifice. Large landscaped corner lot, double 
plumbing, fireplace up and down, 2 bedrooms on main 
floor, 2 more in full basement, also recreation room. Asking 
$26,500.00, full price. Stella Gunderson has all details, 
please call 3-2887 or 5-5111. MLS.
Ai r, this FOR JUST $13,900.00 — Your mobile home, on 
75x125 lot, porch, and carport included, furnished, just 
move in! For particulars on financing this lot and 3 bed­
room mobile home call Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 or 5-5111. MLS.
REDUCED! EASY TO OWN! Modem 3 BR home close to 
city centre in Kelowna. An attractive retirement spot, 
nicely landscaped, shade trees, etc. Has covered patio, 
garage. And priced at $14,500.00. Stew Ford at 2-3455 or 
5-5111 for details. MLS.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION — BRAND NEW — on 65x151 
level lot, with fine garden soil. Built for the retired couple < 
in mind, no steps to climb here! 2 bedrooms, spacious LR 
carpeted throughout. Kitchen is well planned, large utility 
room. Attached garage. Close in location. Full price $17,- 
750.00. Call Fritz Wirtz, 3-5676 or 5-5111. MLS.
MAKE AN OFFER! On this 1.33 acre Okanagan Mission 
property. Has beach access, tremendous view of Lake 
Okanagan. Nicely treed*, cased well and levelled building 
site. Call Stella Gunderson 3-2887 or Stew Ford 2-3455 or 
5-5111 for details. MLS.
1.76 ACRE HOLDING — Partly fenced and some trees. 
Good spot for the family who wish to keep a pony and 
some poultry. Ideal home site. Asking $6,000.00. TRY 
OFFERS. Stella Gunderson 3-2887 or 5-5111. MLS.
GENEROUS SIZED ROOMS planned for easy living. 3 
bedrooms, cathedral entrance, fully developed basement. 
Large landscaped and fenced yard. Vendor moving. 
Call Marvin Dick 5-6477 or O. 2-4919. Excl.
RECENTLY REDUCED! Top quality in every detail, this 
3 bedroom home also has a superb view! The rugs are 
thick and expensive and the 2 fireplaces are an added 
feature. Open bean, extra tile all through the kitchen with 
its own eating area. Be sure to view by calling Marvin 
Dick 5-6477 or office 2-4919. MLS.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION — 2 bedroom, well kept older 
home in an excellent location. No steps to climb, carport, 
landscaped lot, a stone’s throw from the lake but far 
enough away to escape lakeshore property taxes. Please 
phone Marvin Dick 765-6477 or office 762-4919. MLS.
SHOW ROOM CONDITION! A real cosy three bedroom 
home with fireplaces up and down. Game room, space 
saving kitchen with large patio overlooking a pretty yard 
and' Kelowna, and only asking $26,900, interest rate. 
To view please ask for Eva Gay at 768-5989 - 762-4919. Excl.
LOIS 1 TO 17
Priced to sell — close to schools — beautiful top soil — 
makes landscaping a pleasure — domestic water — 
natural gas — paved roads — Terms. MLS.
LOVELY HOME IN CENTRAL LOCATION
Choice 3 bdrm, home in Capri area, new home within 
easy walking distance of school, shopping and local 
transit. W/W shag carpets, brick fireplace, ensuite 
plumbing and sundeck overlooking the creek.
HOME PLUS TWO SUITES
Located in city, 3 bdrm, home plus 2 suites, nice corner 
Jot with lovely trees and shrubs, close to hospital, shop­
ping and transportation. Big home with ideal location. 
$30,000.00. MLS.
SUMMERHILL
A distinctive address on beautiful Lakeshore Rd. — 1 
mile past Hall’s Store.
Incomparable view of Okanagan Lake.
If you plan an investment in a fine home, consider the 
location. Summerhill will provide maximum security to 
your investment.
For a homesite of impeccable scenic beauty — visit 
Summerhill today. Exclusive.
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD
ESTABLISHED IN 1902”
364 BERNARD AVE.
John Bilyk   763-3666 
George Martin .. 763-7766 
Bob Graves  762-2200 
Darrol Tarves .. 763-2488
DIAL 762-2127
Lloyd Dafoe .... 762-3887
Carl Briese .... 763-2257
Ken Stevenson .. 763-6636
Regatta City
REALTY LTD
BUY DIRECT FROM BUILDER
Glenmore Area: 1710 Mountain Ave., 2 bdrm., NHA, car­
port, sundeck. Low Down Payment.
Mill Creek: 1976-Richter St. Luxurious 3 bdrm. NHA. car­
port, patio, 1V4 baths, double fireplace, zoned R-2.
Applewood Acres: Full price $21,500, only $500 down. 2 
bdrm., dining room, carport, carpeted throughout.
Lake view Heights: Franwill Rd., 3 bdrms., double fire­
place, 2^i baths, rec. room, covered sundeck, car­
port.
Also under construction 3 bedroom houses in Okanagan 
Mission, downtown, and N. Glenmore.
Also Custom Building.
Lou Guidi Construction Ltd
763-3240 768-5267
300
RANCHETTES WITH A VIEW
Only a few left. Surveyed and subdivided into 10 to 20 
acre parcels. This property is park like and has an un­
restricted view of Okanagan Lake. Paved and gravel 
roads to each holding. Located near Ok. Centre. Price 
$1,000 an acre. Financing available.
$500.00 DOWN
Will get you into a brand new 2 bedroom home. Large 
living room and family sized kitchen. Fully carpeted. 
Full basement. Carport.
McKinnon realty ltd
Asher Road, Rutland, B.C. 
Tom McKinnon 765-7451
tf
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
FOURPLEX
in choice Rutland location. 3 
bedrooms, washer and dryer 
hookup. 1100 sq. ft., landscaped.
Telephone owner 765-8570
 T, Th, S, 19
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
BY OWNER. MUST SELL. TWO BED- 
room home. South tide. CImm to echooL 
shopping centre. View by appointment.
Telephone 762-7089. 301
NHA LOTS
& Mortgage Money Available 




B E A U TI F U L 102 ACRE FARM. 
Located 2*» miles east of Lumby on 
Highway 6. to rich acre* in crops. 
Excellent buildings and a six bedroom 
home. New M.L.S. Contact Leo Matte 
of Kalamalka Realty Ltd. tor informa­
tion on this and other farms, ranches 
and acreages. Write to 3104 - 30th 
Avenue, Vernon. B.C. or call 545-5337.
T. Th. S. 17
LOVELY VIEW HOME FOR SALE. -------
Two bedrooms upstairs, ona down. Hot 
water heat Well landrcaped. By owner.
litt Aryo Avenue. 3fll
REASONABLY PRICED TWO BED- 
room duplex in quiet area. Good tn- - ™... 
vestment. Telephono 745-6141 evenings.
______________ _ _________________ J®*
TWO LOTS IN GLENMORE ON VAL-‘ 
ley Road. Domestic water, paved roads. 
Telephone 763-296$. U ——
GOOD TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. FULL 
basement, furnace. 220 wiring. $13400.
Thlepbcmo 782-6601 or 70-7491. U *
•i ACRE TREED LOT WITH POND. ’’ 
extras. Hall Road area. Telephone 785- 
5236. 3M t
FOB SALE. COMMERCIAL LOT. 
60’xl50’ across from Cookson Motor*.
REDUCED $2,000; OWNER MUST SELL 
two year old five bedroom house, 
two up, two down, on large, beautiful 
landscaped lot. Has small creek run­
ning through. Fish pond, large garden. 
House has many added features; wall to 
wall throughout, rosewood . cupboards 
and large eating bar. walnut feature 
wall, two fireplaces, large workshop 
and laundry room, 20’x36’ sundeck. 
Price reduced to $28,500. Telephone 763-
3463. U
Telephone 762-4461. 300
76 FOOT LOT ON ALTA VISTA, GOOD 
view, underground wiring, water and , \ 
sewer. $7400. Telephone 7614319. 300 t cL/i
EXCLUSIVE HOME FOR SALE' BY 
owner on Flemish Street. Telephone .
763-7304. 299
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS LOTS. MOST 
have lake ■ view. From $4,900 ■ $7,900. '
Telephone 769-4109. 299
22. PROPERTY WANTED
WANTED - ACREAGE WITH BUILD- 
Ings on cash lease-purchase baale in ' 
north Okanagan. Details in first .letter 
to: Steve Myslichuk. 912 - 36 St.> S.E..
Calgary. Alberta. 299 I
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: Hottest buy on the market, 
yielding up to 30% on your investment. This interior 
decorating shop is a one man operation currently netting 
over $20,000 annually. Owner retiring and is anxious to 
sell. Investigate this today. Call Ruth Young 763-6758 eves, 
or 2-5544 days. Excl.
AN EXECUTIVE FAMILY HOME: 1288 sq. ft. in Glcn- 
more. 4 BRs, 2 fireplaces, finished throughout by cabinet 
maker owner, must be seen to be appreciated fine work­
manship. Will trade for acreage. Call Mike Chepesuik 764- 
7264 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
EXCELLENT DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL: large 1% 
acre lot with a small, well-kept house. Lot could be divided 
into several smaller lots. Call John Driedger 2-8939 eves, 
or 2-5544 days. MLS.
PASADENA. COURT: choice lot, surrounded* by all hew 
homes. Single dwelling or duplex. All utilities in. For more 
information call Betty Elian 769-4397 eves, or 2-5544 days. 
MLS.
ABBOTT STREET: solid older home, 2 BR down, 1 BR 
up, also attractive living area. Fireplace, dining room, 
screened porch and private patio. Real possibilities, only 
$26,900, Call Mae Leboe 767-2525 eves, or 767-2202 days. 
MLS.
OWNER MUST SELL! 3 br„ full basement home. Par­
tially finished basement. Only 2*4 yrs. old, near church 
and store. Payments just $123.00 including taxes. 
Owner will look at all offers. Call Bill Woods, office 2- 
2739 or eve. 3-4931 or John Wylie, office 2-2739 or eve. 
3-6940. MLS.
LIVE IN THE COUNTRY! In this nice 2 br. home. Situated 
on *4 acre. Drop into the office or give us a call and 
let us show you this property. Contact Al Pedersen, 
office 2-2739 or eve. 4-4746 or Bill Trethewey, office 2- 
2739 or eve. 766-2970 (collect). MLS.
CHOICE BUSINESS LOCATION — Facing 3 streets - 
full block width. Terrific site for modern motel, 
offices, sales centre, etc. Don’t miss out on this ideal 
setting. Call for all details. Norm Yaeger, office 2- 
2739 or eve. 2-3574 or John Wylie, office 2-2739 or eve. 
3-6940. EXCL.
PRICE REDUCED BY $2,000.00! For quick sale. Older 3 
br. home within city limits. Situated on .84 acre lot. 
New double garage, heated and insulated. A sound* 
investment for the low’ price of $18,500.00. CHMC 
Mtgc at 7%. Vendor will take a building lot as down 
payment. Call Bert Badkc, office 2-2739 or eve. 3- 
6497, or Bill Woods, office 2-2739 or eve. 3-4931. MLS.
CALL VALLEY FOR VALUE
10% DOWN — 935 TRONSON, KELOWNA
3 BR, I’z baths, double fireplace, built in barbeque on cover­
ed sundeck, view, 8%% mortgage.
$1500 DOWN
Secluded treed setting, 3 BR’s, I1/? baths, Rio Terrace 
Heignts, Glenmore. Purchaser to qualify for B.C. Govern­
ment second mortgage.
PATTERSON ROAD, RUTLAND
Two houses nearing completion, choose colours and carpets, 
$1,000 down to qualified purchasers.
Okanagan Valley Const. Ltd.
765-5721 after 6 p.m. for appointment.
T, Th, s tf
WEST KELOWNA ESTATES LTD.
Excellent View of Lake and City Large Lots.
270 Bernard Ave. Phone 762-2739
CALL CLASSIFIED ADS DIRECT 763-3228
PLANNING ON SELLING? We are in real need of single 
family dwellings close to downtown area and Okanagan 
Mission. If you are interested in discussing the possibili­
ties of selling, I would appreciate your call so we may 
show you the advantages of listing your property with a 
realtor. Please contact Jim Barton at 4-4878 evenings or 
3-4343 days.
Several VLA Sizes —Domestic Water — Roads will 
be Paved — \Underground Power and Telephone — 
Excellent Drainage — Very Well Treed with Pine — 
Only 7 Minutes from Kelowna — Terms Available. 
Location: West Side of Okanagan Lake
OVERLOOKING KELOWNA
Cross over the bridge turn right at the West Side road, 
continue to Bear Creek road, turn left and proceed to 
Parkinson Road and West Kelowna Estates.
OFFICE PHONE 763-6689
HURRY ON THIS ONE. 1120 SQ. FT. 
home for $768 down payment to one I 
84»Ci NHA mortgage. Features included 
are luxury broadloom in living room, 
hall • and master bedroom, large sun­
deck and patio doors, *,x bath in mas­
ter bedroom, roughed in plumbing in 
basement, double glazed windows plus 
many other quality features. For all the 
details call Don Wallinder at 763-6066 
or Crestview Homes at 763-3737. 299
MAKE YOUR MOVE ! I ! INTO THIS 
lovely home in the outskirt of Rutland. 
Only 8 months old. — 1,040 square feet 
plus full basement, partly finished. Two 
bedrooms up plus one down. Quality 
materials and workmanship throughout. 
Large landscaped lot. Price $25,800, 
good terms. Contact Erik Lund, days, 
763-4932 or evenings. 762-3486. MLS. 
Lund and Warren Realty Ltd.. 416 
Bernard Avenue, Kelowna, B.C. 299
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY — BRIGHT 
new two bedroom house, full basement, 
sundeck and carpeting, $20,850.00. Also 
one three bedroom NHA In construction. 
Price $21400.00, only $1,310.00 down with 
B.C. Government $1,000.00 grant. Brae- 
mar Construction Ltd. Builders in Kel­
owna since 1962. Office 154 Stetson 
Motel. Telephone 762-0520. Evenings 
762-0956 or 763-2810. tf
FOR SALE IN WINFIELD, SEATON 
Road North, 215 acre, lull bearing, 
young orchard with two bedroom home, 
living room, dining room, wall to wall 
carpet, full basement with kitchen and 
one room in basement, automatic fur­
nace. Telephone 766-2680. T, Th, S. 301
BY OWNER: REVENUE HOME. FOUR 
bedrooms, (three up, one down) plus 
one bedroom self contained suite in 
basement. Carport, double garage—fin­
ished, insulated and heated. Mortgage 
7Vi’i. Full price $27,500. Telephone 763-
2992 . 2264 Aberdeen Street.
J. W. SCOTT 
Phone 768-5896
J. A. WITT 
Phone 768-5850
tf
DELUXE MOTEL: in the city, 21 units and 3 BRs, living 
quarters, office and lounge, heated swimming pool, cen­
tral air conditioning and heating, situated on beautiful site, 
approx. 5 acres, on Hwy. 97N. Please call Al Salloum 2- 
2673 eves, or 2.5544 days. MLS.
JANITOR SERVICE: you can buy all the shares of this 
Limited Co. or the equipment, list of customers, and good­
will of this flourishing business, shows a net return of ap­
prox. $5,000 for the first four months of 1972. Call Jack 
। Sasseville 3-5257 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
WAREHOUSE: in the industrial area of the city, 6,000 
sq. ft. on railway trackage. Owner open to offers and 
reasonable terms. Call George Silvester 2-3516 eves. Or 2- 
5544 days. MLS.
HAVE YOU SEEN WHISKEY COVE YET? 17 lots on 
I beautiful, sandy beach, just 25 min. from the City of 
u Kelowna. Call 2-5544 days.
SMALL HOLDING — WINFIELD: Older, 3 bedroom 
home, barn and outbuildings on 3.3 acres pf land — v3 
acre in grapes with the balance in yard and pasture. 
Ideal setting for the family who wants room to breathe. 
Asking $35,000. For details call Hugh Mervyn at 3-4343 
or 2-4872. MLS.
EXCELLENT REVENUE PRODUCER! This 3 bedroom, 
full basement duplex is practically paying for itself!!! 
Revenue produced is $350 per month — mortgage pay­
ments are $279. Vendor will carry second mortgage to 
. low down payment or take property as trade. For further 
information please call Murray Wilson at 3-4343 or 4-4047 
evenings. MLS.
Roy Paul 5-8909 Dennis Denney 4-7581
Lakeland “y
QUALITY BUILT HOMES
Okanagan Realty 1561 Pandosy St. 763-4343
551 Bernard Ave. LTD.
WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C.
2-5544
Lloyd Bloomfield 2-3089 John Walker 768-5632




446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932 •
SANDY BEACH ■—LAKE OKANAGAN
Can you beat an 80’ sandy beach with a wharf on Lake 
Okanagan, in. the Mission area, with a real nice older 
home having two large bedrooms and den with a stone 
fireplace. Garage and carport, nt a very reasonable price. 
To view call Don Cameron, days, 3-4932 or evenings, 
I 5-7995. MLS.
WOOD LAKE, LAKESHORE •—
Own your own lakeshore cottage. Large lot with 80' of 
safe, sandy beach. 2 bedroom cottage with 3 piece batli. 
Living room, kitchen, and storage room. Fully furnished 
nnd waiting for you. Reduced to $20,000.00, For more de­
tails, call Erik Lund, days, 3-4032 or evenings, 2-3486, 
MLS.
Mid valley Realty
429 Hwy. 33, Rutland, Phone 765-7704
WE HAVE A LOVELY HOME WAITING FOR YOU. A 
young home in one of Rutland's better residential areas. 
1120 sq. ft. with full basement. Luxurious lawns with 
hedges will keep you cool this summer. Listed* fit $22,950,00 
it's priced to sell, We will be happy to give you more 
details when you call Midvalley Realty Ltd,, at 765-7704. 
MLS.
HERE IS YOUR DREAM HOME. 1260 sq. ft. 4 bedrooms, 
shag carpeting, huge rec. room in a bright modern home. 
Close to shops and schools, This excellent home can be 
yours for Just $25,900.00. Call Midvalley Realty at 707-7704 
for more good news. MLS.
HAVE FOURPLEX WILL MAKE MONEY!! Revenue 
from this beautifully constructed property makes for 2 
good Incomes. Fourplcx has many extras such as big 
sundeck, wall to wall carpeting, washer find dryer con­
nections, landscaped grounds, beautiful wallboard and 
good tenants. Priced in low $50,000.00, it’s a good buy. 
Call Mldvnllcy Realty for more particulars, at 765-7704, 
MLS.
Ken Alpaugh ... 














WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LISTING for a man who 
Rkcs n challenge nnd for a woman who delights In decor­
ating to build a property up to Itn full potential. There are 
9 acres of young producing orchard needing tender loving 
care. The spacious 4 bedroom house on .65 acres needs 
finishing nnd a fine hand to make it someone’s dream. 
Proximity to Wcsthnnk makes this property Ideal for future 
subdivision. Asking price $58,900, MlAi. Call Ed )Vahl ni\ 
2-3227 or eves, 9-44(10. • \
CAFE OPPORTUNITY: Downtown Kelowna, owner op­
erated, *peciali*lng in breakfasts and lunches'. Good coffee 
trade. Very popular spot. Full price $21,500 with terms 
available. MLS. '
Lupton Agencies ltd.
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
GADDES REALTY
COMMERCIAL SPACE TO SUIT - 
WESTSIDE INDUSTRIAL PARK
Looking for tenant* requiting 600 sq. ft, to 4,000 sq. ft, 
Building to be ready in August, Office space, insulated, 
wired, plumbed nnd heating, 3-yenr lense ininitnuin, 
51,50 to $1.75 jM'r sq, It, per year, Call Bill Fleck 762-4400, 
evenings 763-2230. ' .
LIMITED
591 Bernard Avenue 762-3227
Harold llnitficld eves. 5-5080; Phil Moubray eves. 3-3028; 
ixn Neave eves. 5-5272; Bill Gadde* eves. 2-4237
PRIME LAKESHORE LOT ■
200’ of bench, almost 1 acre, private rood, complete 
with dock, excavated building site, power, water, close to 
Kelowna Asking $18.(100,'EXCLUSIVE!! Call Mike 
Jcni^ing* 762-4100, evening* 765-6304. ' ,
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT ., I
COMMERCIAL SPACE ' I 
FOR RENT I
Retail and Office I
Downtown Kelowna on I
Bernard Ave. and Lawrence I
Ave. । I
Jabs Construction Ltd. Ii * M 1 
1975 Harvey Avenue I
KELOWNA, B.C. I
Phone 762-0928 T
Evenings 762-4429, 764-4548 I
ft nS'; | 
MOSAIC CENTER. ST. PAUL ST. I
second floor commercial office avail I
able for lease. 500 square feel I
88 square foot patio. $253 per month. - |
Heating, lighting and nir condiUoning I
supplied. Also one town house apart- I
ment. Available for residential or com- - -" I 
mercial use. Telephone 763-4811. U I
NOW RENTING — NORTHGATE 
Plaza, commercial, retail and office I
space. 600 square foot to 1450 square , ,
foot areas available. Renta from $200 
to $350 per month. Apply Argue Indus- , ., J 
tries Ltd., Northgate Plaza or telephone J 
763-2732. 'tf
AIR CONDITIONED OFFICE AND ' 
commercial space for rent. A desirable | 
location in new building in Rutland. 
Space may be divided as required. See 
or call Allan Patterson at Midvalley :■<’..(>■■* 
Realty Ltd. Highway 33 West. Tele- *
phone 765-7704. 299
tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOME IN 
Lakeview Heights. Carpeted throughout, 
double fireplace, sundeck and carport. 
On large view lot with apple and prune 
trees. Near shops and school. Full price
$25,500. Telephone 769-4463. tf
FOR SALE A NEW TWO BEDROOM 
home, by owner, shag Carpet through­
out. .Roughed-in rumpus room. Double 
fireplace, carport. Across from new 
park in Rutland. Telephone 765-9129, 
evenings. If
TWO BEDROOM RETIREMENT HOME 
with taxes only $3.00 per- month. Ideal­
ly located in southside, one block from 
lake, shopping centre and bus service. 
Only $17,900. Call owner at 762-3518 bet­
ween 12:00.- 1:00, or 5:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
No agents. tf
FOR SALE OR RENT: EXECUTIVE 
three-four bedroom home. Fireplace 
up and down. Large covered sundeck 
with view of lake. Lakeview Heights. 
August 1st possession. Telephone 762-
DELUXE OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT, 
excellent location on Main Street. Tele* , 
phone Al Salloum. 551 Bernard Avenue, , 
762-5544 days. Okanagan Realty Ltd. ...
. _______ tf,.
FOR RENT: 1200 SQUARE FEET OF.”’*’ 
commercial No. 2 zoned space, avail- ,. 
able Sept. 15 at $185.00 per month. .
View at 1159 Sutherland Avenue. Tele- ’
phone 112*542*3866. 2M
WAREHOUSE SPACE FOR RENT OR 
lease, high ceilings, large rooms, also 
some office space. Former '‘Westbank 
Co-Op." Telephone 762-5398.
T, Th, 8. 27
CHOICE COMMERCIAL SPACE FOR 
rent. Highway 97. $250 per month. Tele*
phone Regatta City Realty 762-2739.
One 2 bedroom; one 3. bedroom home.- Almost ready.
Buy now and choose your own floor coverings.
Mountainview Subdivision — Highway 33 
5 mins, from Rutland
ALSO LOTS STILL AVAILABLE.
For Further Information - Phone 765-5639
T, Th, S tf
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
CONTRACTORS 
HAVE A LOOK
. . . at this large level lot 
with excellent perculation 
test. Roadways on three 
sides make every portion of 
it readily accessible. Could 
be subdivided into three nice 
lots. New homes on same 
roadway surround this choice
Rutland property and it 
only $7,000.00. MLS.
ROYAL TRUST
248 Bernard Avenue 
Phono 762-5200
3153 or 763-2413. tf
is
LOOK - BARGAINS
Four bedroom home, cathe­
dral entrance, 1650 sq. ft. 
under 1 year old*. Sundeck. 
Basement developed, rum­
pus room plus ensuite plumb­
ing. Landscaped. $21,950,
New custom built duplex, 
Double glass balcony with 
sliding doors, full basement, 4 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms one 
side; 2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom 
and roughed-ln plumbing nnd 
wiring in basement other 




















sign on your property 
doesn’t display this 
sticker , , .
MULTIPLE LISTING 
SERVICE
You're not reaching all the 
possible purchasers through 
the only proven arid effir 
cient real estate service. 
RESULTS COUNT — , 
1,833 properties sold with 
a total value of over 35 









O,K. Mission, Kelowna 
DAILY 2 - 8 P.M.
Family home with 3 large bed­
rooms, stone fireplace, 2 bath­
rooms, 3 patios, built-in oven 
and range. Completed roc, room, 
Gariige anti* paved driveway. 
Shaded lot and nicely land­
scaped, 
MUST BE SOLD THIS WEEK.
Owner moving. , 
AVAILABLE AUG. 1, 1972 
Open to reasonable offers, 
303
23 ACRES, RUTLAND AREA. GOOD 
well on the property, no reasonable 
offer refused. Terms may be arranged. 
May consider house in trade. Apply 
Box A802, The Kelowna Daily Courier. 
■ :  304
ONE YEAR OLD HOME; THREE BED- 
rooms, two fireplaces, finished rec. 
room, wall to wall shag carpet, large 
.sundeck. Must sell, at $28,900. View at 
740 Ace Road, Spring Valley subdivi­
sion. 299
LAKESHORE, IMMEDIATE POSSES- 
sion. This brand new three bedroom 
home Is a bargain al $11,900 with $7,000 
down, Brand new and on beautiful 
Wood Lake. Trades considered, 764-7221. 
___________ ___ ■____________________ 299 
PRIVATE SALE: EXECUTIVE HOME 
with every convenience for gracious 
living. Near lake with beautiful view, 
Leaving province, must sell. Telephone 
769-4171.____________________________ tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX - IlENTIHL 
Full basement, carpeted, carports, land­
scaped. Full price $26,700, ’Telephone 
765-6514 or 765-6018, No Saturday calls 
please, t(
SOUTHGATE, lDE^l7~RraREMENT 
two bedroom home, Landscaped, fenced, 
shade trees. Close to bus, shopping. 
Clear title. Cash preferred. $17,800. 620 
Patterson Avenue. , 5
4.5 ACRES, sijBVICEl)-WITIl’ IRRL 
gallon and domestic water, power and 
telephone. View of Valley nnd lake. 
Bciiutlful building site. Telephone 762- 
3697 or 7fi5-9O5l’>, ,• 303
I1ELUXE FUHNISHED ONE AND TWO 
bedroom collages «t Pomieronn Point, 
Knlcden — safe namly bench. Bea. 
snnnhle terms. Contact Bob Perkins. 
402-3270.____________ , 303
PBIVATE SALE - |IY OWNER, COM: 
fortnhle fnmlly homo with flreplnce, 
full basement, Inrge lot well, bind 
scaped, scveiiil fruit trees. Ideal loea. 
tlon. Apply 825 Grenfell Avenue, Kcl 
ownn, 303
$15,000, FIVE BEDB()irM~ll()ME7BASl'.- 
ment, 220 wiring, garnge, near hospllnl, 
shopping centre, Immediate occupancy. 




with beautiful shade tree* on 
quiet Btrcct near lake nnd hos­
pital. Great outdoor living on 
large, cdol, covered patio and 
private back garden. 3rd bed­
room, bathroom nnd semi-fin­
ished rec room in basement. 
Fino built-ins In every room.
$29,700.
TELEPHONE 763-3798
T, Th, S 303






A< 111’. Mir, ZONED (OMMF.BI: <.»( on Klli'hv Rosd. Trlephooe JM
J|Jl Ila)s rt H.M1I aicoings, II
tf
ONE LOT LEFT NEAR 
NEW RUTLAND
SPORTS COMPLEX 




25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES ‘ ' [ . '*’ UI-/J
APARTMENT BLOCK — SIX SUITES 1 I 
in beautiful condition throughout, sit* ’ 
uated three blocks from downtown. . . n 
Large luxurious living quarters with-* -y 
living room snd dining , room plus ; 
family room, fireplace and two bath* 
rooms. A' lovely buy at $89,000. MLS. ■ ■ ,
For details and to view, please phone ’■ 
me, Olivia Worsfold evehlngs at 762*’ ’ 
3895 or days at 762-5030. Hoover Realty..”” ( , 
Ltd. 276, 278 , 279, 281, 283, 285 . 286. ” 
________ 289, 292, 295, 297, 299, 30Z( 
REQUIRE IMMEDIATELY, SEMI RE.is nmn. 
tired gentleman to operate small ferry gebh'■( 
from Peachland to Ogopogo Island. Jinihvi 
Small investment needed. No llcenceivx ■>( 
required. Telephone 762-4971 evenings, ruu-.n,
■ ■ ■ ’ U. ,
BUSINESS PREMISES FOR REN’S 
over 600 square feet Includes storage 1 
and parking. Two blocks north of ‘ "1" S3' 
Bernard on Ellis. Telephone 763-5257. ~
304' '-1'1 
. , . , __ ___ ___ _—___ _______ _ , H U HI
WAREHOUSE SPACE FOR RENT. .-■L 
Reasonable rates. Available July 1. 
Telephone 762-2519. if
OWNER TBANSFERIIED, MUST HELI. 
“ bedroom, lull basement homo. 





to schools, Telephone 702-7(109.
................. _ __ 301
T H It E E BEDROOM HPLIT-
house, close to shopping centre 
anti ficlioolh, Carpet throughout, patio, 
carport. Clear title. Telephone 763 ?II6I, 
301
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS
MONEY MAKKRtlt 'VARIETY STORE" 
nltuntcd In excellent location with living , , . , 
quartern attached (MLS), $64,950. Ven- ' , 
der may coimldcr houae an part down | 
payment. ExlstlnR first mortgage op- , ., , 
proximately $57,000 at 7'4% Interest.
For details please telephone me, Olivia 1 (>U*'r- 
Worsfold, 762.3895, evenings! or 762-5030 -vr'e
days. Hoover Really Ltd. 394 '
WANTED — $15,000 FIRST MORT- 
gage on business building, 12% Interest, 
$175 per month. Telephone 760-5823.
.109







TWO BEDROOM HOME NEAR CAI'HI. 
Ilnitcinonl Mills rriiln hir $120, 1 Pili'i* 
*2:1.500, $7,51111 down. Innin iirKnll*lil<*. 
Mnrl8»g« pityment $)M. Trlephone 7*.,'I 
•U5II. 2f»j|
Fiv,K%i':iHt()OMH,~iiABEMr;N'r,”iiiiM. 
pun room, Iran limn Iwo yrnrn old, two 
linlhroomx, niindci'k, hnilacnpml, 824,:i(l0, 
780 llollydoll Bond, lUitlnnd,
T, F, S, If
IIV BUII.DEIt 1 TIIBEE HEIIKOOM
liouara In nil loinllona. Lou (liihll 
Conntrilrllon Lid. Telophono 703-3i(10 
nnd 71(8 521(7. u
TiiBEiTlBiiciiiiSoir^^ 
bnaninent, Inrtto lot with fruit Umi, 
dotiblo carport, oil furnacr and aim a II 
workshop. Telephonn 765-57041 (I
IMMACIILAIE TWO IIEDBOOM HOME, 
hill bnnrnirnl, new furnnce, 228 wlrlnu, 
Iriilt Irrra, bi'rrlca, iirapea, *14,500. Tele­
phone 7<j2 t(MH or 782-7191, 11
M ACHEB (IN hll.VEft STAB ItOAII. 
Vernon, Beautifully tired, lo(a of wnter, 
power and good load™, with very good 
potential. Telephone 7in-29<8, tf..---- ---- _ _____ _
258 I'ATIKIIHON JIOAJj, HUTLANII, 
928,500 baa un.OM) morlKnxe. Three 
bedrooma, covered aundeek. Telaplione 
7M‘1552, tf
I.AKESIIOIIE LOT -• llEAUnFUL 
writable lol, 10 foot fronlane, road 
right Into lot, Itrply Box A8J0, Tim 
Kelownn Hally Courier »
IIIIIEi; HEOIIOOM ftotlSlY ootlilLE 
plumbing, legal baaeinent anile, dmible 
fireplace, Telephone lull'll
T, Th , K.
TWO nilllltOOM liOI'LEX foil IIENr 
in 'tniet area, Tekptiono 7e$MU «vrn 
Inge, J 29*
. Apply
Valley Fruit Stand 
Highway 97 N. or S, 
303
CHERRIES — you pick 




In Lakeview Heights, 
Turn left nt Shell Station 





wiNK"73IEiiBIES, FICKED, SPUT* 
7n pcr piwnd, Amo good cherries, pick. 
»d, McKcnrla Bond. Tslepltona 7M441I.
; ........ , V ' . 302 ■
aiEiiniKd MKttdiroae boad. ,, 
ju.l pa.t Hall’s More. Pfckad or you . 
pick. ri»aee bring »««r own eaMataene 
If cMivrni.nt. Tvhphwe 7C4-471J. *0$
•iT'HV
MORE CLASSIFIED ' 
ON PAGE 10
PAGE 19 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, YUES., JULY 25, M72 ’ 35. HELF WANTED, 
------------------------------------------ FEMALE?»■'.. ...... . .... ' r. . .




OR’S FRUIT STAND 
gfCLO Road- 763-4390 
hl so cherries, transparent
apples, local field cucumbers, 
‘ and other farm fresh 
J vegetables.
tf
SgfRGE CHERRIES. 29c PER POUND. 
3^t your own. A. Wljcak, Rote Road, 
ggyt Kelowna. Telephone 70-7371. tf
APRICOTS AND SOUR CHERRIES. 
Bring <nm container. Telephone 7C9-4519.
r~ . »»
GBEEN AND WAX BEANS FOR SALE 
W KLO Road. Pick your earn. Tele- 
■phone 76*4218. 300
.TRANSPARENT COOKLNG APPLES, 
fe per pound. Telephone 763-3892 after 
SSP P-01- 300
STEREO. RECORD PLAYER AND 
radio, oak cabinet. $KL Twin 
$1#.. Motorcycle helmet, "vtoor. naedtam, 
$15. Bicycle exerriter. $10. 763-241*. *»
WE BUY AND SELL HOUSEHOLD 
(ood*. We rent baby tribe and roll-away 
cot* by the week. Whitehead's New and 
Used, Rutland, Telephone 7&545O. T. U
SPACE FOR BENT — YOU NAME IT, 
wo bare It. The Cannery Group. 763- 
750$____________
ONE BEDBOOM SUITE. ONE COUCH 
and chair. !2’xl5* green rug, like new. 
teltphone T6V6034. 301
WRINGER WASHER IN EXCELLENT 
condition. Also double rinse tabs. Te’.e- 
phone 7654853,__________ 301
APPLE TREES TO BE REMOVED, 
excellent for firewood — no charge 
for clean job. Telephone 7*9-4607. 300
IH GREEN BEANS. TELEPHONE 
’• at 765-5588. 299. M. W, F. H
I.B.M. ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER. HAS 
24“ carriage, suitable icr legal work 
or stencil*. Telephone 763-5241. WO
SMALL UTILITY TRAILER FOR SALE, 
$75. Telephone 763-4640,___________ 301
SANDPOINT AND 50 FEET OF IMi’’ 
pipe. Telephone 764-757*. 799
TRAINEES
No experience necessary. 
Age: Over IB.
National' Publishing Company 
with offices all over Canada 
has many openings due to ex­
pansion and promotion.
QUALIFICATIONS:
• Free to travel
* Ability to converse intelli­
gently
* Attractive appearance 
. ♦ Start immediately
Salary plus bonuses (to those 
who qualify).
Apply in person only to: 
Mrs. L. McGowan
Canada Manpower Centre, 
3rd Floor, Federal Building, 
471 Queensway, 
on Wednesday, 26 July, 1972, 
: from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
1 300
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK 
SEVEN-MONTH-OLD GERMAN SHEP- 
herd.CMBa eras* to bo given away to 
good home. (Female). Telephona 7M-
4XU. 300
THREE KITTENS TO GIVE AWAY 
(dr week*). - Hoasebrokea (two male, 
one female), loveable. Telephone 765-
C2S1. 300
HALF THOROUGHBRED HALF QUAR- 
ter Horse. Six year old chestnut mare 
with three month' eld half Arab colt
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1969 COUGAR, 26.000 MILES. ALL 
new rubber, green with white vinyl roof. 
While leatherette interior. 331 motor, 
three speed aotomatic. $2JOO er best 
otter. Contact Mis. B. Spencer. General 
Delivery. Kelowna. 301 
1966 CYCLONE GT 390, POS1-THACK. 
close ratio, four speed, convertible, 
power window*. $1250 or closest offer. 
Also 1963 Cbev Impala. 1955 Cher two
door. Telephone 766-2619. U
Telephone 766-7360. , 399
SMALL FEMALE TERRIER PUPPY 
for sale, three months old. Telephone
7654490. 301
IMMACULATE 1956 CHEV TWO DOOR 
coupe. *lx cylinder, standard trans­
mission, tlx new Ures, new brake*. 




MALE GERMAN SHEPHERD PUP 
for sale. 3V5 month* old. house trained.
Telephone 769-4889. 299
SMALL PUPPIES FOR SALE. $10 
each. Telephone 765-5002. 301
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
30 GALLON ELECTRIC ORCHARD 
sprayer in very good shape. Used less 
than one season. $125. Telephone 764-
4680 after 6:00 p.m. u
HARDIE ORCHARD SPRAYER WITH 
30" Besler blower. . 1060 Hollywood 
Hoad, Rutland or telephone 765-6171.
T, Th, S. 303
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
®K. LANDSCAPING




T, Th, S tf
WELLROTTED COW MANURE, $3.00 
। per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. 
■ Discount on large order*. Telephone
ONE FURY ELECTRIC GUITAR WITH 
amplifier. New fret*, cost $450. Cash 
sale $200. Telephone 767-2722, Peach- 
land. “
298. ANTIQUES
STROHM'S ANTIQUES. HOME OF 
lovely thing* next door to Strohm * 
Barber, and Beauty Shop, home of the 
permanent wave and men’* $1.75 haircut. 
2974 Pandosy Street. U
AVON shows , you a wonderful 
way to fill leisure hours meeting 
friendly people, earning extra 
cash. It’s easy and fun selling 
Avon products. Call for details:
One Of A Kind
। 763-3415. u
* WILL DO ROTOTILLING AT REA- 
’ sonable rates. For estimate* telephone
<765-8311. tf
TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED.
.Telephone 7654297. 11




■ Our warehouse is overcrowded! 
Good selection of new and used 
furniture and appliances, night 








HWY. 97 N. 





32. WANTED TO BUY
SPOT CASH 
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single
J
itjms.
Phone us first at 762-5599




WANTED — USED FLUTE IN GOOD 
condition. Telephone 764-4016. 299
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
right! act prohibit* any advertise­
ment that discriminate* against any 
person or any class of person be­
cause of race, religion, color, na­
tionality. ancestry, place of origin or 
aiainst anyone because of age be­
tween 44 and 65 years unless the dis­
crimination Is justified by s bona fide 






for appointment after 3 p.m. 
tf
WANTED: LADY HOUSEKEEPER. TO
live in. Telephone 762-5027. tf
36. HELP WANTED 
MALE OR FEMALE
Street Salesmen
HUNDREDS OF MISCELLANEOUS 
Items on old farm must be sold. Outside 
tale will be held daily. Tuesday through 
Saturday at Harvey Tallman’s Vt mile 
east of Reid's Corner on Old Vernon
Road. Telephone 763-6384. 303
HOOVER WASHER-SPIN-DRYER, $79. 
Mini-bike, $60. Brand new Mustang 
bicycles. $39.50 each. Saddle and 
"bridle, $110. Garber’s New and Used.
Westbank. Telephone 768-5823. 303
■ PANASONIC COLOR TELEVISION, 
nine inch screen. Instant on. Great 
picture. Used approximately 10O hours. 
"Wirth $375. Asking $225. Telephone
301
33’ ADMIRAL TELEVISION,
!* tubes and picture tube. $100. 
t h-p. Johnson twin-outboard.
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1963 AUSTIN HEALEY SPRITE WITH 
hardtop and stereo. Recent overhaul and 
to good tonditton. Telephone TQ-6697 
5 and 7 pm. *93
1965 ENVOY EPIC. EXCELLENT CON- 
dltlon. very tow mileage. $600. Tele- 
phone 762-0778. jsj
1958 CORVETTE. 3*7. FOUR SPFFn 
Two top*, super clean. $2,100. Arm- 
strong, 516-3452.  *99
1969 TR-6 IN EXCELLENT CONDI- 
tton. low mileage. Best otter? Tdepbone 




1965 VAUXHALL VIVA, EXCELLENT 
condition. Equipped with tachometer.' 
oil and (mpmeter gauge*, six good 
tire* including two winter. $525. Tele­
phone 7654003. 301
MUST SELL 197* HONDA 350 S.L. 
Scrambler. Helmet and extra*. Immacu­
late condition. Beat otter take*. Tele­
phone Don at 763-2982. Ml
1971 KAWASAKI 500, 9,500 MILES. IN 
gond running condition. Two helmet* 
included. . $800 complete. Telephone 
7654976. 301
1962 CHEV IMPALA TWO DOOR HARD- 
top. 283 automatic, power steering, 
power brake*, new motor. Also 1957 
Pontiac tour door sedan. Telephone 
768-5894. 301 1971 650 BSA LIGHTNING. EXCEL- 
lent running order. $795. Telephone 763- 
6941 3031957 THAMES. CHEVROLET RUNNING 
gear. 1966 Chev four door hardtop, 
power steering, power brake*.' V-8. 
automatic. Will awap. Telephone 763- 
4826. 301
1972 KAWASAKI 500 CC, 4J00 MILES, 
as new; two helmet*. Telephone 769- 
4893 after 6:30 p.m._________ 300
1963 CHRYSLER NEWPORT, FOUR 
door ledan. Automatic transmission, 
power steering, power brakes, radio.
1971 YAMAHA 360 ENDURO. A-l 
condition. Serious enquiries only. Tele­
phone 762-492L 299
1970 KAWASAKI 90 CC BUSHMASTER.
299
1967 Shelby Cobra GT 500 
428 Lemans Motor, 2 4-barrel 
carbs. 4-speed, P.S., P.D.B. 
AM-FM Radio. Full instrumen­
tation, new fibreglass tires, 





good rubber. Perfect running order. 
Telephone 765-8653. 301
1960 VOLKSWAGEN. GOOD MOTOR 
and transmission, $175. 1964 Meteor 
sedan, four door, power rear window, 
radio, new tires, $475. Telephone 765-
$250. Telephone 765-6827.
43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES
9022. 299
RECENT HIGH SCHOOL 
OR COLLEGE STUDENT 
who is looking for an opportun­
ity to grow with a young ex­
panding company. Immediate 
opening available. Position en­
tails: primary administrative 
function such as purchasing, 
inventory and production con­
trol. Applicant must have a 
mechanical aptitude, theory or 
some practical experience is 





Age 10-14 — Boys or Girls 
You buy your own papers and 
then resell them for your profits. 
For further details contact the
JACOBSEN 
PONTIAC-BUICK LTD. 
This Weeks Special 
1965 OLDS 88 
2 dr. T. Top 
$1095.
"Your Total Transportation 
Centre”
1658 Pandosy - Ph.: 763-7700 
Used Car Lot 763-6060
299
1963 CHEV STATION WAGON. RE- 
built motor and transmission. $495. 1964 
Chev sedan, excellent running condition. 
Both have radios. Telephone 765-9022. 
___________________ _______ 299 
1969 AUSTIN MINI 1000 WAGON, NEW 
1972 motor. 7,000 miles. Tape deck, nine 
tires. Good condition. Telephone 762-0705.
304
1972 TOYOTA COROLLA 1200 SPORTS 
coupe, excellent condition. Radio, rear 
defroster, block heater, good rubber. 
$2000. Telephone Darryl at 765-7139. 302
1962 FORD, FOUR DOOR, AUTOMA- 
Uc. Good running condition. Must sell 
—best otter. Licensed. Telephone 763- 
4988. 301
TWO SUMMER 7:75x14 TIRES, USED 
one summer, $10.00 each. Trailer hitch, 
lite 1962 Plymouth. $15.00. Electric 
cord, 75 feet, $5.00. Telephone 762-3843.
_________________  299
MOTO UTA CUSTOM WOOD OR 
leather steering wheels to fit all im­
ports. $39.95 complete. Race and RaUye, 
Bredln at Springfield, 763-7637. 299
292 MOTOR AND PARTS. TO 1956 





condition. $125. Telephone 762-6576 after
f--5 p.m. 299
i POWER SEWING MACHINE, QUALITY 
। bedroom sets. 8 drawer office desk. 
r-Magnavox television console. Encyclop­





LARGE CANADIAN MANUFACTURER 
Is interested in interviewing married 
men with family responsibilities to carry 
their complete line. Car essential. Write 
Box A776. The Kelowna Daily Courier.
laneous. Telephone 762-7017. 299
• 12’X12* BRAND NEW. SCULPTURED 
Acrilan carpet: white and light green, 
I /Still in roll. Retail cost $207, will sell
for $119. Telephone 769-4362. tf
j 24” VIKING STOVE — AVOCADO, 
• three yenrs old. New $250. Now $125.
Upright freezer, 16 cubic feet, $150. 
. Telephone 765-7277 evenings. 303
) USED 30 INCH FINDLAY ELECTRIC 
I stove' in good condition, very clean. $40. 
i Telephone 762-4891 8 a.m. • 12 noon, Mon-
I day through Friday. 301
BLACK AND WHITE 21 INCH SPAR- 
। tan cabinet model television $45, Tele- 




340 — 4V 
1969 DART SWINGER 
40,000 miles, 
P.S., P.B., automatic, 
vinyl top, radio.
Phone 765-8687 after 5 p.m.
301
1962 TRUCK AND CAMPER, $850. 
May be seen at 175 Gertsmar Road. 
Rutland, from Sunday to Thursday. 
___________________________________ 300 
URGENT SALE, 1965 VALIANT CON- 
vertible, 273, lour barrel, new brakes, 
live good tires, excellent condition, 
phone 769-4201._____________________ 300
1963 OLDS SUPER 88 AUTOMATIC, 
power steering, power brakes, radio, 
good rubber. Good condiUon. $400 or 
what offers? Telephone 764-4540. 300
TERRIFIC BUY 1958 PONTIAC FOR 
sale or trade on used truck, good con­
dition. Very clean. Telephone 762-8444
between 5 and 7:30 p.m.
762-4445
COLLECTOR
1970 (PURCHASED NEW IN ’71) CUS- 
tom Chevrolet Carry-AU with it all in- 
eluding power steering, power brakes., 
tf automatic shift. 350 h.p., permanent 
— I trailer hitch, three big seats, etc. Pur­
chased new this vehicle costs $6,200 
plus. You can beat that by nearly half 
and still have a 16,000 mile warranty 
remaining. Try and find a used one
___ __________________ tt 
FREE COTTAGE AND BOARD IN 
exchange for island attendance. Must 
be retired gentleman. Telephone 762- 
4971 evenings.______________________ tf
BUCKER FOR TREE LENGTH LOG 
yard. Telephone Schneider Logging Ltd..
765-6503.
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
■|<f 9000 B.T.U. PHILCO DELUXE, AUTO- 
. matlcally controlled, air conditioner, 115 
7'XyoKage. walnut panelled, used two
<jnonths. Telephone 762-2463. 301
HERMES AMBASSADOR TYPEWRIT- 
er for sale', (used). Top quality office 
















Wednesday, July 26th - 7 p.m.
"Ar Estate from Oliver includes: Furniture, appliances, kitchen 
utensils, garden tools, etc.
-fr WOO BTU air conditioner, fan, swamp cooler. Speed 
Queen auto, washer and dryer, turning lathe, candy vend­
ing machines, small propane hot water tank, pressure 
system, bikes, stroller, etc.
■jir Maple dinette table and 4 chairs, hide-a-bed, single beds, 
bedroom suite, desk, new kitchen cabinet unit, radio- 
record player, TVs, etc.
Collector’s items include: Round oak table, buffet, chest 
of drawers, brass jardinere, lamps and irons.
☆ Brand new Ski-Flee boat, golf clubs, adding machine, 
utility trailers, picket fencing, patio table and umbrella, 
tent, plywood boat, etc.
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME LIMITED ,
OPEN WEDNESDAY FOR VIEWING 
Auctioneers—HARRY KUSLER and STEVE DUNSDON
Hwy. 97 N. — Behind the Drive-In Theatre 
NO SALE REGATTA WEEK 
Wednesday, August 2.
765-5647
DOME WILL BE CLOSED JULY 29 - AUGUST 6.
299
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
SHERIFF’S SALE 
Province of British Columbia 
County of Yale
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
ATTENTION: PROSPECTORS, HUN- 
ten, sportsmen, wood* operhtors, see 
the all-terrain machine "Playcat" at 
Okanagan White Truck Sales Ltd., Reids 
Corner or call Bob Sparks at 765-5165 or 
765-9544, t! 
1970 E300 ECONOLINE VAN, 302. 
V-8, three speed, 33,000 miles. $2595. 
Telephone 763-4101 or 762-2055, ask for
B1U. 299
1956 FORD PICK-UP, MOTOR IN 
good condition, new paint and canopy.
$400. Telephone 767-2394. 302
1969 FORD, FOUR WHEEL DRIVE, 
FIDO, half ton. six cylinder, four speed.
Telephone 765-7776. 302
1966 HEAVY DUTY ECONOUNE VAN, 
new engine, big six, equalizer hitch.
300
1963 PONTIAC HARDTOP V-8 WITH 
lour speed and bucket seats. Consider 
small trade with cash. Telephone 765-
$1350. Telephone 768-5668.




Under and by virtue of a Writ 
of Fieri Facieas issued out of 
the County Court of Yale, Holden 
at Kelowna to me directed and 
delivered against the goods and 
chattels of Robert E. Brown, 
at the suit of Household Finance 
Company Limited, I have seized 
and will sell by Public Auction 
at the Dome Auctions, Leithead 
Road, Kelowna, B.C. on Wed­
nesday, the 26th day of July, 
1972, at the hour of 8:00 P.M. 
in the afternoon, all the right, 
title and interest of the defend­
ant Robert E. Brown in the 
following to satisfy the Judge­
ment debt and costs herein:
1—Philco 25” Color Television 
Set. Serial No. 162077
CLASSIFIED RATES ;
Classified Advertisement* and Not­
ices for this page must be received 
by 4:30 p.m. day previous to publica­
tion. except 12 noon Saturday for Mon­
day publication.
Phono 763-3228
WANT AD CASH RATES




Six consecutive days. *c 
word per Insertion.
Minimum charge based on
Minimum charge for any 
ment is $1.00.
Births. Engagements.






Death Notices, in Memoriams, 
Cards of Thanks 5c per word, mini* 
mum $2.50.
U paid prior to Initial billing, a 10% 
discount may be deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
Applicable within circulation zone 
only.
Deadline 4:30 p.m. day previous io 
publication; except 12 noon Saturday (or 
Monday publication.





1965 MGB WITH THREE TOPS, NINE 
tires including four Michelin radials, 
wire wheels, luggage rack and radio.
Telephone 762-5046. 299
1969 MUSTANG 302-V-8 AUTOMATIC. 
Excellent condition. View at 1630 
Mountain Avenue or telephone 762-7252.
299
1966 METEOR S33 - TWO DOOR 
hardtop. Excellent condition. Telephone
HELP! S.O.S.!
DO YOU NEED A 
TRAVEL TRAILER? 
We’re loaded! Stop in and see
763-5140. tf
Our collection department re- for sa,c anywhere. Telephone 769-4156. 
quires a collector immediately. ___________________________
Knowledge of collection proce- J9®7 .R<?,VER TC 5000* ?VE.LL ma.in-
. _ . tained all year round, major tune-up lastdures an asset. Send resume to I week, recent valve grind and tappet
— v . oo_ adjustment, oil change and lube job.
BOX A-o2(J, Very reliable, smooth unit with many
THE YEinu/MA extras — tilt steering, fully reclining
IDE IN.EL.V)WIN/V 1 buckets, tach, radials, leather upholstery 
DAILY COURIER I and more. For further information,!I telephone 763-7596 after 4:00 p.m.
300 | 298-299, 302
SALESMAN TO TAKE OVER ESTAB- ONE OF A KIND, 1968 AMERICAN 
lished route, must have car and willing Motors A.M.X. 390 C.I.D., three speed 
to work 40 hours weekly. Average earn-1 automatic transmission, power ’steering 
ings $4.75 per hour. Apply stating age, I and brakes, air conditioner, tilt steering 
marital status and telephone number I wheel, new wide oval tires and chrom- 
Previous experience not necessary, we I ies, red lacquer paint. Telephone 769-
train. Write to Box A775. The Kelowna 4893 after 6:30 p.m.
Daily Courier.
300
— SPORTS DELUXE; 1966 ACADIAN
301
RELIABLE WOMAN OR OLDER GIRL 
needed to baby sit four children in 
my home, Hollywood DeU Subdivision, 
weekends and approximately two or 
three times during week^ Must be able 
to take over full responsibility. Refer­
ences required. Telephone 765-7689. 301
EXPERIENCED LEGAL S T E N O- 
graphers required by local law firm. 
Reply Box 190. Telephone 763-2100. tf
EXPERIENCED LEDGER KEEPER 
required by local bank. Telephone 762-
2917. Ask for Mr. Bruce. 302
1964 JEEP EQUIPPED WITH HUBS 
and dual tank, boat rack, $1,395. Tele-
phone 765-5337. tf
1954 AUSTIN, LICENCED AND IN 
running order, rubber fair. Price $70.
Telephone 762-3550. tf
what we have to offer — 16’ to 




1713 Harvey Avenue 
763-2118
TERMS OF SALE: Cash or 
certified cheque at time of sale 
and subject to Social Services 
Tax if applicable.
DATED at Kelowna, B.C. 
this 24th day of July, 1972. 
J. F. McFAUL 
Deputy Sheriff 
County of Yale
Six consecutive Insertion* $1.75 per 
column Inch.
Read your advertisement the first 
day It appear*. We will not be res­
ponsible for more than one Incorrect 
Insertion.
BOX REPLIES
50c charge for the use of a Courier 
box number, and 50c additional U 
replies are to be mailed.
. Names and address of Boxholder* 
are held confidential
MUST SELL 1971 GALAXY 500. FAC- 
tory air conditioning. Excellent condi-
tion. Telephone 763-4025. tf
1972 VEGA KAMBACK WAGON, AUTO- 
matic. radio, 5,700 miles. $700 less than
new price. Telephone 763-5512. tf
1972 DUSTER, 6,000 MILES, BUCKET 
seats, power steering, console. Sacrifice.
Telephone 765-8363. tf
1969—TR-6 SPORTS CAR, CONVERT- 




Students seek your support for jobs to further their 
education.
These ads are published without charge by the Kelowna 
Daily Courier. Employers wishing to hire any of the 
students listed below, please contact:
CANADA MANPOWER CENTRE
762-3018








Carrier boy delivery 65c per week. 
Collected every two weeks.
Motor Route 







NOW CALL COURIER 
DIRECT 763-3228 
CLASSIFIED ADS
| OPEN 24 HOURS
FULLY QUALIFIED HAIRDRESSER Canso, V-8, four barrel, console, buc- 
required immediately. Telephone 764-1 kets, two door hardtop power steering, 
4796 after 6 p.m. tf I power brakes, radio, new tires and
WANTED: EXPERIENCED APPLE TelephOM,763S-2433Re?SOn-mOVing E2M 








T, Th, S, 11
B. C. outside Kelowna City Zone 
12 months . .................... $22.00
6 mpnths ........  12.00
3 months ......................... 6.50







U.S. and Foreign Countries
1964 CHEV STATION WAGON. FAIR 
running condition. Will take best otter.
Telephone 763-3921. 301
28‘xl2’ ADDITION FOR MOBILE 
home; includes wiring, baseboard heat­
ing, washer and dryer plumbing, car-
12 months . 





37. SALESMEN AND 
AGENTS
1959 VOLKSWAGEN VAN IN VERY 
good condition throughout. Two studded 
winter tires, four new summer tires.
1964 PLYMOUTH, SIX CYLINDER, 
automatic,, good running order. $275.
Telephone 762-7878. 301
Telephone 764-7374. tf
1961 VOLKSWAGEN IN GOOD CONDI-
tion. Telephone 764-4515. tf
pets and drapes. Two large rooms with Au mail and Motor Route Subscriptions 
rlnCAts. SQSn nine rtalivanv AbanaMon ___ .. . .closets. $950 plus delivery. Okanagan 
Mobile Homes, Highway 97 North.
across from Mountain Shadows. -Tele-
phone 765-7077. tf
payable in advance. 
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
LICENSED REALTOR
We require the services of one 
experienced, licensed salesman 
to start immediately. Maximum 
commission — All inquiries held
COURIER PATTERNS
in strict confidence.
LUND AND WARREN 
REALTY LTD.






more licensed real estate 
salesman.
Please contact Mel Russell or 
Cliff Wilson at 762-3146.
tf
CAR SALESMAN
Car Salesman required, young 
and aggressive. Preferably ex­







with Every Gas Purchase
CIGS.
Pkg. of 29 47c
MOHAWK KELOWNA 
SERVICE
1505 Harvey Ave. 762-2822
1. Local high school girl with 
38 wpm typing nnd previous 
experience in picking fruit 
and bakery sales and clean­
up, would like to find employ­
ment wqrklng with animals, 
sales or delivery work for the
Mjummcr.
2. Grado 12 Rutland girl with 
experience painting, working 
In a resthome, housekeeping 
and babysitting Is looking for 
work In an office, waitress- 
Ing, babysitting or as a cham­
bermaid.
1. UBC Science Student com­
pleted third year Honors 
Zoology, with 50 wpm typing 
and certification as a Scuba 
Diver Is seeking steady sum­
mer work; he Is experienced. 
In both office procedures and 
construction labour.
2. Grade 12 grad with exper­
ience as a blaster’s helper 
and in farming would like 
any type of work, preferably 
along labouring line.
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
MAN, 25, THREE YEARS EXPERI- 
•nee Including typing, seeks general I 
office work, - References available, I 
Telephone 763-3800, 10 a.in, - noon or 5-6
P.m. 304
Printed Pattern
1971 HOMEMADE 14' TRAVEL TRAIL- 
er. propane stove, sink, Icebox, sleeps 
five, sideview mirrors, four jacks, 
wired UOV.Eaz-Lift towing hitch. Ready 
for the road. $850. Can be seen Shell 
Service station, Harvey and Richter.
_________________' ■ , 301 
1969 TWO BEDROOM, FURNISHED, 
mobile home. Will take good car or 
travel trailer in trade. Lot 27, Mount­
ain View Trailer Park. Telephone 765-
5353. tf
1970 19 FOOT TRAVELAIRE HOLIDAY 
trnller, fully contained with separate 
shower, hot water tank. Propnne-elec- 
trie refrigerator, furnace. ’ Telephone 
762-8807. 304
SHASTA TRAILER , COURT ON LAKE- 
shore Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV included. Telephone
Each week you are invited to match the 
person named, to the province he or she 
is associated with. Just read the ads and 
find) the correct answer to the question 
asked, Send your answers to the "Great 
Canadian Contest” editor, c/o Kelowna 
Daily Courier. The first 5 names drawn 
each week, with the correct answers, will 
win LP records by various Canadian artists. 
Contestants are asked to please include 
phone number with their entry. So. hurry, 
enter today!
Today’s question: To which Province is 
K. C, Irving associated?
763-2878. U
TWO BEDROOM DELUXE 1972 12' x 
60* mobile home. Immaculate condition. 
Must bo seen to be appreciated, Tele-
phone 769-4772. 301
LIKE NEW, 17 FOOT "OPEN ROAD” 
travel trailer, self-contained unit, only 
been on the rond once. Telephone 769- 
4156, 301
6’6" HOMEMADE CAMPER, $125. WILL 
tako cartop boat or fishing motor in 




at 255 Asher Rond. Rutland. 300
New and reconditioned ma­
chines, repairs to all makes. 
Your authorized dealer for 
Pfaff sewing machines.
FOR RENT - NEW HARDTOP TENT 
trailers, two sizes. Book now for your 
summer holidays. For more Information
telephone 765-5054. 209
FOR RENT - 16’ TRAVEL TRAILER. 
Sleeps ,8, July 30-August 6, 1072. Located 
at Lot 31, Shady Rest, Wcatbank. Tele-
phono 762-7750. 290











J). Locnl high school girl with 
past experience as a live-in 
babysitter, fruit picker anti 
factory worker wo^ild like a 
llve-in or regular babysitting 
■4 position for the summer 
< ‘’months.
»*4, Locnl grade 13 graduate 
with 40 wpm typing nnd nn
r ., experienced counter clerk, typist, coat checker nnd 
salesclerk, Is seeking any 





5. Grado 12 girl with exper­
ience n» a bus girl nnd meat 
wrapper Is looking for sum­
mer work ns a salesclerk, 
meat wrapper or fruit picker,
3. Oyama student with first 
year applied Science nnd 
Engineering nt U of Toronto 
Is interested In doing rc- 
senreh work; previous Jobs 
include assembly work nnd 
farm management,
4. Husky grade 12 student 
wi|h experience as a buckcr, 
swamper, carpenter’s help­
er. and Inbourer would like 
summer work preferably ns 
a driver snlesmnn or equip­
ment operator. J <
5. local grade 10 student 
with Bronze Medallion Swim 
qualifications and experience 
on construction nnd In or­
chards \ls seeking warehouse, 
supermarket or stockroom 
work for the summer.
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS, J X* 11:. n
Old crumbled basements made nn new, L., t iR/l
Spanish or iloalgn plaster on feature Wf AAWLA l/lkMXOX
concrete wall*. Telephone 765-6272, If | I
CEMENT WORK AND PAINTING, CC\A/ AMR l/MITI
Free estimates I Telephone 763-7138 from utVV AINU l\INI I I
5 p.m, to 8 p.m.- til
domestic) live ini need spon- Watch her eyes when she 
nor. Write P.O, Rog 207, Kingston 5, SCCS thlH 9-pc. wardrobe.
Jamaica, West Indie*. 300 NEW for 11%” (loll! Sew
WILL DO BABY SITTING and ir<)n“ swlngy dress, top, skirt, boots. 
Ing in my home. Telephone 765-IM03, Knit ski sweater, pants, pull- 
---------- :------------------------- ----over, hot, potholder vest. Pot- 
F1NISIIING carpenter will do tcrn 582: pattern pieces, dlrcc-
Inlerlor finishing, prefab door*, cabinets, ‘
etc. Telephone 764-7374. jj^llions,n.,SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS for 39. BUILDING SUPPLIES |ench pattern—cash, cheque or
bricks, large quantity, USED money order. Add 15 cents 
red brick* cleaned nnd on pallet*. Place for each pattern for first-class 
your order now. Telephony TCMOM.J malilng and special ’ ’handling 
cure of. —to Laura Wheele , -----
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK The Kelowna Daily Courier, 
REaisTCnicD .. retrieve ^ecd’^raft Dept.,, 00
er* at Dognle fihnimrl-l.a Kennel*. Pup. W., Toronto. Ontario 
pie*, itarted ami trained dog*. Top add 4c sales tax. Print plainly 
hto dvw n <lu“irnn'ecd ,rco "' PATTERN NUMBER, your 
------------ ? NAME nnd ADDRESS.’
IIEGIHTEIIED QUARTEH HORSE in,, N«crllo<‘rnfl Cntnlnn- 
filly. Aho quarter hor»« gelilln*, very .J ’72 NCCdlCCran Catalog— 
gentle, suitable tor anyone to rid*. Aho Knit, crochet, embroider glttB, 
w,“’rn T‘'k|”'T fashions. Free directions. 50c 
—-----------L---------------------------- . Instant Macrnme Book —
Ku^iiS Bns,c’ fanc* knots. Patterns $1.
hand*. $400 or belt otter. Telephone 7M- NEW Easy Art of Hnlrpln 







Start with a sleek and slmnlo 
shape, then add a wide collar 
nnd you have summer '72’h fav- 
orlnte shirt lookl Have it In one 
or two colors.
Printed Patterh 9349: NEW 
Half Sizes 10‘4, 12’6, 14M*. 16'Zi, 
18M;, 20%. Size 14 M/ <bust 37 
takes 1% yards 60-liich. , 
' S E\V ENT Y-FIVE CENTS
MOBILE HOME 64’xl2’, THREE BED- 
room, fully furnished, $7,000. Telephone 
708-5272. if 
DO YOU QUALIFY FOR THE BEST? 
22 foot Taiutem Travel homo, aolf-con- 
tnlncil, *3,750, Telephone 760-5138. 301 
C A M PER "'TliAILEIL MCENSED; 
light-jacks, sleeps four to ilx. • $200, 
Telephone 762-0710. 301
FOR RENT: 8 FOOT CAMPER WITH 
4 foot cab over, sleep* four, Telephone 
764-7574. , ' 290
46. BOATSrACCESS'
15',ia FOOT GLASTRON FJBRKGLASS 
boat, electrio 65 h.p. Mercury motor, 
ski bar, electric bailer, good condi­
tion. Price $1,100, Telephone 702-5525
or apply Casa Lorna Resort II
1988 20’ ALUMINUM CRESTLINER. 
Flying llrklRo with 1069 >03 h.p. Chry­
sler outboard motor, power tilt. Tan­
dem trnllor. Telephone) Doug 705-31(15.
45 1LP. CHRYSLER OUTBOARD MOT- 
or, lined tlireo days. $255 off cost, 24 
month gunranleo. Tclophonu 762-4971 
evening*, If
10 FOOT BANSHEE BKI BOAT WITH 
105 Chrysler and nkl equipment, Two 
month* old nml In excellent condition,
Telephone 762-3128. 301
«
jf you arc a student seeking summer employment, 
contact Canada Manpower for the placement o( your 
ad.
ten month old. iieuisteiiedj Instant Crochet Book-Step- 
•liver gray, I’-hmIIc, male. Hou«ebrojien. by-Stcp pictures, patterns. SI, 
Xe*7«442? «WM’ h0"” Trd Complete Insliiht Gift Book-
ANaLoTARAiijTiFielmoro ,llI,n -1,
•nine )e«r» old). Show hark, goes 









Psilour. 7611<U nr evening* 7*1- 
i 301
Complete Afghan Book~$l. 
10 Jiffy Rugs Book 60c.
Book of 12 Prize Afghans. 60e 
quin Book i-iie panoms. roc 
Museum Quilt Book 2—COc 
Quilts For Today—60c
(75c) (no stumps,
please) for each pattern—add 
15 cents for each pattern for 
first-class mailing nnd special 
•handling. Ontario residents add 
4c aales tnx. Print plainly 
SIZE, NAME, ADDRESS nnd 
STYLE NUMBER.
Send order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, core of The Kelowna 
Dally Courier, Pattern1 Dept,, 
00 Front St. AV., Toronto.
BEE MORE Spring Fashions 
nnd choose^ one pattern free 
from new Spring-Summer Cat­
alog. All sizes! Only 50c.
INSTANT SEWING BOOK 
s('W today, wehr tomorrow. SI, 
INSTANT FASHION BOOK- 
Hundredn of fashion facta SI.
5 H.P. HEARS OUTBOARD MOTOR, 
very Rigid condition, Trailer hitch to 
fit Datsun station wagon. Telephone 
765-8696. [ 299
TANDEM BOAT- TIIAILER FoTT'm’ 
boat. $350. Can lie seen at Highway 97 
Reid’* Corner, Telephone 765-51M, If 
73~"FOOT~bm^ 
h.p. Evlnrudo electric dart and trailer,
Trades? Telephone 765-8871, 303
« FOOT HBIIEGLASS RUNABOUT' 
40 h.p. motor, trailer nnd *kl equip- 
ment, $900. Telephone 760 2078 After 5 
p.m. 303
WAN™)7~fiAHji()A€ HAVE FOR 
trade, 20 h.p. Mercury motor, good run­





KELOWNA AUCTION DOME* IIE4HI' 
l»r •»!<•» every Wednesday, 7.0(1 p.m 
We pay rath (or complete otatr* am 
hmiaehold jiimtrnte Telephone 
Behind the Drbe-In Theatre. Highway
97 Nmlh.




Hwy. 97 N. 702-5203
New Brunswick
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NURSEIIY & TURF LTD. 
Wc have nn excellent selec­
tion of ornamental shrubs, 
Shade Trees, Evergreens. 
765-6321 - 765-7334 
R.R. No. 2, Kelowna, B.C. 



















Binding, Merging, Fringing, 




a Kelowna’s Home and Indus- 
,rl“i Decorating Service, 
SIGNS, ART SUPPLIES, FIBREGLASS, WAT.LPAPER 
Treadgold Paint Supply Ltd.
1619 ramlosy St. 762-21.14
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23. Religious ' 
school 
(abbr.)












38. Site of the 
Alcazar
39. Equitable 
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE- Here’s how to work it: 
A X Y D L B A A X R
Is LON G F E L L O W
' One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
used for the three L's, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different
CRYPTOQUOTES
GMLS1ULL SL PSEU JSAS1T N
GSFZFPU-USQOUJ ZBM EUUD WBCSIT
BJ ZBM YNPP ABXI - NM QO B J M IE IB X I.
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: THERE'S NOTHING NEW IN 
COMPUTER MATCHING OF COUPLES TO EACH OTHER. 
GUYS HAVE BEEN HOOKED FOR MANY YEARS BY A 
CALCULATING M0THER.-R. M. WALSH
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
TO YOUR GOOP HEALTH
What Are Reasons 
For Noisy Stomach?
By Geom C. Thosteson. M.D.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: What 
makes a noisy stomach? It 
seems it does it after a meal. It 
makes so much noise it is em­



















There are also tablets contain­
ing simethicone which breaks 
up gas bubbles. Yotir family 
physician may have other 
suggestions.
The racket of a “noisy stom­
ach” isn’t in the stomach at all, ' 
but in the intestine where food 
goes from the stomach.
When food leaves the stom­
ach, it is in liquid form, but 
there may be air and gas in 
varying amounts.
The air may be swallowed. 
Air-swallowing is a very com­
mon but little-recognized habit. 
Gas can result from the diges­
tive processes, and possibly 
from fermentation.
Anyway, eating stimulates ac­
tivity—movement—of the intes­
tinal tract, and the noise you 
notice comes from the liquid 
and gases moving through the 
intestine.
There may be excessive 
movement, causing gurgling. 
There may be some narrowing 
or partial obstruction, but in 
this case there will be other 
symptoms, bloating among 
them.
Another possibility: You may 
get so nervous and tense, wait­
ing for the noises, that, muscu- 
larly, you get sort of “tied up in 
a knot.” As the intestinal activ­
ity has to work against this 
tenseness, you get gurgles when 
the intestine finally manages to 
push your dinner through those 
several feet of digestive tubing.
Some suggestions: Notice if 
the noise follows any particular 
type of food, particularly 
starchy, sugary, or fatty items. 
You may need medication to aid 
digestion of certain foods.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: My hus­
band just confronted me with 
the fact that he was on hard 
drugs at one time, and he is 
afraid that it may have or will 
hurt our unborn baby. I am two 
months along.
Will these drugs hurt my 
baby?—Mrs. P. P.
Your question gets us into the 
medical quagmire of genetic ef­
fects about which too tittle is 
known. Studies I have seen re­
port no effect on unborn chil­
dren from the father’s use of 
such drugs. Some recent studies 
have suggested some such 
connection, though, between the 
mother and the fetus.
Don’t brood over it during this 
important time of your life.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: About 
peanut butter being high in cho­
lesterol, is that natural or 
caused by additives?—F. L. B.
Peanuts are high in fat, but 
only a small amount of the fat 
is of the saturated type which is 
the prime source of cholesterol. 
Homogenization may raise that 
amount of saturated fat slightly 
but not enough to. cause con­
cern.
Whether other special treat­
ments of peanut butter (hydro­
genation, for example) would 
make an important difference is 
another question, and I haven’t 
been able to find an authorita­
tive answer to that.
The ordinary additives and 
preservatives used - in foods 
I would not increase the satu­
rated fat level.
CONTRACT BRIDGE










A SHELLFISH MTN 
ONE EYE
WERNECK CASTLE, Gerntamf, 
BUILT AS A RWAL RESIDENCE IN 1737 
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WWV WOULD YOU DO 
YOU W40W I PONT 
LIKE RHU8AR8/
WHY COULDNT 6MB W 
WAVS NOT MAD 
ANY RHUBARB
DAVE KAQAINI
PLAYING GOLP OH HIS KNEES TO WIN A BET, 
SWUNG A 3-WOOD ON A 207 YD BARG HOLE 
AT WYKAGYL COUNTRY CLUB,NEW R0CHEUEM 






















Opening lead—two of clubs.
The time element vitally af­
fects the outcome of many 
hands. A declarer will some­
times achieve a position where 
he has sufficient winners to 
make the contract, yet find him­
self going down because the de-, 
fenders beat him to the punch 
and cash their tricks before he 
can score his.
A really careful declarer looks 
for ways and means to turn the 
time factor to his advantage. 
Today’s hand shows how the 
deed is done.
Assume West leads a club,
won by East with the ace. If 
East were now foolish enough 
to cash his other two aces, 
South would easily make the 
contract. So let’s say that East, 
in an effort to build up a heart 
trick before dummy's diamonds 
get established, leads the jack 
of hearts.
Declarer wins with the king, 
returns the ten of diamonds, 
which East ducks, and leads a 
low diamond, taken by the ace. 
East thereupon plays another 
heart, forcing out the ace.
At this point, if the defend­
ers were on lead, they could 
cash a heart and sink the ‘con­
tract, but actually they are one 
tempo behind and cannot do 
this. South has the situation un­
der control, having the time 
advantage, and cannot be stop- 
ped from making the contract.
When, declarer leads the king 
of diamonds from dummy, East 
can do no better than ruff with 
the six, which South overruffs. 
Declarer then ruffs a club in 
dummy and fires the queen of 
diamonds at East. Now East is 
kaput, whether or not he ruffs.
i Either way, South discards a 
l heart and finishes with ten 
: tricks.
It is interesting to note that 
i the defence can win the race 
: against time if West leads a 
, heart originally instead of a 
: club. In such case, the defence 
would be one jump ahead of 
, declarer.
HEKG'S THLM BOOK OF 
POEMS YUH LOANED 
ME, OLOKY-8EE’.
1 COULPN'T FK51XS 
OUT THUM PLOT I
By Phil Interlandi
U. I5M. ommA
Power Returns To N.Y. Area
YOUR HOROSCOPE
Wednesday, July 26
Aries (March 21-Apr 11 IQ): 
Projects related directly to 
what you already have in the 
works are favored, completely 
fresh or unfamiliar ventures 
quite the contrary.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Among the work you go over is 
a surprise or two. There may be 
some competition for your time. 
Personal matters should take 
precedence.
Gemini (May 21.June 20): 
Original thought should be pul 
nto action. Others will do the 
same things. Inventiveness, 
self-improvement programs 
work together.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): Dis­
tant memories or very old 
things bring useful information. 
Don't allow new friends to take 
you away from routines alto­
gether.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Early 
differences resolve readily with 
a low-key effort at holding com­
munication open, Major events 
are few.and pass you with little 
Impact,
Virgo (Aug. 23-Scpt, 22): 
Spend the day lining up facts 
and figures, checking informa-
tlon. Where you must make 
promise or commitment, do 
in the later hours,
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): 
Early tension in 'work efforts 
dissipates soon if you refuse to 
react to provocation and just 
keep going. Romantic episodes 
are exciting.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): 
Skip details, get to the core of 
whatever the discussion con­
cerns. Settle on a course of ac- 
tlon, assign priorities, get busy,
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dcc. 21): 
Asking favors generates no real 
results (or the time being. Mind­
ing your own affairs even may 
be complicated by visitors.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): 
Approach old questions with 
originality, particularly where 
money Is concerned. You have 
wide latitude for experiment.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb, 18): 
Personal plans involving other 
people are more open to prog­
ress than usual, Your sense of 
drama helps put over a fresh 
idea.
Pisces (Feb. 10-March 20): 
Your superior knowledge of the 
Inside story puls you ahead of 
the group. Good listening gives 
you even more of the story.
Spiro Raps Anti-Progress Drive
And Backs Alaska Oil Pipeline
NEW YORK (AP) -- Then Co, feeder Unes since the cur- 
power went back on today for \rrnt heat wave began Ju days 
most ot the estimated 500,000
r c s 1 <1 c nt s of Brooklyn and
ago;
power loss, which
Queens who had boon without befcan Monday morning, caused 
electricity for up, to 16 hours Aqueduct Ilacc Truck to shut 
after seven feeder cables down for the day m'rl allowed
burned oqt
fo
SNUFFY1.! YOU LAZY WHELP!!
WHY DON'T Y6 GIT OFF'N YORE 
BACKSIDES AN'CHOP 
SOME WOOD FER 
LOVJEEZY?






OM, NO * YOU'RE LEANING 
AGAINST THE DOORBELL ^
While stressing that the Nixon 
administration chcrls|ied na­
ture's rich legacy, the vice-pres­
ident said that In the land now 
there was "a spirit of anti-prog­
ress, a feeling that, Instead of 
continuing to push forward to­
ward new frontiers we should 
stand pal or even retreat,”
At a news conference earlier 
in Anchorage, where Agnew de­
scribed his Alaskan visit as the 
official start of the Republican 
presidential campaign, the 
vice-president said, candidates 
could stress the Issues In this 
year's presidential .'ace,
"'Hie most Important differ­
ence in the campaign this year 
from that four years ago," 
Agnew said, “Is that candidates 
in this campaign offer America 
such a distinct and clear choice 
that for the first time in many 
years, without the public's be­
coming confused, It will he pos­
sible to stick very strictly to thr' 
issues where the differences an 
apparent and deep,”
FAIRBANKS, Alaska (Reu­
ter) —• .Vice-President Spiro 
Agpcw said Monday an “anti- 
progress campaign” was being 
conducted by persons who felt 
that technical change and in­
dustrial growth were bad.
Agnew, chosen by President 
Nixon to stand again on the Re­
publican ticket in the Nnvcrnlwr 
election,'said the Nixon admin­
istration was right in approving 
construction of the trans-Alaska 
oil plpellhe despite cries from 
ecologists ■ and others that it 
would ruin Alaska's enwron- 
merit. \
lie said that Alaskans di’sa- 
greed with tlie notion that al­
most nil of (heir state would re­
main a huge untapped national 
park.
"That Is a pleasant, romantic 
dream without reference to 
reality." -he told a luncheon of 
Republican' party member s. 
"That would result in stagna­
tion, and stagnation is the an­
tithesis of the frontier-spirit.”
| nboul 4<l m.Ilion g.illnns of raw 
news was. a; sculage to flow Ihroueh tlir pow- 
'’ ‘':;.‘l ericas Jamaica sewage fie.it-by the National
Weather Service of « ‘'definite 
break” In the marathon of si;- 
zling 90-drigrec yveather that has 
withered city dwellers nr.d 
strained power delivery to the 
limit.
The restoration of power to
ment plant and into Jamaica 
Bay,
A Con Etllsoq spokesman 
blamed Hie , f •s’ckv’ cable mal­
functions on trio heat and the 
heavy rains,
..However. Milton Muslcus, the
most of .Brooklyn and Queens city's municipal services admin 
marked the end of the scyond 1 fstrato:. M.n: "We're, not satis 
widespread power blackout due fled with Con Edison’s cxplana 
to. failing Consolidated Edison! tion.”
t f . l
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May Be In Final Season
RUTLAND (Staff) — Differ­
ences of opinion should be re- I 
solved before people go to bed, 
says a bride of 50 years ago.
"Don’t go to sleep with them 
on your mind," advises Mrs. 
Elwyn Ritchey. She and Mr. 
Ritchey, 570 Gertsmar Road, 
marked their 50th wedding an- 
niversary Sunday.
Elwyn Ritchey and Annabelle 
Walker met in 1919 at the Bcn- 
voulin Hotel, used by the Seven­
th-day Adventists as a church 
anti school. Mrs. Ritchey went 
Im that school. The building has 
since been demolished.. In 1922 
they were the first couple mar­
ried by Pastor W. A. Clemenson 
in an old SDA church in Rut­
land.
• Both grew up on farms, and 
their love of nature is still evi­
dent They grow flowers and 
fruit, and used to ride horses. 
BORN IN U.8.A.
'Mr. Ritchey was bom April 
8, 1900, at Roseau, Minn., near 
Manitoba, his wife iwo years 
later at Galva, N.D., near 
Minot. Their families came to
Ritchey, plays the organ at the ( 
SDA church. 1
The couple have lived on the 
Prairies and at the coast, but ■ 
always come back to Rutland. 
"I don’t think there is a nicer 
part of B.C./’ said Mrs. Ritch­
ey.
Her husband has been semi- 
retired about 15 years. He does 
selling, and looks after grapes 
and fruit trees on their land. 
They have about one acre of 
grapes. Mrs. Ritchey looks 
after the flowers.
The anniversary was the oc­
casion for a family reunion, 
with relatives coming from Al­
berta, Ontario and. Detroit. A 
feature of a reception in Rut­
land Centennial Hall Sunday 
night was the repetition of wed­
ding vows before Pastor Ed­
ward Teranski.
Son Carl Ritchey was master 
of ceremonies. An audio-visual 
specialist in schools at Oshawa, 
Ont., he assembled and showed 
pictures of "the old days,” with 
musical accompaniment blend- 
। cd in. It was called a Time To
tlon in Oshawa. John Is a natur­
opathic doctor in Merritt. Joe, 
another Oshawa resident, runs 
a maintenance company.
Hazel is Mrs. Louos Goertzen, 
whose husband is In the logging 
business, near Port Hardy, on 
Vancouver Island. Myrtle is 
Mrs. William Shannon of West­
bank. Her husband works for a 
building supply company here. 
There are 28 grandchildren and 
two great-grandchildren.
Mr. Ritchey has five brothers 
and two sisters. Milton, who 
lives at Prince George, operates 
an air service flying to and 
from Kelowna. Amos Ilves In 
Rutland, Ronald in Kelowna, 
Cecil in Salmon Arm, Milo in 
Chicago. ,
Eva is Mrs. John Hinter of 
Peachland, Grace, Mrs. Alfred 
Reiswig of Winfield.
Mrs. Ritchey has six brothers 
and four sisters. Elery lives in 
Mission City, Harold in West-
Crowd Dances On Rink
To Help Raise Funds
ELLISON (Staff) — About 
350 people attended the annual 
open air dance Saturday night
Canada early in the century, 
his to Alberta, hers to Saskat­
chewan. They came to Rutland 
in 1919.
In those days there were no 
trains into Kelowna, so they 
sailed on the SS Sicamous, a 
Canadian Pacific Railway ship, 
from Okanagan Landing. This 
voyage took about three hours. 
One time an icebreaker had to 
be called in from Kelowna to 
dear a path through the ice.
A man with a few dollars in 
' his pocket could have made a 
fortune if he hadn’t needed the 
money, and could wait until 
now to reap a return. The gov­
ernment was sdling land near 
Highway 33 at $5 an acre. To­
day the same property is worth 
about $10,000 eavh acre.
IS MUSICAL
,Mr. Ritchey was in the saw­
mill business several years, and 
sold logs to the Simpson mill in 
Kelowna. This mill became part 
of the Crown Zellerbach em­
pire.
He is rather shy about his 
musical ability. At the urging 
6t his family, he admitted tak­
ing piano lessons by correspon­
dence about 50 years ago. He 
owned a baby grand piano when 
)he got married. Years ago in 
Lethbridge and Regina, he was 
jn the Hawaiian guitar busi-
Dream.
TELEGRAMS
Several relatives took part in 
a program. Telegrams were 
read from Premier W. A. C. 
Bennett, B.C. lieutenant-gover­
nor John Nicholson, Primu I ‘n- 
ister Pierre Elliot Trudeau, I 
also relatives and friends whoj 
could not attend.
Another feature was a cake,' 
made by daughter Myrtle.
The couple enjoyed horse 
riding. Mrs. Ritchey took her
bank, Earl in Edmonton, Bill 
in Campbell River, Leslie in 
Port Hardy, and Emery in Mer­
ritt. Carrie is Mrs. Russell Pea­
body of Sacramento, Calif., 
Effie, Mrs. Albert Carlson of 
Rutland, Violet, Mrs. Thomas 
Hooker of Kamloops, and Ester, 
Mrs. Cooper of Vancouver.
Family Doctor 
Was Too Friendly
LONDON (AP) — A 54-year- 
old family doctor was barred 
from practice for nine months 
on Monday for having inter­
course with one of his patients 
—a young mother he brought 
into the world 28 years ago. Dr. 
Sidney Horrocks was found 
guilty by the British Medical 
Council’s disciplinary commit­
tee. The woman’s husband was 
given a divorce last month on 
grounds of his wife’s adultery 
with Horrocks.
on the skating rink here. The 
event raised money for the 
Ellison Park and Recreation 
Association.
This is the main fund-raising 
event for the rink, built in 1967 
with money raised locally, also 
grants from provincial and fed­
eral governments. The associa­
tion also sponsors cubs and 
scouts.
RUTLAND (Staff) — The old­
est water system In Rutland 
area may soon be no more. Re­
sidential subdivisions have tak­
en their toll.
The Brent-Davis water sys­
tem was started in 1891 when 
Frederick Brent and J. T. 
Davis owned large pieces. of 
land in the Rutland area. ' It 
began taking water from Mis­
sion Creek below Hollywood, 
carrying it across flat lands to 
the Brent farm.
In the 1920s, farm land was 
being subdivided and sold, so 
it was decided to provide stor­
age facilities. ■ The B.C. water 
rights branch advised making 
a dam on Brown Lake; in the 
McCulloch Road area.
Bill Quigley, of Quigley Road, 
began taking water about that
Mr. Quigley has been con­
nected with the system as sec­
retary-treasurer, bailiff and 
board member. He stopped us­
ing Brent-Davis water two years 
ago, and gets water from his 
own well and the Rutland Wat­
erworks District.
Incidentally, his brother-in- 
law, Rev. E. S. Fleming, and 
Mrs. Fleming live in the form­
er Brent home, now more than 
100 years old.
A ditch ran through the Quig­




Safety pins with plastic heads 
are less safe than ordinary pins 
because they break easily.
Found In Thailand)
WASHINGTON (Reuter) — 
U.S. and Thai authorities have 
made what officials describe as 
the largest seizure of illegal 
drugs in Thailand, it was an­
nounced Monday. About $231 
million worth of opium, mor­
phine and heroin were seized in 
northern Thailand during the 
last two days.
time. He remembers when vol­
unteers built the dam with vol­
untary labor. This dam was 
later sold to Southeast Kelowna 
Irrigation District, and the 
Brent-Davis system purchased 
a dam on Long Lake from 
Black Mountain Irrigation Dis­
trict.
ONLY IRRIGATION
About 400 acres were being 
irrigated. Now there are only 
about 200 customers, reports 
secretary-treasurer C. E. Sla­
den of Kelowna. Only irrigation 
water is provided.
CHAIRMAN QUIT
J. C. McLeod of Woods Road 
resigned as chairman of the 
board, but is continuing until 
a new chairman is dected. 
Other members are Tom Eso 
of Hollywood Road and Ignace 
Szing, also of Hollywood Road. 
Joe Kapiniak is water bailiff.
The system would not be 
worth much because flumes and 
ditches are made of tin, said 
Mr. Sladen. It might last for 
another five or 10 years.
A meeting was arranged Fri­
day night between officials of 
the Brent-Davis and Rutland 
systems to discuss the future 
of the system. It had to be 
postponed, and no other date 
has been set. Amalgamating 
the Rutland and Black Foun­
tain systems is also being dis­
cussed.
. It Is not likely anything will 
be done before September, 
a hen the irrigation season ends, 
said Mr. Sladen. How the sys­
tem will operate next season is 
the question.
The Black Mountain district 
was started in 1920, Rutland 
district in 1950. A fourth sys­
tem, Hollywood Water Users’ 
Community, started in 1932.
IMPORTED 
TEAK FURNITURE 
Living Room • Dining Room 
• Wall Components 
NORDAN IMPORT




WHY PAY MORE 
FOR GAS? 
St OFF PER GALLON 




‘ About 25 years ago, the couple 
Operated a motel and piano 
store on Gertsmar Road. Mrs. 
Sitchey looked after the Rest- 
tore Motel, and was in charge 
of the store. Most of the pianos 
Jwere used, brought from Winni­
peg. .
LIKE HERE BEST
Mrs. Ritchey plays the piano 
Tjy ear, but cannot read music. 
They have an old pump organ. 
A daughter-in-law, Mrs. 'Donald
last ride two years ago. “I'd 
take a ride again," says Mr. 
Ritchey.
They have only lived in their 
present house since January. 
They sold a home on Taylor 
Road, hoping to move to a 
ranch in the Chilcotin owned by 
daughter Hazel and her hus­
band. But their plans changed.
Mr. and Mrs. Ritchey have 
flown east three times, and en­
joyed it immensely. They hope 
to visit Mexico and Florida be­
fore settling down.
Of all the gifts, a china cab­
inet surprised them most. Given 
by-the children and their fam­
ilies, it was wheeled into the 
house while the couple were 
outside Monday talking with a 
reporter. A clock, towels, lin­
ens, cups and saucers were 
among other gifts.
LARGE FAMILIES
The couple still attend the 
Adventist church every Satur­
day, but prefer to sit back and 
let younger people do the work.
They have five sons and two 
daughters. Don lives in Rut­
land and owns a sawmill at 
Grindrod, near Vernon, which 
he once operated with his 
father.
। Roland works for a trucking 
company in Oshawa. Carl has 
, his master of arts degree, and 
I works for the board of educa-
Camp ■ Sightm




Egypt Ready For Reprisals
From Israel In Middle East
CAIRO (Reuter) — Egyptian 
forces were on the alert today 
for any possible reprisal by Is­
rael following President Anwar 
Sadat's criticism of U.S. and' 
Russian policy in the Middle 
East and the shooting down of 
an Israeli jet.
‘Sadat, in a four-hour speech 
Monday to 3,000 political leaders 
parliamentarians and members 
of the Arab Socialist Union at 
Cairo University, attacked the 
United States for failing to keep 
promises to put pressure on Is­
rael to withdraw from occupied 
Arab territories.
; 1 He also put part of the blame 
for the crisis on the Russians 
Who had contributed to Egypt's 
dilemma by a reluctance to sup­
ply It with certain types of arms 
to match sophisticated wea­
ponry sent to Israel by the 
United States,
Only 45 minutes after the 
president had spoken, a Cairo 
military official announced that 
one of four Israeli Phantom air­
craft had been shot down by
Egypt’s air defences while 
trying to. penetrate air space 
over the central region of the 
Suez canal.
SAY MISSILES FIRED
The spokesman did not say 
what type of weapon was used, 
but Israel claimed ground-to-air 
missiles were fired, adding that 
none of its planes was hit. Egypt 
said, however, that the Phan­
tom was seen'to crash on the Is­
raeli side of the canal.
The incident ended a lull on 
the canal front which had pre­
vailed since June 13, when 
Egypt said it shot down two Is­
raeli aircraft.
In his speech, Sadat shed lit­
tle new light on differences with 
the Soviet Union which caused 
him to terminate the Russian 
military presence In Egypt last 
Tuesday.
But the Egyptian leader did 
say: "Differences with the Rus­
sians began in March, 1971. 
when I visited the Soviet Union 
for the first time after assuming 




BEIRUT, Lebanon (Reuter )
— East German-born Canadian, 
Dietrich Dombro, Is all set to 
begin on Saturday a two-year 
voyage to North America from 
the historic Phoenician city of 
Tyre in south Lebanon. 1•
"I am ready, except for fin­
ishing touches to the boat which 
will be completed tomorrow." 
Dombro, 4G. from Salt Coats 
Sask., said today.
His companions h| the 30-foot- 
long boat will be his wife Ina- 
belle. 43, and their two sons, 
Lawrence, 8, add Decter, '.6, 
\ Dombro said that his 35,000. 
jplle voyage will bo along a 
route which the Phoenicians, 
ancestors of the present-day I-e- 
biuiese, pioneered east w a r <1 
m-roxn the Indian Ocean and the 
Pacific to reach North America 




The Xerox 1860 
Copy Primer
• Takes Originals up to 36" 
wide on bond Vellum or 
Mylar.
• Produces Copy to she or 
reduced to various sties,
• Blueprinting.
• Fast, Efficient Service,
Our other services Include: 
offset duplicating, ‘ mimeo­
graphing, electronic stencils, 




15 years in Kelowna
535 Lawrence Ave, 762-2547
MUR-A-LUME
Phone 763-7231 Phone 763-7231
Manufacturing । ,
FDR FREE ESTIMATES ON
• ALUMINUM ROLL-UP AWNINGS
• STATIONARY AWNINGS
• CARPORTS ANO PATIO COVERS 
MANUFACTURED in THE OKANAGAN 
FOR THE OKANAGAN
a—When you pack up and head for the wild country here’s the 
tent to take with you. It’s got all the room you want. 7 feet 
long, 7 feet wide and 5 feet centre height. Sleeps 3 people. Dur­
able, lightweight nylon roof, walls and screening. Only weighs 
7 lbs. One rear window witli nylon screening. Rugged alum­
inum frame. Tent is Orange with vinyl-coated fabric floor.




b—This lightweight easy-to-care 
pack tent is made of nylon. There's 
no odour or color rub-off and it's 
water proof. The aluminum poles 
are easy to assemble. Washable 
plastic floor for convenience. Pack 
itl
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Sleeping Bags for those Cool Nights
Back Packs For The 
Climb To The Hills
<1—Baby Carrier. Use it for back­
packing or ns n car scat (car scat 
bracket included). Aluminum frame. 
Padded shoulder straps. 2-1 b. 4-oz.
c-l'.nropcan Kiicknnck. Sturdy wa­
ter-repellent duck. Leather bindings. 
3 pockets. Without frame.
Each ............................   8.99
1—Economy Pack. Aluminum II- 
framc. Adjustable backhand. Bag cav­
ity 20x19x9'. 2-lb, 8-oz. Brown.
<1—100% Pure Goose Down Fill. The ultimate natural insulator. 
Quality, no-snag nylon zipper. Ami-draft storm welt. Strong down­
proof Cotton shell. In Blue. 2 lb. fill . Each 36.98
Knelt
vedibh Gas Stove
g—The 'Optimus 86* burns 
white gas. Hat n regulating 
burner and a safely valve. 
Weigh* only 19-oe. Steel com 
and a sturdy Brass lank.
15.09
2-Burner Stove \
li—This 2-liurner stove uses 
Hlerno fuel. Take* 2%-os. or 
7-os. ran. Mela). Fold* for 
storage. Only weigh* Lib.
Each 2.99 ,
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' Nimpsons-Scanii Sports Centre (6) Kelowna 763-5844. <
Park Free While You Shop Simpsont-SearL Orchard Park, Kelowna.
